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About the Korea Startup Index 2019
Dear Friends:
Thanks to the interest and enthusiasm of our readers, the sixth edition of the Korea Startup Index has been published in the midst of global changes.
According to our current survey, half of the respondents (65%) strongly agreed that COVID-19 will have a negative change in the startup ecosystem. Majority of respondents agreed that change
and uncertainty will be part of our lives for a long time.

There is no endless crisis. A world dominated by convergence technology, led by innovative technology companies can exert significant influence and unprecedented leadership
inunprecedented times of cataclysm and crisis.

In uncertain times, we want to help companies navigate through the COVID-19 crisis and turn the crisis into an opportunity.
HIGHLIGHTS

The Korea Startup Index contains various information such as the current status of Korean startup ecosystem in COVID-19 and global investment trends towards startups.
We hope that this will be a valuable reference material for everyone, especially for those who are struggling in their respective places even at this moment.
Sincerely,

Jong-kap Kim

Chief Executive Director Born2Global Centre
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Degree to which the
business environment is
friendly to business
operation, as indicated by
comprehensive startuprelated indices

Startup
Environment

Degree of ease with which
startups can be launched,
in consideration
of the processes and
requirements startups
must satisfy

Investor
Protection

Degree to which the
environment is favorable to
investors, as indicated
by indices on small investor
protection and measures
for holding shareholders
to account for illegal insider
trading

Number of
Days to
Launch

Average time it takes for a
startup to launch

Canada

Business
Environment
Rankings by
Country
Korea
USA

5
6

12

Canada

23

Japan
Spain

China
Chile

South Africa
Argentina

Startup
Environment
Rankings by
Country
Canada

Australia

14
29
30
31
59
84

126

3
7

27

USA

55

Chile

spain

33
57
97

Japan

106

South Africa

139

Malaysia

Argentina

Score=93.4

USA

Average 8 Day

The birthplace of cutting-edge
technology startups
Score=84.0
Score=91.6
Score=71.6

Canada

126
141

Score=79.6
Score=98.2
Score=84.0

Argentina

Chile

Average 4 Day

Argentina

23
3
7

Spotlighting the growth potential of
quaternary industries
Score=59.0
Score=80.4
Score=62.0

126
141
61
Average 11.5 Day

Australia

Republic of
South Africa

6
55
36

Average 1.5 Day

Japan

Malaysia

5
33
25

Score=84.0
Score=74.0

China

United States of
America

The leading country of AI technology
startups

China

Korea

Consistent growth with the goal
of creating an innovative national
environment for entrepreneurship

Spain

HIGHLIGHTS

Malaysia

Australia
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Korea

Korea Startup Index 2019

Business
Environment

STARTUP
GLOBAL
TREND

Spain

A powerful presence in southern
Europe’s largest startup hub
Score=77.9
Score=86.9
Score=72.0

Score=72.6
Score=89.1
Score=66.0

30
97
28

Average 12.5 Day

South Africa

Chile

Latin America’s small but strong
startup hub

China

The heart of Africa’s startup
community

59
57
51

Average 4 Day

Score=67.0
Score=81.2
Score=80.0

84
139
13
Average 40 Day

Home of the world’s largest number
of unicorns
Score=77.9
Score=94.1
Score=72.0

31
27
28

Average 9 Day

Malaysia

A dependable bridgehead for
business expansion into Southeast
Asia
Score=81.5
Score=83.3
Score=88.0

12
126
2
Average 17.5 Day

Japan

Building up “Society 5.0” through the
cultivation of quaternary startups
Score=78.0
Score=86.1
Score=64.0

29
106
57
Average 11.2 Day

Australia

Emerging as a startup powerhouse
with high income levels and
geographical advantages
Score=81.2
Score=96.6
Score=64.0

14
7
57

Average 2 Day

* source Doing Business 2020(A World Bank Group Flagship Report)
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received the largest investments in 2019, five

America, China and Southeast Asia. Over the

The top-10 list includes one Colombian and

more heavily in China than in the US, while

are headquartered in Beijing.

one Indian firm, with only two companies

from Silicon Valley and only one company
from England.

The most eye-catching firms in this list

are Kuaishou Technology, a Chinese video
application developer that received USD

3 billion in investment, and Rappi, a Latin
For the global venture market, 2019 was a

One especially noteworthy and significant

Investment in Korea’s venture market

longer revolves around the United States.

year of immense, unprecedented change.
increased both in size of investment and

number of venture firms. However, many

key venture markets (including the US and

in venture investment than in 2018. Investors
largely concentrated on companies deemed
“likely to succeed,” which resulted in the

accelerated widening of the gap between

haves and have-nots in the venture space.

While it is still the world’s largest venture

market and birthplace of the largest number
of innovative companies, it is also important
to recognize that major trends in innovation
and investment are expanding into other

regions of the world. This is easily proven by
a list, in decreasing order, of all companies
that received investments in 2019 by

investment size. Of the 10 venture firms that

Headquarter

Investment

2

Chehaoduo

Automotive trading platform

Beijing, China

$15B

2
4
5
5
5
8
9

12

10

OYO

Oneweb

JD Health
Flexport
Rappi
Nuro

Megvii

Netease Cloud Music

Hotel accommodation chain

Aerospace/Satellite communication
e-commerce

SaaS Logistics/Transportation/SaaS
Food delivery

Autonomous driving
AI/Face Recognition
Digital media

India

London, England
Beijing, China
SV, US

Bogota, Colombia
SV, US

Beijing, China
Beijing, China

deliver daily necessities while also offering
a simple payment service. A USD 1 billion

investment by the SoftBank Innovation Fund
in 2019 is still the largest single investment

ever received in Latin America. In Asia, OYO,
a venture firm in Gurgaon, India, is also

noteworthy. Founded in 2012 by 20 year-

old Ritesh Agarwal, it reached a corporate
value far above KRW 5 trillion within the

What, then, does it mean that seven of

Industry

Beijing, China

has moved beyond food delivery to also

in investments.

Company

Video application

founded in 2015. Within just five years, it

2019, OYO was the target of KRW 1.5 billion

Ranking

Kuaishou Technology

Rappi is a new company, having been

relatively short timeframe of seven years. In

10 startups with
Biggest Investment Deals of 2019
1

in the spotlight. Similar to Korea’s Baemin,

$3B

$15B
$13B
$10B
$10B
$10B

$9.4B
$7.5B
$7B

the 10 startups that received the most

investment in 2019 are from China, India
and Latin America Companies based in

Silicon Valley still receive record-breaking
investments on an annual basis, but we

cannot deny that the terrain is changing.

This is a signal of great change, proven by

the size of investments by influential global
venture capital firms like SoftBank and

Sequoia Capital in rising markets like Latin

SoftBank (which has traditionally invested in
the US, Europe, and China) is increasing its

investment in India and Latin America. This
is the opening of a new market.

The types of startup that received the most
investment in 2019 are similar to what the

case was four or five years ago: e-commerce,
services and technologies (transport/

delivery, AI/machine learning, autonomous

driving, video services, etc.) are consistently
popular due to advent of the mobile era.

One major change is that the shift to rising

economies has opened up a new market one
that is formed by the emergence of a new
consumer base, increasing sophistication

of technologies due to the maturing of the

mobile market, and evolution of technologies

and services to match the characteristics and

Foreword

China) experienced noticeably lower growth

change is that the global venture market no

American delivery start-up that has been

past few years, Sequoia Capital has invested

Korea Startup Index 2019

Birth of a new
market

needs of regions, countries and systems.

As such, big capital is moving in ways that

target new markets and consumers. Together
with the birth of startups in these newly-

developing economies, markets throughout
the world are more vibrant and fluid

than ever. On one hand, countries whose

populations are saturated with smart phones
and whose Internet use rates are almost
100 percent, investment is stagnating as

their mobile markets have matured. On the
other hand, the situation is vastly different
in areas like South America and Southeast
Asia, where Internet penetration rates are

as low as 60 percent and smart phone sales
are increasing. These areas of the world

closely resemble the US landscape well over

13

a decade ago, when that nation experienced
its mobile revolution. The very landscape of

daily life is changing, from the use of mobile
technology primarily for entertainment to

a surge in endeavors that innovate how we
gather together, purchase goods, deliver

food, work, enhance work efficiency, and

transport goods and people, and are able to
move freely back and forth between offline
and online mediums.

In a sense, the mobile revolution is ongoing.
Some countries are preparing for a post-

mobile era, while others are simultaneously
preparing for the post-mobile era while
striving to materialize the benefits of

the mobile revolution that have not yet

adequately been seen in the everyday. It is

in terms of the latter that we are witnessing

the opening of a new market: the outcomes
of the mobile revolution, which have thus
far been limited to consumers in certain

regions (US, Europe, Japan, etc.) have much
more potential to expand through exposure
to new regions, a new generation of users,

and new culture. All of this is now possible

without having to open a brick-and-mortar
office in the region in which one wishes to
do business.

The Born2Global Centre’s Korea Startup

Index 2019 focuses on this potential. This
white paper describes the efforts and

outcomes of young Korean CEOs who have
gone out into the world in search of new

markets and opportunities. It also outlines
changes in new overseas markets. It is

our hope that this publication can assist

entrepreneurs and researchers seeking new

14

markets and new opportunities.

Korea Startup Index 2019
focuses on this potential. This
white paper describes the
efforts and outcomes of young
Korean CEOs who have gone
out into the world in search of
new markets and opportunities.
It also outlines changes in new
overseas markets. It is our hope
that this publication can assist
entrepreneurs and researchers
seeking new markets and new
opportunities.

Born2Global
Annual Report

2
www.born2global.com

www.facebook.com/born2global

www.linkedin.com/company/born2global

BORN2GLOBAL IN BRIEF
It has been eight years since we opened a hub for the global advancement of innovative technology companies.
Every year, we select over 100 startups with excellent technological capacity and business potential?to be part of

our membership, and provide them with a comprehensive range of services. Our membership service is a yearlong intensive program.?To our members, we provide a superior package of programs, including B2G Labs, B2G

Partnership, B2G Market Fit, B2G Boot Camp, B2G Magic Strategy, B2G Road Show, B2G Access, B2G Pioneering,
B2G Studios, and B2G Startup Hub. We help our members?improve their products, grow their business on a

global scale, and find ways to expand their networks and have contributed to bringing in investments totaling
over USD 593.5 million. In addition, our experts have provided consulting services on 11,724 occasions to

startups, including consultations 648 overseas patent applications, 395 overseas business contracts and alliances,
and 79 incorporations.

B2G Labs

Provide innovative, best-in-class consulting

B2G Market Fit

Discover and match business
with the target customers

B2G Magic Strategy

B O R N 2 G LO B A L C E N T R E
B2G Partnership

Partner with in top-tier companies using
an open innovation approach

B2G Boot Camp

Promote growth into a global scale with A to Z’s
experiences and functions

B2G Road Show

Share insights and guidance from
dedicated mentors and key decision makers

Deliver innovation globally

B2G Access

B2G Pioneering

Demonstrate and scale industry solutions

Expand and establish business
in various countries from bottom to top

B2G Studios

B2G Startup Hub

Uncover industry trends and drive insights

Build a creative system designed
to inspire creative ideas

Company Proﬁle
Established

Headquarter

Employees
Website

Facebook
LinkedIn

2013. 9.

Startup Campus #3, 20, Pangyo-ro

289beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si,

Phone

Consulting Services

11724 cases

Patent Applications

648cases

Gyeonggi-do, Korea (13488)
30+

Business Contracts &
Alliances

www.born2global.com

www.facebook.com/born2global

www.linkedin.com/company/born2global

395 cases

Attracted Investments

USD

Contact
E-mail

KEY ACHIEVEMENT

info@born2global.com
+82.31.5171.5600

593.5 million

Incorporations

79 cases

2013.9.-2019.12.

B2G Labs

Legal

Provide innovative, best-in-class consulting
We have signed agreements with 70 global consulting firms in the United States, Europe, Japan, China,
Southeast Asia, and other major countries and regions around the world to provide startups with
consultations on all subjects necessary for their entry into the global market.

Overseas Incorporation & Corporate Governance

• Establishment of an entity in foreign countries
(USA, China, Japan, etc.)
• Advice on operations and corporate governance of overseas
entities

Overseas Business Contract Review & Legal Advice

• Business contracts review and legal advice relating to overseas
business activities

Legal Risk Management

• Legal review and advice to minimize legal risk relating to
overseas business activities

Finance and
investment
experts

Investment/Financing Contract Review & Legal

Accountants

Advice on Corporate Restructuring

• Investment/Financing contracts review and legal advice on
various forms of corporate restructuring

Legal Review on M&A

Patent
attorneys

Attorneys

Visual content
experts

Visa experts

HR experts

Marketing
experts

PR experts

• M&A contracts review and legal advice

Europe
experts

China
experts

Southeast
experts

Japan
experts

USA
experts

• Corporate Valuation

IP R&D Strategy Consulting

International Trademark/Design Patent/Copyright

• Consultation on overseas trademark application, overseas
design patent application and copyright

Accounting

Creative Marketing

Taxation

Valuation
M&A

• M&A tax review
• Due Diligence
• Corporate valuation for M&A

IPO

• Establish internal control system
• IFRS GAAP conversion
• Valuation on rights and options

PR

• Prior art search, new IP development, IP strategy
establishment, IP valuation
• Advise on standard-essential patent (SEP), Intellectual
property analysis

South America
experts

• International tax review
• Tax compliance
• Other tax consultation

Overseas Patent Application

• Review infringement of patents/design patents/trademarks,
respond to warning letters, protect overseas intellectual
properties, and advise on overseas intellectual property
litigations, etc.

Patent

Accounting

Creative Marketing

• Overseas patent applications
(including PCT international stage)

Legal

• Audit, review and agreed upon procedure
• Financial statements settlement
• Other accounting consultation

Patent

IP Risk Management

Middle East
experts

Accounting

• Strategic counsel (brand strategy, content strategy,
messaging & positioning)
• Media relations (media outreach, print/radio/television/
online press relations, press releases, proactive story
generation, relationship building & maintenance, product
reviews programs, press & social coverage; opinion tracking,
analysis and recommendations)
• Content creation (create editorial calendars and themes,
ghostwrite byline articles, expert opinion pieces, blogs,
white papers, etc.)

Digital Marketing

• Digital PR (platform strategy, platform profile, copywriting,
platform management, measurement & analytics)
• SEO (Search Engine Optimization) marketing,
influencer marketing, conversation marketing,
email marketing, content marketing, advertising marketing,
performance marketing

JastinTech

www.JastinTech.com

B2G Partnership

B2G Boot Camp

B2G Market Fit

Through strategic partnerships with global companies, we help startups diversify their technological

The services listed above were created for early-stage innovative technology companies. We conduct

We provide a product-market-fit (PMF) program for?innovative technology companies that focuses on

through our network of global companies, including Continental, Salesforce, and Renault, we support

market validation services for prototype and beta-version?products. We support?meetings, interviews,

to connect with potential customers in their target markets and verify and gain insights into?those local

Partner with in top-tier companies using an open innovation approach

innovations and enable both partners to grow together. By offering access to experts and platforms
startups with technical support and business expansion.

Promote growth into a global scale with A to Z’s experiences and functions

customized programs that various countries require for startups to enter their markets and offer local

and events held between startups and potential customers conducted in?the United States, Europe,
and China.

Number of
events

Boot Camp

3

Discover and match business with the target customers

strategies for entering local markets. The B2G Market Fit program provides opportunities for companies
markets.

Number of
events

13

Number of
startup
participants

71

2018 | Shenzhen-China (Nov), Kuala Lumpur-Malaysia (Dec), San Francisco-USA (Nov)
2019 | Jinan-China (Oct), Beijing-China (Nov), Luxembourg (Dec)

Build

Steps to define customers and
markets by specifying target areas and
customers for each product/service

B2G Magic Strategy

Share insights and guidance from dedicated mentors and key decision makers

Build

Through workshops and conferences with global experts, our Magic Strategy provides a specialized
program that focuses on capacity-building and market information exchange for companies.

Training & Meetup & Seminars & Conferences

B2G Global Partner Network Map

Number of
events

71

We were able to confirm the potential of
the local market by designing a customized
PMF program that is operated by administrative

I had a lot of help even before the
finished product was released. Especially,
I came to Wuhan because it had been

BlueVisor

Linkflow

staff with a deep understanding of startups.

Measure

Number of
participants

3516

promoted abroad by the Born2Global Centre.

PMF Program

Learn

Defining Customer
and Market

Measure

Verification of local market suitability
for customers and partners in target
areas

Number of
participants

35

Learn

Steps to establish a business model
and pricing strategy based on
verification results

Defining customers and market fitting to startups’ product/service
• ICP (Ideal Customer Profile)
• Value the product/service provides to customers (VP : Value Proposition)

User Experience Research

User Experience Research (UX Research) based on target market of companies with B2C-based products/
services
• App/Web Testing, Use experience on new devices with possibility of testing in local community
(compact IoT devices, healthcare devices

Interviewing Potential
Customers

Market Validation for startups with B2C-based product/services through interviewing potential customers
in target market
• Interviewing potential customers physically and checking their feedback, showing startups’ MVP
(Minimum Viable Product)

Potential Partner
Meeting

Validation for startups with B2B, B2G based product/services through having meetings with potential
partners in target market
• Checking possibility of PoC(Proof of Concept) and the demand of the companies such as VCs, Vendors,
Resellers, Distributors, Wholesalers, etc.)

Pivoting Business
Model

New business model consulting for companies that need to pivot their business models through customer
reviews made during “Measuring Stage” of PMF consulting

Sales Plan

Sales Strategy Consulting to companies that have clearly defined their target market and customer
through direct entrance of the market or that have gone through “Measuring Stage” of PMF consulting
• Sales Target List
• Pricing Strategy considering startups’ retail price, discount, commission fee, RMA(Return Material
Authorization)

B2G Access

B2G Pioneering

Expand and establish business in various countries from bottom to top

B2G Startup Hub

We are also spearheading projects?designed to create connections that enable the attraction of global

Our role is to develop a startup ecosystem that creates a business environment and system that allows

We provide support for office space and other facilities (conference rooms, meeting rooms, lounges,

already been held in Korea and abroad.

and World Bank Group, we promote Korean startups in various regions around the world.

Demonstrate and scale industry solutions

investment and business development for startups. Through our tireless efforts,?41 demo days have

Domestic Demo Days

Number of
events

19

Number of
startup
participants

324

It is very competitive because its
program is focused on supporting
the global advancement of startups.
MEDI FUTURES

Overseas Demo Days

Number of
events

22

Number of
startup
participants

186

2014 | Singapore (Jul), Tokyo-Japan (Sep), SV-USA (Nov)
2015 | LA & OC-USA (Feb), Brussels & Lille (Mar), London-England (Jun),
Beijing-China (Aug), Tokyo-Japan (Sep), NY-USA (Oct), SV-USA (Nov),
Shanghai-China (Dec)
2016 | Paris-France (Jun), LA-USA (Aug), SV-USA (Jun), LA-USA (Aug),
SV-USA (Oct), Beijing-China (Dec)
2017 | Moscow-Russia (Jun), SV-USA (Nov), Shanghai-China (Dec)
2018 | New Delhi-India (Jun), SV-USA (Nov), Shenzhen-China (Dec)

companies to thrive and be successful. In cooperation with the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)

Build a creative system designed to inspire creative ideas
office furniture, etc.) to help startups establish stable foundations for their businesses.
Location | Startup Campus #3, 20, Pangyo-ro 289beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
Size | Total space (lented space): 8,167㎡ (87,909ft2)
Available facilities |

B2G Studios

• Conference rooms (3): spaces for large classrooms or seminars equipped with multimedia facilities, capable of
accommodating up to 100 people

Uncover industry trends and drive insights

• Video conference room (1): space equipped with three-way simultaneous video conferencing solutions and equipment,
capable of accommodating up to 12 people

Every year, we publish the Korea Startup Index to provide reliable data and promote better

• Meeting rooms (7): spaces for small conferences equipped with multimedia equipment, capable of accommodating four

online by operating a website that features videos, a database of startup ecosystems around the world,

• Offices (50): office space dedicated to startups, capable of accommodating four to 20 people * Wi-Fi, printers, copiers,

understanding of Korea’s startup ecosystem. In addition, we are increasing our brand awareness
company portfolios, and many other types of content.

to eight people

and coffee machines are available in all areas free of charge.

* Wi-Fi, printers, copiers, and coffee machines are available in all areas free of charge.

B2G Road Show
Deliver innovation globally

We support the reference-building and sales-improvement efforts of companies by facilitating demandlinked partnerships with major local channels, including global companies, investors, and accelerators.

Domestic Road Shows

Number of
events

4

Number of
startup
participants

92

Born2Global has a robust global network.
Especially, Born2Global made our
PoC possible by linking us with key
people in the US, Middle East,
and other countries.
VisualCamp

Overseas Road Shows

Number of
events

17

Number of
startup
participants

71

2016 | Helsinki-Finland (May), Washington DC-USA (Sep), Tokyo-Japan (Sep),
Singapore (Oct), Beijing-China (Oct), Helsinki-Finland (Nov)
2017 | Tokyo-Japan (May), Amsterdam-the Netherlands (May), Taipei-Taiwan (Oct),
Qatar (Dec), Kuwait (Dec), Tokyo-Japan (Dec), Helsinki-Finland (Dec)
2018 | Hanoi-Vietnam (Mar), Dubai-UAE (Mar), Amsterdam-the Netherlands (May),
London-England (Jun), Bangkok-Thailand (Jun), Hong Kong (Jul),
Taipei-Taiwan (Jul), Bogota-Colombia (Sep), Dubai-UAE (Oct),
Tokyo-Japan (Nov), Hong Kong (Dec), Guangzhou-China (Dec),
Singapore (Dec), Shenzhen-China (Dec)
2019 | Berlin-Germany (May), Warsaw-Poland (May), Buenos Aires-Argentina (May),
~ Paulo-Brazil (May), Buenos Aires-Argentina (Jul),
Montevideo-Uruguay (May), Sao
~ Paulo-Brazil (Jul), Mexico City-Mexico (Jul), Hangzhou-China (Jul),
Sao
Washington, D.C.-USA (Aug), Chicago-USA (Aug), Dubai-UAE (Sep),
Tokyo-Japan (Oct), Lisbon- Portugal (Nov), Madrid-Spain (Nov),
Luxembourg (Nov), San Francisco-USA (Nov)

I was able to receive the consulting
I needed to achieve global advancement in
areas such as legal matters, patents,
and accounting. It really helped me
expand my business.
GSIL

We are so glad that we conducted
our PR and published articles through
B2G. We saw significant results in
terms of the promotion and
marketing of our brand.
THE.WAVE.TALK

The agile response of the staff of Born2Global, through both email and
real-time messenger services, is particularly impressive.
Ringle
I think it is the only startup support organization that is able to grasp
the needs of each company and provide full support in all areas
needed for global business.
BlueSignal

Investment Attracted
Qraft Technologies

Attracted KRW 10 billion in investment from Shinhan Bank

My Real Trip

Attracted KRW 170 billion in investment from Altos Ventures, IMM Investment, IBK Capital,
and Mirae Asset-Naver Fund

TODOC

MEDI FUTURES
SecuLetter
LetinAR
Stratio

SendBird
i-Aurora

paymint

MINDs Lab
MINDs Lab
FlyHigh

Qraft Technologies
ZOYI Corporation
SendBird

JLK Inspection
Riiid
wantedlab
FINDA

HABIT FACTORY
HelloFactory
HUINNO

RAON SECURE
Tomocube
Ringle

AㆍTEAM VENTURES
EUCAST

Sky Labs

30

Attracted KRW 62 billion in investment from Samho Green Investment, Mega Investment, and ST Capital
Attracted KRW 10 billion in investment from Woori Bank

Attracted KRW 20 billion in investment from KB Investment

Attracted KRW 18.5 billion in investment from DSC Investment

Attracted KRW 586 billion in investment from Iconiq Capital, Shasta Ventures, August Capital,
Y Combinator, and Funders Club
Attracted investment from NICE Information & Telecommunication

Attracted KRW 60 billion in investment from IBK Bank and NH INVESTMENT & SECURITIES
Attracted KRW 20 billion in investment from KT Investment and POSCO CAPITAL

Attracted KRW 180 billion in investment from LB Investment, NH INVESTMENT & SECURITIES, and BNK
Capital
Attracted KRW 173 billion in investment from LB Investment, BSK Investment, IBK Bank, NH
INVESTMENT & SECURITIES, Q CAPITAL, BNK Capital, and ETRI HOLDIGS
Attracted investment from KB Financial Group

Attracted KRW 110 billion in investment from IBK Bank, Hana Financial Investment, and KYOWON INVEST
Attracted KRW 25 billion in investment from KB Investment and LAGUNA INVESTMENT
Attracted KRW 600 billion in investment from Tiger Global Management

Attracted KRW 200 billion in investment from KB Investment, KTB Network, and Find Value Asset
Management

Attracted KRW 200 billion in investment from Premier Partners, AlpenRoute Asset Management, DSC Investment,
IMM Investment, Korea Growth Investment Corporation, and D Ventures Private Investment Fund
Attracted KRW 100 billion in investment from Atinum Investment, Company K Partners, IBK Bank,
Korea Investment & Securities, and Mirae Asset Venture Investment

Attracted KRW 45 billion in investment from Intervest, Mega Investment, Woori Bank, and COOCON
Attracted KRW 10 billion in investment from SEMA Translink Investment

Attracted KRW 20 billion in investment from Devsisters Ventures and Korea Credit Guarantee Fund
Attracted KRW 83 billion in investment from Synergy IB InvestMent, DAYLI Partners, Smilegate
Investment, AJU IB INVESTMENT, Neoplux, and Shinhan Capital

Attracted KRW 180 billion in investment from AJU IB INVESTMENT, SBI Investment, Smilegate
Investment, NH INVESTMENT & SECURITIES, WIDWIN INVESTMENT, and Korea Credit Guarantee Fund
Attracted KRW 150 billion in investment from Intervest, DAYLI Partners, and Company K Partners
Attracted KRW 19 billion in investment from Must Asset Management

Attracted KRW 50 billion in investment from Altos Ventures, SAEHAN Venture Capital, L&S Venture
Capital, K-run Ventures, and DAEJU D&C
Attracted KRW 30 billion in investment from Hana Financial Investment
Attracted KRW 45 billion in investment from TBT

Attracted KRW 25 billion in investment from Shinhan Investment, KORAMCO FUND,
MICHIGAN VENTURE CAPITAL, and Enlight Ventres

Humanscape

Attracted KRW 50 billion in investment from Green Cross Holdings, Korea Investment Partners, NAU IB
Capital, and KB Securities

PHILOPHOS

SecuLetter
NORMA

Awards

Attracted Series A investment from Bluepoint Partners, ETRI HOLDIGS, and yplanets

Attracted KRW 72 billion in investment from Riyadh Valley Company (RVC), KDB Bank, and Korea
Investment Partners

Attracted KRW 23 billion in investment from Hanwha Investment & Securities, Korea Investment Partners

Lululab

CES 2019 Innovation Honoree

LUXROBO

CES 2019 Innovation Honoree

Linkflow
MOPIC

MINDs Lab
YouVR

Sky Labs

THE.WAVE.TALK
VisualCamp
Haebora

MINDs Lab
IT&BASIC

BAGEL LABS
Cloudike

SSenStone

MANGOSLAB
Toss Lab

LUXROBO

Qraft Technologies
Apposter
GSIL

MOIN

Sky Labs

SSenStone

THE.WAVE.TALK
MINDs Lab

MESH KOREA
Kiwontech

SSenStone
MINDs Lab

CES 2019 Innovation Honoree
CES 2019 Innovation Honoree

Won Minister of Science and ICT’s Award at the 18th Korea Software Company Competitiveness Award
Winner in Product Design category at iF Design Award 2019

Selected as a First Penguin Startup by the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund

Won Minister of Environment’s Award at Korea Water Industry Technology Fair 2019
Won Prime Minister’s Award at Korea ImpaCT-ech Award 2019

Won Minister of Science and ICT’s Award at Korea ImpaCT-ech Award 2019
Won Minister of Science and ICT’s Award at Korea ImpaCT-ech Award 2019

Named winner of Korea-China Science and Technology Innovative Organization and Entrepreneur Forum
Startup IR Competition
Won Innovation Award at World IT Show 2019

Received Prime Minister’s Citation on 52nd Science Day and 64th Information and Communication Day
Received Prime Minister’s Citation on 52nd Science Day and 64th Information and Communication Day
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MINDs Lab

Attracted KRW 10 billion in investment from SJ Investment Partners

SALTED

Korea Startup Index 2019

Key Activities &
Achievements

Selected as member of “Software High Growth Club 200” by Ministry of Science and ICT
Selected as member of “Software High Growth Club 200” by Ministry of Science and ICT
Selected as member of “Software High Growth Club 200” by Ministry of Science and ICT
Selected as member of “Software High Growth Club 200” by Ministry of Science and ICT
Selected as member of “Software High Growth Club 200” by Ministry of Science and ICT
Won Excellence Award at Safety New Technology Contest 2019
Ranked 2nd place in Pitch@Palace Korea 1.0

Won Young Investigator Award at 40th Heart Rhythm Scientific Sessions

Won Audience Favourite Award at Visa Everywhere Initiative Korea Finals
Named finalist in Future Food Asia Conference (Competition) 2019

Won Growth Award for Excellent Enterprise at Korea Fintech Awards

Received Citation for Exemplary Company of Merit at Small and Medium Business Chairman Conference
Selected as Representative Vendor for Regionally Focused SEGs in Korea by Gartner’s Market Guide for
Email Security
Selected as First Asian Startup for LORCA, a UK cyber security accelerator program
Won Special Jury Prize at Global InsurTech Competition hosted by MetLife
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Won Top Prize at Luminate NY 2019

NEOFECT

Won San Francisco Design Week Award 2019

Sky Labs

NEOFECT
Arimoa
Unify

SecuLetter

INNOSIMULATION
KITTEN PLANET
Buzzvil

VisualCamp
Toss Lab

Bluevisor
GSIL
Riiid

Bluevisor

LOCKIN COMPANY
I-ON Communications
Linkflow
12CM

VisualCamp
SSenStone
3i

ZOYI Corporation
MOIN

Bluevisor

THE.WAVE.TALK
CORNERS
linkflow

EXO SYSTEMS
lululab

n.thing
WELT

10Minds

NEWRATEK

afun interactive
LOOXID LABS
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Lululab

Received award in Product Design category at Red Dot Design Award 2019
Selected as an enterprise for the Busan-style Hidden Champions

Ranked 2nd prize from the President of Institute for Information and Communications Technology
Promotion at AI R&D Grand Challenge 2019
Won Minister of Science and ICT’s Award at Information Security Day Ceremony 2019
Won Respected Entrepreneur Award from Ministry of SMEs and Startups

Contracts Singed
YoungLimWon Soft Lab

Business agreement signed with KB Kookmin Bank on construction of a digital platform

abenecel

Image Presso Super Resolution Mode Service provided to the National Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art

MACHBASE
lululab
Xabyss

VisualCamp

Won Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s Award at Game of the Month for the first half of the year 2019

I-ON Communications

Won Prime Minister’s Award at 20th Innovative Technology Show 2019

CoolJamm Company

Won Excellence Award at Good Workplace Corporate Contents Contest 2019
Named final winner of Vietnam Startup Wheel 2019

Selected for NatWest FinTech Accelerator Programme
Won Prime Minister’s Award at 5th K-Safety Expo

Selected as one of Top 10 EdTech Startups in APAC, as reported by Education Technology Insights

Selected as finalist in Startup Pitching Contest at Take Off Istanbul International Startup Summit 2019
Selected as one of Top 100 National R&D Outcomes 2019 by Ministry of Science and ICT

Selected as winner of Excellent Information Security Technology Product award 2019 by Ministry of Science
and ICT
Selected as an enterprise for the Leading Company Promotion Project in the Sports Industry, co-hosted by
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism and Korea Sports Promotion Foundation
Named winner in “Wearable” category at 4th Industrial Revolution Awards 2019
Named winner in “Kakao Story” category at Social i-Award 2019

Won Excellence Award at World Conference on VR Industry 2019

Won Grand Prize at Seoul Finance Week Fintech Company IP Competition 2019
Won Grand Prize at 3rd Daegu Startup Awards

Ranked 1st place in preliminary round of AWS DeepRacer League in Korea

Haechi Labs
12CM

MINDs Lab
LunitㆍVUNO
VUNO

LUXROBO

Haechi Labs
MINDs Lab
ZIKTO

Humanscape
Cloudike
i-Aurora
12CM

KONO

Selected as one of 2019 Fintech100, jointly announced by KPMG International and H2 Ventures

MESH KOREA

CES 2020 Innovation Honoree

Humanscape

Named winner of Oracle Innovation Challenge 2019
CES 2020 Innovation Honoree
CES 2020 Innovation Honoree
CES 2020 Innovation Honoree
CES 2020 Innovation Honoree
CES 2020 Innovation Honoree
CES 2020 Innovation Honoree
CES 2020 Innovation Honoree

Won Best Wi-Fi IoT Product Award at Wi-Fi NOW 2019

Won Deep Change Award at Kyowon Deep Change Startup Prize Demoday 2019
Named Gold Winner at Golden Bridge Awards 2019

Won Minister of Science and ICT’s Award at 7th Software Industry Protection Awards

noom

LUXROBO
CORNERS
Dable

VUNO
I-ON Communications
MINDs Lab

LOCKIN COMPANY
Haechi Labs
WELT

12CM

OEM agreement signed with SL Corporation, a US company

Agreement signed with Chabio F&C on joint development of customized cosmetics services
Strategic partnership entered into with Jinnhyun Security Co., Ltd.

Business agreement signed with Konkuk University Medical Center Department of Rehabilitation Medicine
on development of a diagnosis model for altered consciousness patients using VR eye tracking data
LOI signed on business cooperation with US Pacific Pro Football League

Agreement signed with SK Telecom on joint development of smart electronics contract system

Strategic business agreement signed with Gyeonggido Middle School Music Education Research Society on
research activities in and development of music education
Business agreement signed with DGB Daegu Bank on vitalization of fintech

Agreement signed with ET Edu, an educational entity of Electronics Times, on joint development of
AI-based software education programs

Business agreement signed with Philips Korea on research and development in AI healthcare and clinical
commercialization of medical institutes in Korea and abroad

Business agreement signed with Hyewon Medical Foundation on development of technology to predict and
diagnose cardiovascular diseases
Business agreement signed with Perros, an affiliate of Vietnam’s Ministry of Education and Training
Business agreement signed with Gingkoo, a Chinese blockchain company

Business agreement signed with GNS Bio on development of new AI-based drugs to treat brain tumors
Business agreement signed with Ins Corp. on emerging risks insurance products

Business agreement signed with Auction, an e-commerce platform, on connection with patient community
platforms
Services connected to MS Office 365 launched at Cloudike
Chosen as official supplier of AR Kiosk at Expo 2020 Dubai
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afun interactive

Selected as Technology Pioneer at World Economic Forum 2019

Korea Startup Index 2019

OVITZ

Echoss Stamp Service provided to the SK Handball Korea League

Business agreement signed with Hyundai Card on adoption of Kono, an AI-based personal schedule
management service
VROONG Prime provided to Homeplus Express
Partnership entered into with CVS Health

Business agreement signed with Hanyang University Medical Center for joint research on blockchain-based
patient data
Business agreement signed with Hanbat National University on developing greater creativity and talent
among the student body
Emergency evacuation system constructed for Sogong Underground Shopping Center in Seoul
Partnership entered into with Kakao Ad Exchange

Business agreement signed with Konyang University Hospital on construction of smart hospitals

Consortium formed with Busan City Gas and Sinhwa SNC, and agreement signed on joint development
cooperation to pursue empirical business on Virtual Power Plant of Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB), Malaysia’s
electricity utility
Membership agreement signed with Alberta Machine Intelligence Institute of Canada

Strategic business alliance entered into with Korea Game Developer Association (KGDA)

Business agreement signed with SK Telecom on development of blockchain-based ID certification services
Smartbelt WELT launched at Lotte Department stores

Consortium formed of Internet-only banks (Kiwoom Securities, Hana Bank, SK Telecom)
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MOU signed with Jeonbuk Bank on streamlining of remittance business

MESH KOREA

Business agreement signed with Orga Whole Foods on construction of “green” delivery system

-SILCROAD SOFT

Business agreement signed with China’s Huawei Cloud on market collaboration

INNOSIMULATION

Business agreement signed with Eastar Jet on construction of virtual reality simulator training system

YouVR

MEDI FUTURES
arimoa

MESH KOREA
12CM

SecuLetter
Uvify

MESH KOREA
TERUTEN

Humanscape
SSenStone

MACHBASE

KITTEN PLANET

YoungLimWon Soft Lab
ODDCONCEPTS
NORMA

HYLIUM INDUSTRIES
S-SKIN

VisualCamp
CORNERS

MINDs Lab

I-ON Communications

YoungLimWon Soft Lab
Humanscape
paymint
Dable

SSenStone

Haechi Labs
IT&BASIC

YoungLimWon Soft Lab
linkflow

I-ON Communications
MESH KOREA

I-ON Communications
lululab
ESE

TERUTEN

Humanscape
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Business agreement signed with Soon Chun Hyang University Hospital Bucheon Department of Plastic
Surgery and Slim Medi Center on clinical research development
Business agreement signed with Daypharm to launch mascots for exports to China
Vroong, a delivery agency service, provided to CU convenience stores
Joined Baskin-Robbins in its SpongeBob Smart Stamp Promotion
Business partnership agreement signed with Hanssak System

Contract signed to supply 120 drone swarms to Cotillion, a Middle East entertainment company
Renewed agreement to provide delivery agency services to Burger King
Corporate information security service launched with LG Uplus

Agreement signed with Catholic University of Korea’s Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital Smart Hospital for data
research on cancer patients
Agreement signed to supply simple certification solutions to SBI Savings Bank
MOU signed with Doosan Machine Tools in edge device business

Beta testing agreement signed with Finland’s Early Childhood Education and Care
MOU signed with Bespin Global to expand cloud business

Consortium formed with Medibloc, Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance, Seoul National University Hospital,
and CHA University to develop a blockchain-based health information exchange service
Business agreement signed with KB Financial Group on cooperation related to O2O Platform
Reseller partnership agreement signed with Sentinel Protocol

Liquefied hydrogen tank technology provided to Skai, an air taxi run by US Alaka’i Technologies
Business agreement signed with Boneline Clinic in Gangnam

Business agreement signed with B & VIIT Eye Center on development of dyslexia diagnosis

Business agreement signed with Chungbuk Technopark on research and business development (R&BD)
Business agreement signed with Suwon City and Suwon Nambu Police Station on construction of
CCTV data for detection of abnormal behavior
MOU signed with Roborus on development of sports and telecommunications industries
MOU signed with Oracle’s ERP Partner SE Partners on ERP business cooperation

BlueSignal

Qraft Technologies
BlueSignal
SendBird
Toss Lab

HANARO FARM

I-ON Communications
HUINO
Dable

MINDs Lab

Alchera, GSIL

LOCKIN COMPANY

YoungLimWon Soft Lab
NORMA
Xabyss

SSenStone

Haechi Labs
MINDs Lab
LUXROBO
Cloudike

TransBox
Bluvisor
2MEU
12CM

MOU signed with China’s Hualu Group

MOU signed with Fusion Media on strategic alliance

Strategic alliance entered into with Vestella on global mobility data business
Business agreement signed with Daegu Bank

Business agreement signed with LG CNS on cooperation in corporate collaboration solutions

Business agreement signed with Vietnam’s DNP and Edunet on development of smart farm technology
IoT-based cyber security solution provided to BlackRidge

Agreement signed with Seoul National University Bundang Hospital and Vietnam’s Military Hospital 175 on
joint research
Dable News provided to MBC

Smart Aviation Communication Monitoring System provided to Incheon International Airport Corporation
MOU signed on joint technology development of smart construction safety

Strategic business alliance entered into with WeWork to provide mobile security solutions
MOU signed on ERP business cooperation with SYSNER

Business contract signed with BUGANK, a Chinese security company

Business agreement with Eyeon Security to provide cybersecurity services using CCTV
OTAC provided to DOKU, a Indonesian electronic payment company

Business agreement signed with SKY PEOPLE, a mobile game company

Business agreement signed with Micropolis on exchange of AI-based business management solution model
Contract signed to supply education solution to Luxembourg Government
Cloudike provided to Zero1, a telecommunications company

MOU signed with SANGSEUNG to provide encryption security solution
MOU with Tien Phone, a Vietnamese IT company

Business agreement with ENGLISH COOPERATIVE on cooperation of English education for vulnerable
children and youth
Business contract signed with ADELYA and CRITEC to provide smart stamp platform
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WELT

Selected to participate in NTT Communications (Japan) Open Innovation Program

Korea Startup Index 2019

sodatransfer

Agreement signed with GC Genome, Cipherome, and SNU College of Medicine Division of Biomedical
Informatics on construction of a platform to share data on pediatric growth hormone deficiency (PGHD)
MOU signed with WTech on development of blockchain technology

Partnership agreement signed with Microsoft on cooperation in native advertising

Agreement signed with Zwipe, a biometric authentication solution company, on technology exchange
Agreement signed with Shinhan Bank Financial Services on application of blockchain technology

Agreement signed with University of Science and Technology of China on cooperation in joint Korea-China
projects
K-System Genuine service provided to Shinheung SEC

Launched 5g Wearable 360 degree camera “FITT 360,” together with KT

Distributor agreement signed with Lineable, a manufacturer of wearable solutions

Business agreement signed with Korail and Korail Networks on vitalization of logistics in the city center
MOU signed with Incheon Jaeneung University Youth Employment Academy
MOA signed with Optimizer, a Japanese company

Integrated smart city platform constructed in Seoul

Business agreement signed with DFocus on expansion of virtualization security market
Dapp, a particulate matter alarm service, installed on Galaxy S10 mobile phones
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2019

September 18 - MOU signed with KOSA

2013.9.-2019.12.

January 1 - Seminar with Salesforce

January 31 - First recruitment of member companies
February 20 - BPI France visits B2G

February 21 - BSSC (Business Startup Support Center) from Vietnam, visits B2G

March 15 - KSEA (Korean-American Scientists and Engineers Association) visits B2G
March 28 - Investment Promotion Agency from Zurich, Switzerland, visits B2G

B2G-Salesforce Seminar, January
16

April 4 - LAC-KOR Roadshow

April 10 - Tech seminar with ADB (Asian Development Bank)

UQ Innovation & Entrepreneurship
Society from Australia, visits B2G,
July 1

01

May 8 - Landing Pad in Latin America: Montevideo Roadshow

02

June 24 - 1-on-1 meetup with Salesforce Ventures

October 28 - Participation in the ILS (Innovation Leaders Summit) 2019

03

October 29 - Rwanda PMF Program

October 30 - Participation in the GMV (Global Mobile Vision) 2019

04

November 1 - Idinvest Partners in France visit B2G

November 4 - Landing Pad in Europe: Portugal Roadshow
November 6 - Participation in the Web Summit 2019

July 1 - UQ Innovation & Entrepreneurship Society from Australia, visits B2G
Landing Pad in Latin America: Sao
Paulo Roadshow, May 10

July 1 - Second recruitment of member companies

July 10 - Minister of Digital Development, Innovation and Aerospace Industry from

05

November 7 - Landing Pad in Europe: Spain Roadshow

November 8 - Landing Pad in Europe: Luxembourg Roadshow

November 18 - Landing Pad in the US: San Francisco Roadshow
November 19 - Participation in the Dreamforce 2019
November 21 - China PMF Program

November 26 - Embassy of Portugal in Korea visits B2G

06

November 27 - Continental Automotive Korea visits B2G

November 28 - Embassy of the Argentina Republic in Korea visits B2G

December 2 - MOU signed with the city of Qitaihe, Heilongjiang, China
December 2 - The Gain from India, visits B2G

07

December 6 - Microsoft APAC visits B2G

December 13 - Round-table with MSIT on strategies to support startups

Kazakhstan, visits B2G

December 17 - IR pitching seminar

July 11 - Participation in the MITA GDS (Made in the Americas Global Services Summit) 2019
July 15 - Landing Pad in Latin America: Sao Paulo Roadshow
July 17 - Luxembourg Startup Ecosystem Meetup

July 18 - Landing Pad in Latin America: Mexico City Roadshow
July 19 - Seminar with KOSTA

July 30 - Landing Pad in China: Hangzhou Roadshow
August 1 - Second member companies’ kick-off

August 11 - Landing Pad in the US: Washington, D.C. Roadshow
Landing Pad in Europe: Warsaw
Roadshow, May 30
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08

August 11 - MOU signed with Howard County Economic Development Authority from the US
August 14 - Landing Pad in the US: Chicago Roadshow

August 15 - Participation in the UKC (US-Korea Conference on Science) 2019

12

December 10 - Europe PMF Program

July 11 - Landing Pad in Latin America: Buenos Aires

Landing Pad in Europe: Berlin
Roadshow, may 26

11

November 6 - Sales & Marketing Boot Camp

June 25 - Takamul from the UAE, visits B2G

June 26 - Mirae Asset Financial Group visits B2G

10

October 27 - Landing Pad in Japan: Tokyo Roadshow

May 28 - Bahrain Economic Development Board visits B2G
June 24 - Dauphine University from France, visits B2G

October 2 - World Bank Group visits B2G

October 23 - NSBI (Nova Scotia Business) from Canada, visits B2G

May 10 - Landing Pad in Latin America: Sao Paulo Roadshow

May 30 - Landing Pad in Europe: Warsaw Roadshow

September 30 - Boot Camp (ICP&VP)

October 20 - China PMF Program

May 26 - Landing Pad in Europe: Berlin Roadshow
Landing Pad in Latin America:
Buenos Aires Roadshow, May 6

September 26 - Samsung SDS visits B2G
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May 6 - Landing Pad in Latin America: Buenos Aires Roadshow

09

September 21 - Lading Pad in the UAE: Dubai Roadshow

October 8 - Korea-LAC Startups Pitch Day

April 11 - First member companies’ kick-off
April 19 - IP (Intellectual Property) seminar

BPI France visits B2G, February 20

September 18 - “ASEAN-Korea ICT Partnership Platform” conference

Korea Startup Index 2019

September 17 - Mentoring on how to enter the Chinese market

Timeline

December 17 - Aden Group in Vietnam visits B2G

2018

December 20 - Alumni Night 2019

January 25 - The Renault Group visits B2G

January 30 - Investment Promotion Agency from Zurich, Switzerland, visits B2G
February 8 - Paris&Co visits B2G

February 26 - Thailand’s Digital Economy Promotion Agency visits B2G

March 7 - Joint hosting of the 1st Korea-Japan Next Generation ICT Business
Leaders Exchange Meeting

March 12 - First recruitment of member startups

01
02
03

March 22 - Attendance at invitational seminar at Innosight Ventures in the United States
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March 26 - United Arab Emirates Roadshow

April 4 - Thai Ministry of Finance and IRDP (Institute of Research and Development
United Arab Emirates Roadshow,
March 26

for Public Enterprises) visits B2G

April 9 - Attendance at invitational workshop at L’Atelier in the United States

November 8 - Hosting of Demo Day in Silicon Valley (USA)
November 12 - China PMF Program Workshop

04

November 14 - US PMF Program Workshop
Demo Day held in Shenzhen (China),
December 5

April 9 - First members’ kick-off

April 20 - Training session on mobility trends

April 27 - Attendance at invitational meetup at the World Intellectual Property Organization
May 12 - Participation in the Korea-China Startup Cooperation Round Table
May. 24 - Netherlands Roadshow

June 05 - KT Open Innovation visits B2G
Attendance at invitational meetup
at the Qatar Financial Centre (QFC)
in Qatar, April 26

June 11 - Go-To-Market UK Roadshow

06

June 20 - IDB (Inter-America Development Bank) visits B2G

June 20 - Korea Software Industry Association and KIC Europe visit B2G

July 11 - MOU signed with India’s NASSCOM 10000 Startups

07

December 7 - Attendance at Global Brain Alliance Forum in Japan
Singapore Roadshow, December 17

2017

September 4 - Attendance at invitational workshop at Volkswagen

September 5 - Meetup to discuss legal issues when entering the Chinese market

September 12 - Participation in Korea-South and Central America Startup Cooperation

October 1 - Hong Kong’s BRINC visits B2G

October 4 - Thailand’s GSB (Government Savings Bank) and
TBS (Thammasat Business School) visit B2G

Participated in MWC 2017, March 6

38

04

April 12 - Held first members’ kick-off

April 27 - Held marketing seminar
May 11 - Held meetup with Bayer

May 11 - French Startup Ecosystem Seminar

05

May 11 - Participated in Go-to-market Japan Road Show
May 16 - Held seminar on laws

May 19 - Go-to-market Europe Road Show

11

May 29 - Participated in UK Mega Tech Mission
June 6 - Demo Day in Russia

June 12 - Recruited second group of members

06

June 13 - Hosted “Startups Meet Grownups” in cooperation with the Korean-German

November 6 - IDB visits B2G

November 6 - Tenant company meetup

April 10 - Received representatives of Bayer

April 24 - Go-to-market Europe Road Show

November 5 - The Renault Group visits B2G
Hosting of Blockchain + Healthcare
Tech Conference,November 28

April 5 - Held meetup with tenant companies

03

April 19 - Held second conference for startups

10

October 16 - United Arab Emirates Roadshow

November 1 - Hong Kong Chamber of Commerce visits B2G

February 22 - Signed MOU with KB Financial Group

April 13 - Held channel partner companies’ kick-off

October 15 - IR pitching seminar

Leaders Exchange Meeting

01
02

February 15 - Go-to-market Russia Road Show

March 24 - Published the 2016 Korea Startup Index

October 11 - B2G-Salesforce Seminar

November 1 - Joint hosting of 2nd Korea-Japan Next Generation ICT Business

February 13 - Signed MOU with Nest and 8point Capital

March 16 - Received representatives of Hong Kong Cyberport

October 4 - Hong Kong’s Invotech visits B2G

October 30 - IDB visits B2G

February 9 - Held meetup with tenant companies

March 6 - Participated in MWC 2017

08
09

September 17 - MOU signed with Taiwan’s Yuanta Financial Holding

Participation in Korea-South and
Central America Startup Cooperation
Round Table, September 12

January 6 - Participated in CES 2017

February 27 - Received delegation of Afghan e-government officials

Round Table

September 19 - Second members’ kick-off

December 17 - Singapore Roadshow

February 24 - Recruited first group of members

July 24 - Patent seminar

MOU signed with India’s NASSCOM
10000 Startups, July 11

December 12 - Hosting of Alumni Night

February 22 - Signed MOU with Kwangwoon University

July 23 - Taiwan Roadshow

August 20 - Second recruitment of startup members

December 9 - Southeast Asia PMF Program
December 16 - US PMF Program

July 1 - Hong Kong Roadshow

July 27 - Joint hosting of BlockchainTech Conference

12
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July 10 - Demo Day held in New Delhi (India)
Demo Day held in New Delhi (India),
July 10

05

June 19 - Attendance at invitational meetup for Expo 2020 Dubai

June 20 - Thailand Roadshow

November 28 - Hosting of Blockchain + Healthcare Tech Conference
December 6 - Participation in the HKTDC SmartBiz Expo (Hong Kong)

April 26 - Attendance at invitational meetup at the Qatar Financial Centre (QFC) in Qatar
(WIPO) in Switzerland

November 25 - China PMF Program

December 5 - Demo Day held in Shenzhen (China)

April 24 - Tenant company meetup
First members’ kick-off, April 9

November 20 - Southeast Asia PMF Program Workshop

Korea Startup Index 2019

March 22 - Vietnam Roadshow

Demo Day in Russia, June 6

Chamber of Commerce and Industry (AHK Korea) and D.Camp
June 21 - First domestic Demo Day
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July 4 - B2G-KB Financial Group Roadshow in Korea
July 4 - Meetup with tenant companies

November 30 - MOU with Huaxia Group, Shinhan Bank, and the Korea-China Culture

07

July 5 - Meetup with DreamIt Ventures

Association

November 30 - Open seminar for startups on labor issues
PR Seminar, December 13

July 5 - Patent seminar

July 12 - Second Members’ kick-off

July 12 - Received Prime Minister Lee Nak-yeon at the B2G Centre

August 1 - Received delegation of the UK Department for Digital, Culture,
Media & Sport

August 2 - Received representatives of Shorooq Investment

08

August 3 - Hosted the Start Tel Aviv Competition in cooperation with Yozma Group and
the Embassy of Israel

August 21 - Received representatives of the Qatar Business Incubation Center (QBIC)
August 30 - Meetup with MIT Bootcamp

September 1 - Go-to-market Europe Road Show
September 1 - Participated in IFA 2017
Received representatives of the
Qatar Business Incubation Center
(QBIC), August 21

09

September 13 - Participated in GMV 2017

September 13 - Offered a training session on strategies for securing intellectual property

B2G Alumni Night, December 19

2016

10

October 23 - Received the president of the IDB

October 25 - Domestic road show in cooperation with LG Uplus

Received the president of the IDB,
October 23

11

November 21 - FinDay in cooperation with the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund and Shinhan Bank

40

Meetup with tenant companies,
May 18

filing patent applications

November 30 - Participated in SLUSH 2017

May 2 - Business strategy training for startups
May 3 - Meetup with tenant companies

05

May 12 - Training on U.S. law and accounting for startups
May 16 - Training on Chinese law for startups

May 17 - Seminar with the U.S.-based accelerator DreamIT
May 18 - Meetup with tenant companies
May 25 - First domestic Demo Day

May 27 - MOU signed with Yozma Group
First domestic Demo Day, May 25

May 31 - Go-to-market Europe Road Show
June 1 - MOU signed with Idinvest

June 3 - Demo Day in Paris, France

June 14 - Launch of B2G-AMCHAM startup mentoring program, held by leading global

06

companies in Korea

November 24 - Meetup with Groupe Renault

November 29 - Offered a training session on strategies for entering the ASEAN market and

April 20 - Members’ kick-off

04

May 12 - MOU signed with the City of Chengdu

States, with a focus on crowdfunding

November 28 - Open seminar for employees of startups

03

May 8 - Second recruitment of member startups

November 22 - Offered a training session on accounting and tax management in the United

November 28 - Go-to-market Europe Road Show

March 9 - Seminar with European investors

02

May 4 - Strategy training for startups looking to expand into Europe (UK)

Chinese intellectual property rights

November 16 - Participated in the SV (US) Demo Day

Offered a training session on
customer development for
startups planning to enter the
American market, November 1

Meetup with tenant companies,
March 24

startups planning to enter the American market
November 8 - Offered a training session on business strategies based on the acquisition of
November 15 - Offered a practical training session for startups on legal matters

Domestic road show in cooperation
with LG Uplus, October 25

March 8 - First recruitment of member startups

April 7 - Seminar with the Southeast Asian accelerator MaGIC

for different industries

November 1 - Offered a training session on customer development for

February 16 - Publication of the Korean Startup Index 2015

April 4 - Seminar with Chinese experts

October 18 - Offered a training session on the necessary national certificates and certificates

October 29 - Go-to-market Taiwan Road Show

February 4 - Seminar on the expansion of startups into the U.S.
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MOU signed with Groupe Renault,
September 28

February 3 - IT MEGA VISION (co-hosted)

March 31 - Kick-off ceremony for KSEF (Korean Startup Ecosystem Forum)

September 28 - K-Global Connect Pangyo Festival

October 17 - Meetup with tenant companies

December 19 - B2G Alumni Night

March 24 - Meetup with tenant companies

contracts

attracting overseas investment

December 15 - Meetup with startup founders in northern Europe

March 22 - Opening ceremony for the Startup Campus

September 27 - Offered a training session on founding firms in China and drafting related

October 12 - Offered a training session on accounting and tax matters related to

December 8 - Go-to-market Japan Road Show

March 20 - MIT Global Entrepreneurship Bootcamp (co-hosted)

September 14 - Participated in Softwave 2017

September 28 - Second domestic Demo Day

12

December 13 - PR Seminar

rights for startups planning to enter the American market

September 28 - MOU signed with Groupe Renault.

December 8 - Go-to-market Middle East Road Show
December 11 - Beijing (China) Demo Day

September 21- Offered a training session on Chinese market trends and marketing strategies

K-Global Connect Pangyo Festival,
September 28

December 4 - Product-Market Fit (PMF) program

Korea Startup Index 2019

June 30 - Attended MWCS 2017

June 21 - Business management strategy training for startups
Launch of B2G-AMCHAM startup
mentoring program, held by leading
global companies in Korea, June 14

June 28 - Corporate valuation training for startups
July 5 - MOU signed with Samjong KPMG
July 10 - Third recruitment of members
July 12 - Seminar on trends in China

07

41

December 15 - B2G Alumni Night

July 30 - Demo Day in Los Angeles, U.S.

December 22 - Demo Day in Beijing, China

July 19 - Patent training for startups

August 9 - Training on how to establish subsidiaries in China and
Demo Day in Los Angeles, U.S.,
July 30

the tax system for startups

August 10 - MOU signed with Bayer Korea

December 21 - MOU signed with Tsinghua University and Tsinghua Holdings

08

August 10 - Recruitment of trainees for the 6th B2G Academy

August 18 - Legal counseling for startups looking to expand into the U.S.
August 24 - Training on crowdfunding and online marketing

August 29 - Training on design intellectual property rights for startups
태국 외교부 입주사 방문 2016.9.2.

August 30 - Entrance ceremony for the 6th B2G Academy
September 4 - Fourth recruitment of member startups
September 21 - Go-to-market U.S. Road Show

October 10 - Go-to-market Southeast Asia Road Show

October 13 - Completion ceremony for the 6th B2G Academy

09
10

October 14 - Recruitment of trainees for the 7th B2G Academy

2015

“B2G with Google” service
demonstration, March 18

October 26 - Second domestic Demo Day

October 26 - Case study on U.S. market culture and marketing

11

Demo Day in Brussels, Belgium,
March 25

March 18 - Launch of CP (Channel Partners)

March 23 - Info Day with Netherlands’ startup Bootcamp
March 25 - Demo Day in Brussels, Belgium

April 1 - Change of corporate name to “K-ICT Born2Global Centre”
April 15 - Entrance ceremony for the 4th B2G Academy

04

April 17 - Launch of Investment Community

April 30 - Startup public relations seminar
May 7 - First domestic Demo Day

November 9 - Training on product planning

May 18 - Pitch training for startups

November 10 - Training on contract writing based on case studies

05

May 22 - B2G Day - Skill-up

November 15 - Training on sales meeting preparation and strategy

May 22 - Pitch training for startups

November 16 - Training on design and marketing strategy

June 1 - Second recruitment of member startups

November 16 - League of Accelerators 2016 (co-hosted)

June 5 - Completion ceremony for the 4th B2G Academy

November 17 - Training on how to conduct sales meetings

06

June 8 - Pitch training for startups

November 22 - Training on business development strategies and methods

June 22 - Demo Day in London, UK

November 23 - Training on mobile marketing strategy

June 25 - B2G with Cisco GCoE - Link Day

November 24 - Training on investment attraction strategy

July 13 - Second members’ kick-off

November 29 - Go-to-market Europe Road Show

July 21 - Pitch training for startups

November 29 - Training and practice sessions on business meeting preparation
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03

April 28 - European ecosystem seminar with Techstars London

November 8 - Training on strategy for expanding into Silicon Valley and related case studies

December 9 - Recruitment of tenant companies

February 11 - B2G Business Link Day with Google

April 27 - Startup public relations seminar

November 3 - Training on the U.S. legal system and expansion of startups into the U.S. market

December 1 - Mini domestic Demo Day

February 4 - Demo Day in Orange County, U.S.

March 31 - Recruitment of trainees for the 4th B2G Academy

November 3 - Demo Day in Silicon Valley, the U.S.

December 1 - Completion ceremony for the 7th B2G Academy

02

March 27 - Demo Day in Lille, France

October 27 - Training on startup marketing strategy based on case studies and analyses of

November 30 - Training on search engine optimization and keyword research practices

February 5 - First recruitment of member startups

Born2Global Annual Report

October 26 - K-Global Connect Pangyo Festival

November 2 - Training on data-based marketing and sales performance optimization

January 29 - Jeonbuk Road Show

March 18 - “B2G with Google” service demonstration

October 25 - Entrance ceremony for the 7th B2G Academy

November 1 - Training on manners in international business

January 28 - Busan Road Show

March 17 - First members’ kick-off

October 25 - Training on the latest technology trends in the U.S. market

October 28 - Athletic competition

January 21 - Seoul Road Show

February 3 - Demo Day in Los Angeles, U.S.
Demo Day in Los Angeles, U.S.,
February 3

01

January 20 - MOU signed with POSTECH’s Research and Business Development Foundation

January 30 - Seoul Road Show

October 21 - Launch of visa/international labor consulting support program

competitors

January 15 - Daegu Road Show

Korea Startup Index 2019

July 12 - Meetup with tenant companies

07

July 23 - K-Global Connect Pangyo

12

July 31 - Recruitment of trainees for the 5th B2G Academy
August 20 - Demo Day in Beijing, China
K-Global Connect Pangyo, July 23

August 25 - Pitch training

08

43

March 14 - MOU signed with the Korea Regional SW Industry Promotion Council

August 27 - Second domestic Demo Day

March 19 - Second domestic Demo Day

August 26 - Entrepreneurship training

September 2 - Training and tips on how to prepare a business plan from an
Demo Day in Tokyo, Japan,
September 15

investment analyst

September 9 - Training on how to prepare and utilize Business Model Canvas

March 18 - Training on startup positioning strategy

09

March 20 - Training on startup value proposition

March 25 - Training on how to establish a company and related laws
March 27 - Training on practical accounting for startups

September 9 - Training on branding techniques and public relations strategies

March 28 - MOU signed with the Korea University Council of Research & Industry Cooperation

September 10 - Pitch training for startups

April 1 - Case study on intellectual property rights disputes

September 15 - Demo Day in Tokyo, Japan

April 3 - Training on corporate fundraising and management

September 16 - Training on venture investment

September 23 - Training on UX strategy and big data analysis
October 6 - B2G Day in the U.S.

October 7 - Training on domestic and international laws important to startups

April 8 - Training on manners in international business

10

April 10 - Training on presentation technology and pitching strategy
April 15 - Training on digital marketing strategy

April 17 - Training on technical improvement and cooperation with partners

October 14 - Training on basic tax and accounting procedures for startups

April 18 - Global startup consulting road show

October 14 - B2G with Indiegogo - Link Day

April 23 - Third domestic Demo Day

October 14 - Pitch training for startups

April 24 - Completion ceremony for the 2nd B2G Academy

October 21 - Training on pitching strategy and practice

April 29 - MOU signed with OpenTrade

November 16 - Demo Day in Silicon Valley, U.S.
December 1 - PR training for startups

December 1 - Pitch training for startups

May 28 - MOU signed with Hanshin University’s Industry-Academic
Cooperation Foundation

11

May 30 - Seminar on the startup community
June 30 - Training on B2G investment

12

July 1 - B2G Business Link Day with Orange Labs
July 14 - Demo Day in Singapore

December 14 - Demo Day in Shanghai, China

July 18 - MOU signed with Mirae Holdings and Korea Science & Technology Holdings

December 17 - B2G Alumni Night

K-Global Start-up 300 certif,
December 19

2014

December 18 - Business fair with a delegation from Xianyang, China

January 10 - MOU signed with Dankook University’s Research and
Business Development Foundation

January 29 - MOU signed with Korea Software Global Research
February 6 - Recruitment of trainees for the 2nd B2G Academy

February 14 - MOU signed with the Busan-Ulsan Business Incubator Center

March 4 - Entrance ceremony for the 2nd B2G Academy

01
02

March 7 - Danny’s Day

March 11 - Case studies of excellent business plans
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March 13 - Training on the importance of teamwork through case studies

08

August 21 - Recruitment of trainees for the 3rd B2G Academy
August 22 - B2G Dialogue with East Gate Partners

September 23 - B2G Business Link Day with Content N
September 30 - Demo Day in Tokyo, Japan

October 7 - Seminar with Golden Gate Ventures
October 8 - Marketing Meetup

09
10

October 8 - Patent Meetup

October 8 - Recruitment of participants for the go-to-market local marketing support program

October 13 - Training on procedures for signing investment contracts and startup valuations

03

March 6 - Training on business strategy establishment and business plan preparation for
startups

August 21 - B2G Business Link Day with KT

September 18 - Entrance ceremony for the 3rd B2G Academy

February 21 - First domestic Demo Day

February 28 - Startup growth strategy seminar with an M&A expert from Silicon Valley

August 6 - B2G Dialogue with Mega Investment
Demo Day in Singapore, July 14

December 19 - K-Global Start-up 300 certif

06
07

July 16 - B2G Dialogue with Magellan Technology Investment

December 14 - Recruitment of tenant companies, investment companies, and accelerators
December 17 - B2G with Startup Sauna - Link Day

05

Born2Global Annual Report

October 21 - Demo Day in New York, U.S.

November 5 - Second domestic Demo Day

04

April 4 - MOU signed with Kyungbok University

October 14 - Training on basic patent issues for startups

October 28 - Completion ceremony for the 5th B2G Academy

Korea Startup Index 2019

August 26 - Entrance ceremony for the 5th B2G Academy

October 15 - Accounting Meetup

October 17 - Training on key provisions of investment contracts
October 22 - B2G Dialogue with Qualcomm Ventures
October 24 - Reception for the Korea-UK network
November 4 - Demo Day in Silicon Valley, U.S.

November 5 - Patent strategy seminar for startups

11

45

November 17 - MOU signed with London & Partners

November 20 - B2G Global Investors Forum in Seoul
B2G Global Investors Forum in Seoul ,
November 20

2013

December 11 - “See ICT Venture, Create the Future” festival
December 22 - Conference

September 3 - Opening of Global Startup Centre

October 16 - MOU signed with the Incheon IT Promotion Agency (IITPA)
October 28 - Entrance ceremony for the 1st B2G Academy

12
09
10

October 28 - Training on venture businesses and entrepreneurship
October 30 - Global IT mega-trend training

November 1 - Training on business model design and business feasibility analysis
November 4 - Training on team building for startups

11

November 6 - Success stories from startup founders

November 8 - Training on intellectual property rights
November 11 - Training on making elevator pitches
November 13 - Training on SWOT analysis

November 15 - Training on profit and risk analysis

November 18 - Training on startup ecosystems in Korea, Japan, and China

November 20 - Training on legal reviews in connection with MOUs, IOIs, and INDAs
November 22 - Training on basic accounting involved in establishing a company
November 25 - Training on presentation strategy

November 26 - MOU signed with the Busan Economic Promotion Agency
November 27 - Training on global technology trends

November 29 - Training on corporate fund raising and management
December 2 - Training on sales and negotiation techniques
December 4 - Presentation workshop

12

December 5 - MOU signed with Inha University’s Industry-Academic Cooperation Foundation
December 6 - Training on B2B and B2C marketing

December 6 - MOU signed with Hannam University’s Startup Support Team
December 9 - Training on startup promotion and marketing strategies

December 11 - Training on building sales channels using private and public sector resources
December 13 - Case studies on venture capital investment

December 16 - Networking with domestic venture capital and angel investors

December 18 - MOU signed with the Korean Business Incubation Association (KOBIA)
December 19 - Completion ceremony for the 1st B2G Academy
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November 12 - B2G Dialogue with Songhyun Investment
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November 6 - Completion ceremony for the 3rd B2G Academy

Born2Global
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FARM MORNING

+greenlabs.co.kr

FARM MORNING is an independently-developed comprehensive
farming business management system. This next-generation

cloud-based smart farm service uses optimized growth stage
technology (which can remotely control a farming environment)

+grip.show

Grip Company provides “Grip,” a live video commerce platform

through which sellers can conveniently conduct live mobile
broadcasts at any time or place. Consumers can communicate
with sellers in real time as well as make purchases.

LumiDiet

+lumidiet.com

Double H is a manufacturer of wearable healthcare that
combines light therapy and IoT technologies to help decrease
body fat. In 2017, it launched “LumiDiet,” a smart wearable diet
belt.

THE CODER

ScamM

+thecoder.co.kr

THE CODER develops IoT platforms through digital coding.

After placing an invisible authentication code over an object
and then taking a picture of it with ScamM (an app provided by

THE CODER), the user gains access to related information, the
product’s website, and an event page.

and data-based AI farming to minimize crop stress and
guarantee consistently high quality for harvested crops.

KIWONTECH
SecuGUARD

+kiwontech.com

NORMA

AtEar

+norma.co.kr

preventing information leaks, and is capable of detecting spam/

NORMA is a company that specializes in wireless networks
and IoT security. It offers a corporate wireless network security
solution based on “AtEar,” which is able to detect Bluetooth.

Noul

Nota

Kiwontech’s email security service targets SMEs. SecuGUARD is

a solution that analyzes the body of the original email, thereby
intelligent email crime even in encrypted communication.

miLab

+noul.kr

Noul is best known for “miLab,” a one-stop diagnostic system

that is a 100 percent-automated version of the traditional

diagnostic test and blends AI with IT. Once an extracted blood
sample is placed inside a cartridge (which is then put inside an
independently-developed device), the system digitally scans the

NetsPresso

+nota.ai

Nota develops AI model compression technologies based on

deep learning. Its platform was designed to enable an AI-based
response to demands for model compression/optimization by
partner companies.

the clozetcompany
CLOSET SHARE

+closetshare.com

The Clozet Company offers a fashion sharing platform CLOSET
SHARE, in which profit is generated by users lending clothes

they no longer wear to one another. The company aims to
create a new fashion market through the sharing service.

DoBrain
DoBrain

+dobrain.co

DoBrain assists with cognitive learning and treatment of

children with developmental disabilities through a smart
mobile device application. It also designs and services

educational programs for children without disabilities that are
geared toward brain development.

resulting blood cell images to ensure their quick analysis. Thanks

Dable

Dable News

+dable.io

Dable recommends content tailored to the interests of each
user. It produces profit for both itself and the user through

solutions and targeted advertisements designed to enhance
user experience.

Doongle

Doongle

+doonglecorp.com

Doongle develops sharing platforms on local information for

Gen Z travelers. Its mobile app, Doogle, connects users with
residents of a city or country of interest while also facilitating

conversation in real time to eliminate communication barriers.
Its aim is for users to exchange useful information about visited
destinations.

to deep learning of data from clinical institutions, it is capable of
distinguishing whether or not a patient has contracted malaria.

NUVI lab
SaveN
S-kitchen

+nuvi-labs.com

SaveN, developed by NUVI lab, a healthcare company, uses AI

and a 3D volume estimation algorithm to accurately identify
types and measure quantities of food to produce individually-

tailored information on beneficial eating habits. “S-kitchen,” its
eco-friendly kitchen solution, measures quantities of discarded
food.
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Grip

Double H
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data as the basis for comprehensive environment control

Grip Company
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Green Labs

Dot

Dot Public

+dotincorp.com

Dot is the world’s first company to develop a Braille smartwatch.

Dot Public is a barrier-free solution offering digitalized versions

of tactile maps frequently found at government offices and
eliminates the data gap between those with and without
disabilities.

DNX

Touch Care

+dnx.kr

DNX provides solutions capable of detailed monitoring of
a user’s daily routine through a human body (two-way)
communication sensor. “Touch Care” is a remote monitoring

system designed for effective, safe management of the health
of senior citizens, those with minor disabilities, and those with
symptoms of illness or who have recently been hospitalized.

Deconlab

DECON

+deconlab.io

Deconlab designs systems and provides related services to
achieve the goals of blockchain-utilizing businesses based

on research on the cryptographic economy and engineering
skills. It also conducts research on coin stability and network
simulation.
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Geo-Hiker

+dtonic.io

Dtonic’s Geo-Hiker is a space-time big data engineering

platform able to effectively manage spatial and temporal big
data. It caters to the smart city market by collecting spatial/
vehicles, drones, etc.) and using hybrid high-speed dispersion/
parallel processing to enhance speed and accuracy.

Thingsflow
Hellobot

+thingsflow.com

Thingsflow offers an AI-based character chatbot messenger
service, Hellobot, in which users can “message” a chatbot on
one’s fortune or psychology tests.

+alar.my

Developed by Delight Room, Alarmy is an alarm that wakes
the user up and does away with the fear of going back to sleep

again after waking. It is a “mission alarm application” in which
the user must successfully perform missions (take a picture,

solve a math problem, shake the phone, etc.) selected in
advance so as to stop the ringing.

LOCKIN & COMPANY

LIAAP

+lockincomp.com

Lockin Company’s mobile app security service, LIAAP, protects
the applications on a user’s phone by encrypting mobile

app source codes, preventing hacking and the leak of key
technologies, and blocking illegal (tampered) apps.

LUMINI

+lulu-lab.com

lululab’s AI beauty solution “LUMINI” recommends cosmetics

suited to a user’s skin based on a dermatological scan/analysis
that takes just 10 seconds to complete. lululab has received a

CES Innovation Award for the two most recent years and will be
releasing “LUMINI Home,” which combines data analysis and AI
technologies, later this year.

Littleone

Smart Bottle

Riiid

Santa

+riiid.co

Riiid’s AI TOEIC tutor “Santa” creates an environment, via

mobile app or the web, wherever the user is and whatever
time is desired, that is conducive to studying for the TOEIC

exam. Based on independently-developed deep learning AI

technology and learning data from over 1 million users, Santa
analyzes the user’s TOEIC abilities to recommend the optimal
way for the user to learn.

+littleone.kr

Littleone develops IoT-based baby/infant products and
healthcare platforms. Smart Bottle is a Bluetooth/IoT device

that helps make childrearing less daunting for first-time
parents by assisting with feeding specifically, by maintaining an
adequate temperature for formula.

Ringle

Ringle

+ringleplus.com

Ringle is an edutech company founded by alumni of Stanford

University’s MBA program. It develops platforms for residents
of non-English speaking countries that teach conversational
English online in a one-on-one format. Over 70 percent of

tutors are native English speakers who are also graduates of

prestigious universities in the US and England. Classes are
conducted on over 200 themes related to politics, economics,
business management, society and culture.

LUXROBO
MODI

+modi.luxrobo.com

MODI, LUXROBO’s modular robot for learning/teaching coding,

offers a comprehensive STEAM education platform comprised

of hardware (MODI Kit), software (MODI Studio, MODI Play), and
a detailed curriculum.

LetinAR

PinMR

+letinar.com

LetinAR focuses on developing optical systems for attachment
to the top of VR smart glasses. “PinMR” is a VR optical lens
based on the pinhole effect. The biggest advantage of the

recently-unveiled PinMR 2020 is that it successfully addresses
the problem associated with vertical viewing angle a chronic

issue for existing optical VR technology. (PinMR 2020 is ready for
full commercialization).

ROPE

BATON SOS

+batonsos.com

ROPE offers an e-call system, which automatically reports car

accidents to the relevant agencies, and an intelligent traffic

information connecting service based on driving data. A sensor
attached to BATON SOS is able to recognize an accident and
report it within 30 seconds to 119 via text (SMS) message.
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Alarmy

lululab

Rootee Health

ELI

+rooteehealth.com

Rootee Health offers ophthalmology checkup solutions. The

company develops smart diagnostic devices that can conduct
contactless checkups for eye disorders, like ELI (an on-side
medical diagnostic device for performing funduscopies). ELI is

an easy-to-operate VR device that can check the condition of
the eyeball.

LinkShops
LinkShops

+linkshops.com

LinkShops operates the largest intermediary platform in Korea

for wholesale Dongdaemun clothing. It is helping to make
the Dongdaemun wholesale clothing market more IT-friendly
through a variety of services (mobile app, credit card payment

system, cargo shipments, etc.). For orders made before 23:00

on weekdays, everything from ordering the requested product
from the store to shipping occurs within five hours.

MATHPRESSO
Quanda

+mathpresso.com

MATHPRESSO’s Quanda is an AI-based search service for solutions

to math problems. Once a user uploads a photo of a problem, he/
she can immediately search for the problem’s answer or the work
process. Its OCR (optical character recognition) technology makes

it not only possible to grasp the special composition of characters,
formulas and diagrams in a math problem, but also to recognize

linkflow

FITT360

+linkflow.co.kr

linkflow develops and manufactures FITT360, a wearable
360-degree camera. Besides FITT360, the company is also highly

Born2Global Member Companies 2020
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temporal big data (information on weather, traffic, roads,

Delight Room
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Dtonic

competitive for its 360-degree VR videos and 5G functions.

linkflow is expanding beyond leisure and security into

medical care, distribution and education, in which contactless
communication is becoming increasingly necessary.

MONEYBRAIN

Speak Now

+moneybrain.ai

The AI company MONEYBRAIN offers “Speak Now,” an AI-

based English education service that utilizes composite videos.

Speak Now makes it possible for the student and AI tutor to
communicate in real time. The service is designed for children
between three years old and middle school.

letters in irregular data (caused by distortions such as scribbling,
rotation, shadows, etc.).
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GV-series

+medithinq.com

MediThinQ is the first company in the world to develop a

navigation solution for medical use. Its “GV-series” technology

wirelessly transmits medical video images to surgical staff, who
the glass (rather than a monitor) and 2) conduct surgery.

+medifutures.net

MEDI FUTURES is a biomedical company founded by experts in
ultrasound technology. It uses adipose-based stem cell isolation
technology for non-enzyme ultrasounds, enabling the use of

harmless biosubstances for reconstructive surgery without any

of the side-effects caused by chemical enzymes. The company

is currently using this technology not only in skin and tissue

Signal Optimizer

+bluesignal.co.kr

BlueSignal designs solutions that predict future traffic
situations. It provides traffic prediction data to help users

prepare for accidents that may occur on the road (especially in

terms of cars, product shipments, etc.). Predictions range from
two minutes to two days into the future.

BluePrintLAB

BluePrintLAB

+blueprint-lab.com

BluePrintLAB uses facial recognition and AI technologies that,
once the user has scanned his or her face with the camera,

analyzes the facial data to recommend products best suited
to him or her. It also offers a VR fitting solution allowing users

to “see” how recommended eyewear will actually look when
worn.

regeneration but also in research on follicle regeneration for
those experiencing hair loss.

Monit
Monit

+goodmonit.com

Monit, a smart baby care solution provider, offers a smart

diaper alarm service, comprised of a diaper sensor (which
monitors and manages the environment inside the diaper in

real time) and an air quality measurement hub that regularly
checks whether the temperature, humidity and levels of

MORAI

MORAI SIMULATOR FLATFORM

+morai.ai

MORAI has developed a digital twin-based self-driving inspection
software that can be used to develop or inspect autonomous
driving systems. It also develops simulation systems that can
make immediate use of detailed map data.

MOIN
MOIN

+themoin.com

MOIN specializes in overseas wire transfers. Its services
currently target China and Japan, but its market share is
expanding rapidly due to the efficient wire transfer procedure

that eliminates the need for an intermediary bank and does not
charge currency exchange fees.

Minimap

Minimap

VisualCamp
SeeSo

+visual.camp

VisualCamp is a company whose gaze-tracking SDK (software
development kit), “SeeSo,” is designed for mobile application
developers. SeeSo is software that uses gaze data to ascertain
where on the screen the user’s gaze rests and enable screen
control with the user’s eyes.

harmful gases are appropriate for a baby.

+minimap.net

Minimap’s independently-developed platform uses data to analyze a
user’s game preferences and recommend games to match. It offers

a notification service that alerts the user of new game releases as
well as converting all text into Hangeul, providing information on

discounts and game rankings in other words, making it much more

convenient to find the desired information on games. The company is

SAFEWARE

INDUSTRIAL AIRBAG
MOTOCYCLE AIRBAG

+safeware.co.kr

SAFEWARE develops IoT-based protective clothing. SAFEWARE
clothing’s primary function is to protect the wearer by reducing
the impact of an accident, making use of technologies that alert

the relevant individuals in the event of an accident so that the
“golden time” is not lost.

Shopl & Company

Shopl

+shoplworks.com

Shopl & Company is a retail tech company that develops and

sells work management software that can do everything from

managing store employee shifts to collecting store data and
managing sales goals.

SendBird

Sendbird Chat • Sendbird Desk •
Sendbird Calls

+sendbird.com

SendBird provides application programming interfaces (API)
that allow corporate customers to add a chat function to their
mobile apps and websites. SendBird was previously selected for

Y Combinator’s accelerator program and is currently working

on increasing its reputation in Silicon Valley. The company is
making a name for itself as a world-class chat solution provider.

also brainstorming/implementing diverse ways to encourage greater
user participation (e.g. selling of goods, game code giveaways, etc.).

BAGEL LABS
PIE

+bagel-labs.com

Bagel Labs’ “PIE” is a smart tape measure with a rotation
sensor that takes advantage of digital sensing technology. PIE

does not have any ruler markings: instead, it makes accurate
measurements by measuring revolutions per minute with a

high-resolution revolution sensor. The company has recently

begun expanding into a variety of sectors, including healthcare,
fashion and e-commerce.
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DAVINCI COG

BlueSignal
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can both 1) make a diagnosis based on the images projected on

MEDI FUTURES
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MediThinQ

Block Odyssey

Scanus

+blockodyssey.io

Block Odyssey is a comprehensive distribution platform

developer. It provides solutions that involve attaching an
electronic signature QR code to products to ensure the safe

collection of distribution data, which is recorded in blockchain
to enable product authentication and tracking of distribution
history.

SsenStone
StonePASS

+ssenstone.com

SsenStone is a fintech company specializing in security

certification. StonePASS is an easy-to-use security solution
that integrates diverse certification methods (FIDO biometric

certification, security PIN, pattern, mobile OTP, etc.) into a
single solution.

SENTBE

SENTBE

+sentbe.com

A global fintech solution provider, SENTBE makes it easy to wire

money overseas. All users have to do is fill out the necessary
paperwork (local bank’s name/address, etc.) via mobile app or web

without having to wait for it to be screened. Another significant
advantage of SENTBE’s service is the affordable commission, which

excludes telegram charges, exchange fees, brokerage fees, and
commission paid by the recipient normally charged for wire transfers
at commercial banks.
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sodatransfer

+sodatransfer.com

Sodacrew, a company specializing in online overseas wire

transfers, has a service known as “sodatransfer” that offers the
same functions provided by commercial bank services, but with

Fire extinguisher

+fire-industries.com

Firebuster designs smart solutions for fire safety. It develops
sprinkler tees that automatically remove flowing water and
sprinkler piping systems that include such tees.

SoftBerry is an electric vehicle charging platform offering
comprehensive solutions that incorporate big data, IoT and
mobile technologies. Users receive details on the location of

electric vehicle charging stations while a mobile service enables
real-time payment.

that verifies the effectiveness of newly-developed polycystic

medication. It employs AI technologies too quickly and

SolarConnect

SAEM

+solarconnect.kr

SolarConnect is a solar energy business platform that is based
on revolutionary financial solutions and sophisticated IT, and

connects all aspects of the solar energy market (business consulting,
connection to construction firms, supply of materials/equipment,
generator operation/management, etc.). Its hand-held “generator

SecuLetter

SecuLetter SLE

+seculetter.com

SecuLetter is a company that diagnoses malignant cyber
security code. It detects email hacking attempts and malignant

code from non-executed files through reverse engineering
diagnostic technology. SecuLetter also provides security
solutions that block intelligent APT attacks.

+smartradarsystem.com

Smart Radar System develops self-driving radar using 4D
images. The company’s “4-D Imaging Radar” conducts

thorough real-time surveillance of an object’s distance, height,
depth, speed and other factors. Its high-resolution detection

technology is branching out beyond self-driving cars to diverse

StradVision

SVNET

+stradvision.com

StradVision provides the software that allows Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS) in autonomous vehicles to reach the
next level of safety, accuracy, and driver convenience, and helps
usher in the era of the fully autonomous vehicle.

areas, including robotics and IoT.

STRIG Pro

ARAD Networks
ARAD

+aradnetworks.com

ARAD Networks is a network security solution company. Having

successfully developed and commercialized SPN (safe IP network)

source technology, it provides a security network environment by

virtualizing the networks of Internet-connected objects to establish
independent networks for each user and device. The company is
targeting the security market with virtual network management

technology that creates independent networks for everything from

+getstrig.com

device, need only be held in one hand and rubbed gently on

the painful area. This causes minute currents and vibrations to
address the relevant trigger point (the cause of muscle pain).

Seerslab develops technologies and content that show VR

images when a smart phone camera is held up to a space or

object. Specializing in VR technology, Seerslab is headquartered
in Silicon Valley and has consistently provided VR technologies
for the fashion and distribution sectors.

SPACOSA

Gper

+spacosa.com

SPACOSA, a location-tracking solution company, has recently

developed “Gper,” a 3G real-time portable tracking device.

Attaching a device equipped with a global USIM to the tracking

target results in automatic roaming. Location-related data is
visible not only of nearby areas but also covers international
movement in real time via the Web or mobile app.

CVT

Face A+

+cvtinc.co.kr

CVT’s smart facial recognition system, “Face A+,” enables unlimited facial
recognition through its ability to simultaneously recognize everyone
who comes into view on the screen at one time, in full-HD resolution
and nighttime recognition (via infrared camera). Because all functions

are independently embedded, the system operates normally even in
uses blockchain encryption to stop data leaks before they occur.

IoT hand-held devices to servers.

strig

+seerslab.com

a separate device (e.g. attaching to a door lock via chip or small board) and

of solar power generated at different times of the year.

4-D Imaging Radar

lollicam

environments with an unstable network. Embeddable without the need for

provides analytical data (from big data) that compares the amounts

Smart Radar System

Seerslab

efficacy for research on cures for genetic kidney disorders.

secretary,” SAEM, is popular with solar power producers as it

Strig, the company’s namesake handheld pain reduction
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Synergy A.I. is a deep learning-based platform developer

measurement programs as well as for assessing treatment

allows users to send foreign currency to Korea.

+soft-berry.com

+synergy-ai.co.uk

that are essential for AI-based organ recognition/volume

are not readily accessible, this is a wire transfer service that

EV Infra

SYNERGY A.I.

accurately measure kidney and liver volumes two biomarkers

living overseas, where online banking services offered in Korea

SoftBerry

SYNERGY A.I.

IVS Technology
IVS

+ivstech.co.kr

IVS Technology analyzes intelligent videos and sound recordings

via AI. It materializes videos and sound files via AI based on

big data analysis. One CCTV is all that is needed to both detect
fires and break-ins and also determine (by recognizing voices)

whether someone has been physically attacked or sexually
assaulted.

Ahranta

WIZ Helper ONE

+ahranta.co.kr

WIZ Helper ONE is a contactless, comprehensive maintenance/
repair solution independently developed by Ahranta, a company
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simpler procedures and lower commissions. For Korean citizens

Firebuster
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Sodacrew

that specializes in remote and security solutions. Its many functions

(management of user access logs and remote access history, video

recording of remote work, monitoring by remote work managers,

etc.) allow client companies to effectively manage work done
remotely by telecommuting employees, thereby realizing a WFH
(work-from-home) environment supported by solid technologies.

ISA Technologies

Zconverter

+zconverter.co.kr

ISA Technologies’ “Zconverter” is a multi-cloud migration

service that allows companies to copy their servers onto
the cloud of their choice regardless of whether it is physical,

a virtual machine, or cloud instance. All work is done by
automated tools rather than outsourced employees.
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ICE Platform

+i-on.net

I-ON Communications is the technological expert on corporate

content management systems (CMS). ICE (I-ON Contents
Ecosystem) is a high-specification platform that processes

entire content lifecycle (registration, management, product

creation, distribution, deletion, account balancing, production
of statistics, etc.). It recently began expanding into new areas,
including energy and sports.

RCE

RollingCE

+rollingce.com

RCE’s RollingCE is a one-stop business system that facilitates
the export of second-hand heavy construction equipment

via AI. It provides individually-tailored services to clients by

regularly collecting online information on diverse types of
heavy equipment and machine-learning data related to heavy
equipment demand.

ADHERO
BRICK C

+iacryl.com

Acryl is a deep learning technology firm that developed a
comprehensive AI platform it calls “Jonathan,” that is based

on emotion perception technology, helping with the smart
conversion of businesses in diverse sectors. Jonathan answers

user questions not by simply regurgitating information but in
response to its perception of the user’s emotional state. It offers

+brick-c.com

ADHERO is the operator of “BRICK C,” an influencer platform.
During creative influencer marketing campaigns, BRICK C

benefits influencers by providing opportunities to participate in
campaigns and benefits advertisers by matching them with the
campaign format that best fits their objective.

Eversafe

+everspin.global

Everspin’s solution “Eversafe” regularly changes the security

module codes of a user’s smartphone applications. Users can
also choose to constantly change modules and source codes
every 10, 30 or 60 minutes, making it very difficult for hackers
to trace each one.

AIIR

+alcherainc.com

Alchera develops deep learning-based video recognition
software and 3D geometry-based VR software. It owns facial
recognition technology and VADT (visual anomaly detection

technology) and is responsible for the key algorithm of the
mobile application “Snow,” services provided by KEPCO and
LG Uplus, and Shinhan Face Pay (Korea’s first facial recognition-

Additor

Additor

+additor.io

Additor is a collaborative document tool that can effectively
organize many resource formats per project type as well as
enable group editing of a document. With SaaS-based tools,

Additor provides: 1) a data management system that can issue/
share content when needed and 2) an intuitive UX.

MR.TIME

+apposter.com

apply smartwatch faces (or watch designs) via smartphone.

Smartwatch faces are easy to design on smartphone or
online and can also be shared. In addition to an official

partnership with Samsung Electronics, Apposter has engaged in

collaboration with a variety of global brands, including Maison
Kitsun, Ducati, Astro Boy, Rilakkuma, and Keith Haring.

UPRISE

HEYBIT

AITRICS
VitalCare

+aitrics.com

VitalCare is a solution that drastically reduces patient death
rates by helping hospitals make the most of their resources and
predicting emergency situations in advance. It is currently being
used to predict blood poisoning-related deaths, with efforts

underway to increase the number of predictable disorders (e.g.
acute renal failure).

FHL Games
KAYBO.COM

+fhlgames.com

FHL Games is a game/publishing platform developer that

currently operates “KAYBO.COM” in 23 countries in Central and
South America, including Mexico, Peru, and Brazil. As of 2019, it

had over 20 million members and provides an independentlydeveloped payment solution (K-coin) to over 120 local payment

companies. FHL Games recently launched “KAYBO KEEPIN,” a

+heybit.io

HEYBIT is a bitcoin robo-advisor service providing automatic

purchasing services to investors in digital assets (such as

bitcoin) who often face difficulty due to market price volatility.
Based on quantitative trading strategies, HEYBIT conducts sales
automatically in order to guarantee as much profit for the user
as possible while limiting losses. The most significant advantage
of HEYBIT is its ability to minimize risk in a rollercoaster market.

+slab.us

S.Lab Asia is a B2B distribution tech company. Through revolutionary
supply network management and an independently-developed fresh

food delivery box (Greenie BOX), S.Lab Asia is making it easier for clients

seeking to branch out into online or offline markets in Southeast Asia.
Keeping produce fresh due to special material and construction, Greenie
monitor its location or internal temperature in real time.

blockchain-based easy log-in wallet service.

Apposter

Greenie BOX

without electricity. An IoT device can be attached to a Greenie BOX to

as convenience of use.

Alchera

S.Lab Asia

BOX repels outside heat and maintains temperature for 24 hours even

utility services that fortify the “intelligence” aspect of AI as well

based payment system).

“MR TIME” is a global platform that allows users to create and
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Jonathan

Everspin

NPCore

ZombieZERO

Digital Human • Ganimation •
Interactive VR

+afun-interactive.com

afun Interactive produces 3D content with real-time rendering

technology. Not only does it design and service real-time

VR/AR content, it also distributes independently-developed
content. With a US subsidiary in California (Interactive AF), it has
accelerated expansion into the global market.

EXOSYSTEMS

exoRehab

+exosystems.io

EXOSYSTEMS’ “exoRehab” is a wearable healthcare solution that

targets senior citizens and others with diminished muscularskeletal function in the knees/legs. It helps with rehabilitation

and subsequent health management of the lower extremities
through individually-tailored rehabilitative exercises and functional
electrical stimulation (FES). The device is worn on the knee
and ascertains muscular-skeletal data, which it uses to provide
individualized healthcare services via a mobile app.

+npcore.com

NPCore’s signature solution is “ZombieZERO EDR.” Through
EDR (endpoint detection & response), it responds immediately,
through an execution postponement function, to malignant

code before it infects the host. When operating an agent, it

minimizes the agent’s effect on the existing system and does
not use technologies like hooking or DLL injection, due to their
high collision risk.

afun interactive
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and manages diverse demands for companies that span the

Acryl
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I-ON Communications

Ovitz

Ovitz P10

+ovitz.us

Through its easy-to-use portable eye-checking device and related

solutions, Ovitz aims to give everyone a sharply-focused, beautiful view
of the world. Using an ultrafine optical design and wavefront sensing, a
single measurement collects information not only on the user’s current

eyesight but also makes accurate diagnoses and collects information on
any other existing ophthalmological disorders (cataracts, corneal issues,

etc.) that present diagnostic methods do not measure. Ovitz’s devices are
20 times faster than the competition, for just one-tenth the average price.
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NPU ENLIGHT
ORBIT

+openedges.com

OPENEDGES Technology is an AI semiconductor designer. Its
design IP is comprised of two parts: 1) NPU ENLIGHT, which

assists with AI calculation functions on smart devices, and 2)
serving as the pipeline along which data is moved. The IP is

globally competitive because it encompasses both NP (a nonmemory device) and memory.

Olive Healthcare
bello

+kickgoing.io

OLULO operates KICKGOING, an electric scooter sharing service,

and is rapidly gaining dominance in the shared mobility market

through collaboration with companies like Hyundai Motors and

Kia Motors. Since its launch in September 2018, KICKGOING’
s 7,000+ scooters have been used a total of 3.8 million times,
making it one of the most profitable services in the industry.

+olive-hc.com

“Bello” is a portable, IoT-based and digital medical device that
uses near infrared technology to accurately measure abdominal
fat in less than three seconds. It is also US FDA-certified and

downloadable via an exclusive mobile app, which provides
health checkups and an individualized guidebook.

YOLK

Solar Cow

+yolkstation.com

YOLK’s “Solar Cow” is a solar power charging system comprised

of a main body, shaped like a milk cow, and a battery,

shaped like a white milk bottle. Solar Cow has been installed

in developing African countries that do not have adequate
electricity, with profits used to help children in developing

countries worldwide. It was named one of the year’s best
inventions of 2019 by Time magazine.

ulalaLAB
WimFactory
WimFarm

+ulalalab.com

ulalaLAB is a company that analyzes and makes predictions
on people, objects and the environment through IoT/big data

analysis and AI algorithms. It currently offers “WimFactory,” a
smart factory platform for manufacturers and “WimFarm,” a
smart farm platform.

onesoftdigm
Fitrus

wanted

+wanted.co.kr

WantedLab is a job transfer platform that is based on friend

recommendations. If a member recommends a friend and the

friend is later hired, both the hired friend and the recommender

receive a congratulatory fee. With 1.2 million members across
several Asian countries (including Japan and Singapore)

Wantedlab has connections with approximately 7,000 corporate

clients. It is also currently working on evolving into a social
career platform.

WARP Solution

bi:on

+warpsolution.com

WARP Solution specializes in remote wireless charging

solutions. Its portable wireless charger for IT accessories,
“bi:on,” is provided for the Apple Watch/AirPods and Galaxy

Watch. Bi:on was designed for wireless charging by attaching it
to a smartphone. It also fits easily in the hand, making it easily

+onesoftdigm.com

health management service that makes use of big data. Use of
its healthcare solutions is easy via a portable body composition

measurement device. ONE SMARTDIET, Fitrus A, and Fitrus Plus offer

simple, easy measurements of multiple types of bio-data that can be
made while going about one’s daily routines. Measurements are used

as the basis for health goals, with monitoring provided afterward to
confirm that lifestyle changes are actually being made.

12CM

echoss

WAYNE HILLS VENTURES
WAYNE HILLS AI

+waynehills.co

WAYNE HILLS VENTURES specializes in AI-based automated
video production solutions. Its independently-developed AI

algorithm, WAYNE HILLS AI, uses technology that analyzes

documents by paragraph and phrase to automatically convert it
into digital video format. Based on a summary of the dictionary

meanings of what it perceives as keywords, it then searches for

images, videos and music that are appropriate for the story,
and automatically converts all of it into video.

portable.

onesoftdigm is a healthcare company that provides an individualized
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KICKGOING

wantedlab

WELT
WELT

+weltcorp.com

A certified medical doctor (also the company’s CEO) developed

“WELT,” a wearable smart belt which automatically measures
waist girth to determine whether the user has overeaten and

counts the number of steps walked to estimate the number of

calories burned. WELT has collaborated with prominent brands,

including Beanpole and the French luxury brand S.T. Dupont.
Over 20,000 smart belts have been sold.

+12cmglobal.com

12CM is most famous for its smart stamp, Echoss Stamp that

can be physically “stamped” onto a smartphone screen.
Echoss Stamp is a device that, when applied to a smartphone
screen, recognizes app-issued coupons and activates a variety

of services (point accumulation, purchase assistance, etc.).
12CM also has the necessary source technology for easy
authentication and to make payments via smartphone.

Innopresso
Mokibo

+innopresso.com

Mokibo is a smart device that combines a regular keyboard with
a touchpad in an innovative way the keyboard itself can be used

as a giant touchpad via a smart mode conversion algorithm

and motion-recognition technology, negating the need for a
separate touchpad or mouse. Mokibo can be connected to as
many as three Bluetooth devices at once.

OnePredict

GuardiOne

+onepredict.com

OnePredict’s solution uses an AI-based diagnostic/prediction algorithm

to analyze factory data towards minimizing damage to equipment when
industrial equipment abnormalities are identified. Applicable to a wide range

of facilities and industries, including smart factories, manufacturing, energy
generation, power transmission/sub-stations, mobility, and national defense.
The “GuardiOne” solution is an especially effective aid for addressing (and

planning response for) potential loss factors well in advance thanks to its
detailed analysis of industrial data produced by the equipment in question.

Wellscare

IASO
Epione

+wellscare.kr

Wellscare’s “IASO” and “Epion” are home medical devices

(currently on the market) that enable self-care of a wide
range of physical pains, including VDT (visual display terminal

syndrome; caused by excessive PC/smartphone use) and pain

from sports or daily routines. The devices use a cold laser,
previously only accessible via hospital treatment. IASO was

recently released on Amazon Launchpad and named a topranking product by Amazon Unique Finds.

Unify

IFO-S • DRACO-R • DRACO • OORI

+uvify.com

Uvify is a drone company founded by Ph.D. alumni of Seoul

National University’s Department of Mechanical & Aerospace
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ORBIT, a memory sub-system that supports NPU execution by

OLULO
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OPENEDGES Technology

Engineering. All parts are independently designed, from the

control program needed to fly a drone to the frame. Uvify’s area
of greatest strength is its cluster drone: for example, IFO can fly
for up to 20 minutes and travel up to five meters per second.

EazyMation

Dev2job

+eazymation.com

EazyMation’s “Dev2job” is a developer credential verification

service that targets job-seeking developers and corporate HR
personnel. Information on projects actually conducted by the

developer that are listed on one of his/her Git services (GitHub,
GitLab, Bitbucket, etc.) are put into resume format. All that’s

left is for the developer to link the Git account and projects to
Dev2job for use whenever he/she needs to submit a resume.
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CleanCUBE • CleanFLEX • CCN • CCNx

+ecubelabs.com

Ecube Labs collects and manages garbage in an eco-friendly way. Its
two main products are CleanCUBE, a garbage disposal box that uses
solar power to compress garbage, and CCN (Clean City Networks),

solar energy to compress garbage, making them able to hold eight
times more than their similarly-sized competitors. They also help

+jaaem.com

jaeem has developed a content platform with a commerce
function that primarily targets Hallyu fans in the Middle East.

The company is led by Lee Jeong-jin (Dahci Ma), a movie
director-producer whose work has been featured at over 100
film festivals worldwide, include Cannes, Berlin and Busan.

with designing effective garbage collection routes by measuring the

2Luck
2Luck Share

+coconutsilo.com

coconut silo is a company cultivated by Hyundai Motor Group
that currently operates “2Luck,” a mobility platform that acts as
an intermediary for international shipments targeting Vietnam

and other ASEAN countries. It is capable of everything from
order requests to matching clients with shipping firms and realtime tracking/management of cargo locations.

ZEUS TECH
Linear Motor

+zeustec.co.kr

Linear Motor is capable of location control with only a hall
sensor board (no need for a linear scale). Locations for relative/
absolute coordinates can also be set without a linear scale,

making it possible to exercise control regardless of location.
Forms the basis for a solution applicable to equipment in

a range of sectors (SMT equipment, processing equipment,
medical devices, etc.).

GY networks
ReCon

+gynetworks.com

guarantee the ability to take control of dangerous situations.
Not only does it reduce the time and money required to

monitor such hazards, it is also capable of actually preventing
accidents (fire, etc.). ReCon is currently in use by work sites

where safety needs to be a priority, such as construction sites
and steelworks facilities.

Kasa

+gsil.net

GSIL’s smart safety management system aims to prevent construction
site accidents and eliminate “gray” areas of safety control through its

many functions (e.g. ascertaining worker locations, emergency rescue
(SOS) function, etc.). The system is capable of preventing tunnel

accidents, responding early to potential onsite hazards, systematically
processing drilling depth, sharing onsite safety records between

managers and workers, and establishing rescue plans that can be

CHEQUER

SQLGate
QueryPie

+chequer.io

CHEQUER is a data collaboration/security solutions company.
Its independently-developed “SQLGate” software assists with

quick and easy utilization of massive databases. The company
also offers individualized support for a wide range of DBMSs
(e.g. Oracle). SQL is also expanding its global services through
“QueryPie,” a sharing/collaboration solution.

QRAFT

QRAFT AI ETFS

+qraftaietf.com

Qraft Technologies is a financial AI company that supplies
robo-advisors and AI fund solutions to 70 percent of Korea’

s major financial groups, including Shinhan Bank, Industrial
Bank of Korea, and BNK Financial Group. Most notably, Qraft

Technologies obtained a stock market listing for a 100 percent

AI system-operated (no human intervention) exchange traded
fund (ETF) on the New York Stock Exchange the first such feat
by a Korean company on the NYSE.

Cloudike
Cloudike

Crowdworks

+crowdworks.kr

Crowdworks specializes in collecting and processing AI-learned
data based on crowdsourcing. The company’s platform

provides high-quality data through a full-inspection system and
customized development that is unique to each processing

type. It not only supports a wide range of atypical data but
also, in the event that a company requests data, facilitates work

+cloudike.co.kr

Cloudike is a cloud solution designed for private and corporate
clients. The corporate version is in SaaS format so that files

can be shared and synchronized easily, not only able to keep

out ransomware but also to recover (deleted) files, take on a
stronger system design and manage the rights of diverse users
in the event of a DDoS attack.

CLASSUM

CLASSUM

+classum.com

CLASSUM is a bi-directional learning platform that facilitates
class-time communication. Professors and students can ask

questions and provide answers as well as make announcements

or notifications, give feedback and distribute questionnaires.
CLASSUM has successfully launched on the difficult-toenter Korean public education market, and is currently in

use at approximately 1,300 hagwon (private academies) and
elementary, middle and high schools.

clair

clair

+clair.kr

Clair specializes in air purification. It has source technology
for a filter that is patented in 27 countries and is a one-stop

solution capable of everything from pan (a key air purifier part)

development to mass-producing completed products. To respond

to rapidly-changing trends in air purifiers, clair is working on
products that are sophisticated enough in design and function
to be used year-round (as opposed to primarily for yellow dust
outbreaks that frequently occur in Korea in the spring).

+kasa.co.kr

real estate investment platform that easily permits many users

to share the rights to commercial real estate (office buildings,
etc.) and be able to just as easily (and safely) buy or sell those

rights. A bank or real estate trustee can then issue digitalized

asset-backed securities (ABS) with the commercial real estate

as collateral, allowing anyone to buy or sell property via Kasa’s
platform, even for relatively small sums.

Smart Safety Management System

carried out promptly in the event of an accident.

ReCon is a solution that detects hazards in advance to

Kasa Korea

GSIL

Crowdworks

within the platform by a crowdsourced worker and inspector.

amount of garbage being transported.

Kasa Korea is a prop tech company with an innovative indirect
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a service that monitors how garbage is loaded/collected. Both use

jaeem
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Ecube Labs

CORNERS

IntelEvac(Intelligent Evacuation)

+corners.co.kr

CORNERS develops intelligent IoT solutions, including context-aware
location guidance equipment, an intelligent safety management system
for hot-water pipelines, and a system that detects break-ins or the

threat of natural disaster in real time. IntelEvac, an intelligent response
system with embedded gunshot recognition technology, received an

Innovation Award at CES 2020. IntelEvac immediately issues directions
on how to respond in the event of a shooting and suggests evacuation/
rescue strategies depending on circumstances onsite.

Kitten Planet
Brush Monster

+brushmon.com

Brush Monster is an educational VR service that builds up healthy
brushing habits through a systematic set of guidelines. When a

child brushes his or her teeth while using the smart phone screen

as a mirror, Brush Monster analyzes the position of the teeth that
appear on the screen and shows the child how to properly brush

them via a VR guide. It offers stickers, characters to put game-

like elements into brushing to interest children and provides a
“toothbrushing report” that specifies areas for improvement.

10Minds

breo
Motion Pillow

+10minds.com

10Minds is most famous for “bero,” its small massage device brand (for knees,

feet, scalp). It recently developed the “Motion Pillow,” an anti-snoring pillow,
which not only received an Innovation Award at CES 2020 but was also included

in a Fox News ranking of top tech gadgets and a Voice of America list of 10 tech
products. The part of the pillow that supports the head is made up of four airbags

that measure pressure. It constantly monitors the location of the head and, if the
user snores while sleeping, determines the position that should be taken to make
breathing easier and helps “move” the head into that position.
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JANDI

+jandi.com

Toss Lab is growing rapidly due to the emergence of COVID-19
(e.g. expansion of WFH policies). The greatest advantage of its

collaborative work tool, JANDI, is that services are localized in

Offered in Korean, English, Chinese, Japanese and Vietnamese,

JANDI is capable of system linking, displaying organizational
structures, and providing emoticons and local currency

+toothlife.co.kr

Toothlife’s “Toonation” is a third-party platform that is

sponsored by Internet broadcasts and visualizes Internet
broadcasts to make payments on behalf of users. Toothlife
shares a variety of content related to Internet programs

while also using Internet broadcast platforms to lead in the
popularizing of communication on such broadcasts.

payment services.

PABLO AIR
PABLO AIR

+pabloair.com

PABLO AIR develops hardware and software for unmanned flights and

was the first in Korea to successfully make a long-distance overseas drone
shipment and delivery (1 hr. 56 min., 57.5 km). PABLO AIR’s main areas

of business are the development of drone-led cluster flight platforms and

related solutions. The solutions it presently has in development are in a
variety of areas (distribution, disaster monitoring, smart city environmental
monitoring, etc.) and based on both manned and unmanned cluster flight
technologies.

PRAZEN
AR Display

+prazen.co

PRAZEN develops and provides services related to ultra-

short focal point, wide viewing angle projectors. Previous

developments include an ultra-close up, portable VR projection
device and ultra-wide viewing angle immersive VR glasses.
Especially appealing about the VR glasses is their ability to

realize 3D virtual reality with a viewing angle of approximately
120 degrees three times wider than its competitors.

Prinker
Prinker

+prinker.co.kr

“Prinker” is the name of the world’s first single-use tattoo

device, as well as the company that created it. The user selects

an image or set of words from a mobile app, then places the
device on the skin. In just three seconds, the tattoo is complete.
The company has also recently released “PrinkerS,” which is
lighter and easier to use than Prinker, for non-professional use.
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Toonation

PCT

TACTILE PRO

+powerct.kr

PCT provides a supplementary information engineering

platform based on the levels of cognitive ability in touch and
hearing that are most appropriate for the various life stages for

the visually-impaired (infant/toddler, elementary-high school,
university, adult). Twelve years of research and testing also

resulted in the company releasing the world’s first tablet PC for

the visually-impaired (Tactile Pro). Tactile Pro is able to convert

FitPet

Ahead

+fitpet.co.kr

“Ahead” is a urine test kit for pets that is registered as a
veterinary medical device. Scanning a sample of a pet’s urine

with the FitPet app makes it possible for the owner to know

whether the pet has any of a range of disorders, like diabetes
or a urinary tract infection. Ahead is certified by the Animal and
Plant Quarantine Agency and has an accuracy of 99.6 percent.

images and video into Braille text.

4DReplay

4DLive

+4dreplay.com

4DReplay’s “4DLive” solution is a media technology that allows for
easy viewing of videos via mobile, through use of a 4D video solution

that gives the impression of having transcended the barriers of space

and time. Contrary to filming videos that are space-centric, 360-degree
revolutions are used to show a subject’s movements regardless of when

they occurred or the perspective from which they were filmed. 4DLive is
used in a variety of sectors, including sports broadcasting, movies, and
dramas.

FRONTIS

LABspider

+frontis.co.kr

LABspider is an intelligent real-time comprehensive lab

management solution independently developed by Frontis.
Growing out of consistent R&D, it possesses functions that best

meet the varied needs of researchers, staff and upper-level
management while also ensuring effective operation of the lab
environment.

Pluscope

Gible

Fin2B FSCM solution

+fin2b.com

Fin2B is a fintech firm that provides funding procurement

solutions via SCF (supply-chain finance). It currently operates a
“Receivables Discount Platform” for SMEs that are experiencing
financial difficulty a direct transaction marketplace that helps

SMEs obtain funding through advanced financial techniques.
Fin2B purchases receivables from SMEs in need of short-

term cash at a low discount rate as a way to help relieve their
financial burden.

Hylium Industries
LH2Mobile Hydrogen Station
Industrial Drone(MMC)
Liquid Hydrogen Tank for VAU

+hylium-industries.com

Hylium Industries develops - portable hydrogen charging

stations (using liquid hydrogen), industrial hydrogen drones and

liquid hydrogen power packs (for drones). Hylium was the first
company in the world to apply its liquid hydrogen (developed

with its unique core technologies) as fuel for Alaka’i’s “Skai”
air taxi, significantly enhancing the company’s visibility in the

Fieldsolution

Fs Gateway

+fieldsol.com

Fieldsolution is an industrial IoT company that collects and

analyzes PLC (programmable logic controller) data from water

processing sites and smart factories to address company

demands. It owns gateway and data mining program solutions.
Through data analysis, it achieves the operation ratio requested
by the factory, reducing initial investment fees by 30 percent
and maintenance/repair costs by 40 percent.

Haechi Labs

Henesis

+haechi.io

Haechi Labs provides blockchain-based solutions. Henesis, a

wallet API solution, adds a digital asset wallet that is safe and
easy to use on a mobile app or web service. It helps companies
that develop blockchain technologies maintain infrastructure
stability for their blockchains.

global hydrogen industry.

+pluscope.com

Pluscope’s online foreign language education/mentoring platform,
Gible, connects children in developing countries with retired seniors

from developed countries. Gible alleviates the social isolation and
loneliness experienced by seniors (which is, on average, more than
twice what was experienced before retirement) while simultaneously

providing African students with opportunities for learning, higher
education and employment things that are extremely scarce
compared to demand.

Fin2B

Born2Global Member Companies 2020

Born2Global Member Companies 2020

accordance with the circumstances of each language sphere.

Toothlife

Korea Startup Index 2019

Toss Lab

HelloFactory
HelloBell

+hellofactory.co.kr

HelloFactory is a communication platform company that
supplies businesses (such as restaurants) which interact directly
with customers with smart call bells and “HelloBell,” a message
conveying service platform. Products have been commercialized

in Korea as well as the North American and European markets,
with the number of stores using them consistently increasing.

Huraypositive

Huray

+huray.net

Huraypositive uses digital technology and its smart healthcare

service to increase health literacy among the general public
towards preventing and effectively managing chronic diseases.

It has an individualized counseling protocol for everyday health

topics (medication, exercise, etc.) that is based on analysis
of health data from patients with diabetes and other chronic
diseases.
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Humanscape
Rarenote

+humanscape.io

Rarenote is an information platform run by Humanscape, a
digital healthcare company, and targets those infected with rare

diseases. With Rarenote, such people can systematically collect

Born2Global Member Companies 2020

and manage data on their physical health. Users can see highly-

66

personalized information on treatments and clinical trials based
on the information they upload to the platform. Participation

in clinical trials and the development of such treatments is also
possible through Rarenote.

Humelo

Prosody

+humelo.com

Humelo offers world-class TTS (text-to-speech) technology in
the face of growing interest in the contactless and AI markets.

“Prosody” is an AI voice actor service that conveys a wide
range of emotions (agitation, joy, calm, sadness, etc.) in

voices provided by actual voice actors. The use of AI means
mechanical-sounding text has seen its day, and has been
replaced by emotions ascertained from context, thereby
broadening the scope of TTS content.

Born2Global
Members
2020
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Venture
Capital

1.2 trillion in 2012, the amount invested by

the previous year to KRW 2.66 billion.

consistently over the previous seven years. The

environment and growth of venture firms leads

domestic VCs in venture firms has increased

Generally, maturing of the venture

rate of increase spiked dramatically in 2014,

to secondary, tertiary and more investments

with the total amount of newly-made annual

for late-coming firms, resulting in an increased

investments doubling over the past three
years.

Sudden doubling of new VC investments
within three years

investment size to increase. Such aggravating

(14.9 percent) more than the 1,399 in 2018.

According to the Korean Venture Capital

of the difference between investment haves

The amount invested by VCs per venture firm

and have-nots will be discussed in greater

and Startups (MSS), the cumulative amount

detail in the section on the proportion of

to the KVCA, the average amount VCs invested

than even the record-breaking figure for 2018
(KRW 3.42 trillion). Having started at KRW

Amount of New VC Investment in Korea by Year

investments in venture firms by life stage and

in each venture firm was KRW 1.8 billion in

industry.

2016, rising to KRW 1.88 billion in 2017 and

rising by a larger margin to KRW 2.45 billion in
2018. In 2019, this increased 8.6 percent over

Increase in the Number of New Companies Receiving Investment from VCs

Amount of new investment

Unit: number

Number of new companies receiving investment

1,608

42,777

Unit: KRW 100 million

1,399

2009

2011

2012

2013

21,503

20,858

1,191

1,266

1,045

18,375

13,845

10,910
2010

12,333

2008

12,608

2007

8,671

2006

7,247

2005

9,917

7,333

2004

7,573

2003

6,044

6,306

2002

16,393

34,249

72

2001

6,177

8,913

20,211
2000
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is also consistently trending upward. According

KRW 4.28 trillion a figure 24.9 percent higher

that a similar effect would be seen in Korea.

of investment, which has caused average

year, this grew to 1,608 companies in 2019-209

startups/venture firms was approximately

downtrend, the dominant view in 2019 was

apparent in the recent over-concentration

However, after a double-digit increase each

newly invested in 2019 by domestic VCs in

global unicorns and the global economic

the venture environment’s maturation is also

companies numbered just 755 in 2013.

Association (KVCA) and the Ministry of SMEs

Due to deteriorating performance by some

s release in Korea. The natural outcome of

quite rapidly. According to the KVCA, these

trillion in first-time investments. At the start of
overall scale of investments would decrease.

in 2019, the 10th anniversary of the iPhone’

time investment from VCs is also increasing

But this was not the case.

2019, there was widespread concern that the

by the circumstances of the Korean market

The number of companies receiving first-

In 2018, Korean venture capital (VC) firms
made a record-breaking total of KRW 3.4

average investment amount. This is proven

Korea Startup Index 2019

Venture Capital

901
755

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

* source Korean Venture Capital Association (KVCA)

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

* source KVCA
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One noticeable aspect of VC investments

Share of investment in venture capital sector
Bio

Game

billion (31.1. percent) over the KRW 841.7

over the previous two years is a severe

investments in distribution, biotech, and

exceeded KRW 1 billion.

software are increasing rapidly, they are

Investment in the IT service sector (software,

stagnating or decreasing in gaming and

etc.) is increasing each year. In 2019, first-

manufacturing.

time investments in IT services totaled KRW

According to the KVCA, the amount newly

1.47 trillion, a sharp 40.1 percent increase

invested in 2019 by Korean VCs in biotech

over the KRW 746.8 billion in 2018 and more

was KRW 1.1 trillion an increase of KRW 261.6

than double what it was just two years earlier

Amout of invesetment

11,033

8,417

933

1,052

2010

2011

2012

2013

ICT manufacturing

Distribution

2,928

3,170

2014

2015

4,686

10.6

2013

8.5

2012

7.4

2011
0%

7.7

21.8

17.9
4.9

14.6
7.9

10.1
8.7

10%

11.6

12.5

7.4

11.2

7.1

7.4

20%

18.8

11.7
19.7

30%

2016

2017

2018

2019

* source KVCA

19.3

16.6

23.8

19.6

40%

year. This figure increased to KRW 572.6 billion
in 2018 and grew by a larger margin in 2019

to KRW 814.5 billion representing greater than

first-time investments in biotech comprised just
7.7 percent of total investments.

This proportion grew to 25.8 percent in 2019,
percent. Over the same period, investments in

the IT service sector increased almost as radically
(7.4 percent to 24.4 percent) as for biotech.

which accounted for almost 20 percent of
all new investments in 2010, decreased

2,000

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

* source KVCA

50%

17.0

14.2

15.9

13.0

16.5
60%

12.0

12.5

8.7

8.1

8.1
70%

2.8 8.5 2.8

5.4

6.6

10.7

6.8

9.1

8.7

9.7

4.1
4.4

7.4

21.6

4.3

6.6

11.9

3.9

7.0

7.1

17.0

80%

5.0

7.1

17.0

13.9

5.3

11.3

10.0

9.8

90%

100%

* source KVCA

once a favorite of Korean VC firms decreased

and grew to KRW 418.7 billion the following

the electricity/machinery/equipment sector,

4,000

19.1

10.2

4.8

investments in 2016 totaled KRW 249.4 billion

On the other hand, first-time investments in

6,000

9.5

9.9

8.7

decreased from 17 percent to 3.5 percent over

increasing sharply from 8.7 percent to 19
Unit: KRW 100 million

7.7

24.4

(KRW 515.9 billion in 2017). Investment in the

with the proportion for distribution also

IT Service

21.8

21.6

over the past decade shows that in 2010, annual

8,000

74

2014

17.6

16.7

An observation of the investments made by VCs

3,788

10,000

0

15.2

2015

19.0

24.6

three-fold growth within just three years.

Increse Investment in ICT Distribution and SW
Game

2016

Others

sharply over the decade from 19.6 percent

to 4.8 percent. Investments in manufacturing

the same period, while investments in gaming
significantly from 8.7 percent in 2010 to 2.8
percent in 2020. Investments in chemicals/

materials, almost 10 percent ten years ago, fell
to less than 3 percent in 2019.

Coincidentally, VC investment trends are

largely aligned with companies experiencing
significant growth in the stock market and/

Korean Startup Investment Trends

Unit: KRW 100 million

840

Chemical/Material

Unit : %

Video/Performance/Record

distribution sector is also increasing. First-time

Rapid Investment in the Bio Industry

1,463

16.0

2017

2010

Electrical/Mechanical/Equipment

25.8

2018

that new investments in biotechnology have

IT service

IT manufacturing

2019

billion in 2018, and marking the first time

concentration on specific industries. While

Distribution
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New investments in biotechnology exceed
KRW 1 trillion for the first time

or whose stock value is rising. The “places
of honor” assumed by manufacturing-

reliant conglomerates, which had the highest
aggregate market value figures for a decade
but are now beginning to drop in rank, are

now occupied by rising biotech and software

companies. The change in areas and quantities
of investment by VCs can be attributed to the
fact that such investments led to changes in

how business is done in our era. They may also
simply be a reflection of how quickly change

has occurred over the past 10 years. Whichever
the case, it is clear that VC investments are
closely connected to economic change.

75

Over 20 companies received at least
KRW 20 billion in annual investment

The proportion of investments in early-stage

When viewed together with other investment-

Together with the aforementioned VC indicator of

To summarize, mid-stage venture firms in sectors

foundation) varies by year but has remained

several implications. In general, the scale of

element is the number of companies that have

have attracted the lion’s share of investments over

venture firms (less than three years since

approximately 30 percent for the past few

years. Conversely, investments in late-stage
venture firms (at least seven years since

founding date) have consistently decreased
in recent years. The investment proportion

allocated to such firms in 2013 was almost 50

percent of total investment: in 2019, this figure
dropped to less than 30 percent. Today, the

stage venture firms between three and seven

years old. The proportion of investment going
to mid-stage venture firms was 28 percent

in 2017, growing to 34.8 percent in 2018 and

increasing dramatically to 41.3 percent in 2019.

new investments per year is increasing, as is

the number of investment associations (which
actually make the investments). According to

the KVCA, there were 605 venture investment

associations (VIA) in 2016, 718 in 2017, and 807
in 2018. This figure increased to 920 in 2019,
showing an upward trend of approximately
100 additional VIAs each year.

The size of the funds operated by VIAs is also

growing, amounting to KRW 17 trillion in 2017.
This increased sharply to over KRW 27 trillion
in 2019 a growth rate over 50 percent in just
two years.

381

has grown significantly in recent years, together
with an increase in overall investment size, size
of funds operated by VIAs, and proportion of

605

718

807

investment going to venture firms that are at least

76

2013

Industrial Revolution (4IR). According to the MSS,

three years old.

the largest proportion of 4IR-related investments

According to the MSS, only 20 venture firms

in 2019 was devoted to smart healthcare (36.2

attracted at least KRW 10 billion in investments in

percent). This was followed by the sharing

2016. This figure grew to 29 in 2017 and spiked to

economy (16.2 percent), AI (13.2 percent), fintech

51 in 2018.

(7.1 percent), and big data (5.3 percent). This trend

This number rose sharply again to 68 in 2019. The

is expected to remain for the time being, but

number of companies that received at least KRW

there is also the possibility of additional change

20 billion in investments also increased noticeably,

to the global investment topography as a result

of COVID-19, whose influence has opened up the

possibility that the “untact” (contactless) industry
and relevant technologies may outperform

businesses related to the sharing economy.

Investment division of the 4th industrial revolution sectors

Smart Healthcare

18.4%
3.6%

36.2%

5.3%

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
* source KVCA

Sharing Economy
AI

Fintech

Big Data

7.1%
13.2%

2012

in overall size of the Korean investment market.

the growth of investments related to the Fourth

that are reaching maturity (mid-stage or older).

920

the past several years and are leading the increase
Another aspect of this trend is the recent spike in

investments increasingly focused on venture firms

Unit: KRW 100 million

447

received large-scale investments by VCs. This figure

the investment topography is evolving, with

Amout of invesetment

402

rising in popularity (biotech, software, distribution)

from four in 2016 to 22 in 2019. In other words,

Increase in the Number of VC Funds

529

average investment amount, another important

Korean Startup Investment Trends

majority of investments are focused on mid-

related indices, these figures present us with

Korea Startup Index 2019

Sharp decrease in proportion of
late-stage investments

New Renewable Energy

16.2%

Others

* source ministry of SMEs and Startups
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Angel
Investment

boom was at its peak in Korea. This record

2013 and 2014 (KRW 60.8 billion and KRW 91.7

totaled KRW 553.8 billion, which is 71.2 percent
higher than that of 2017 (KRW 323.5 billion).

(Because angel investments take a long time to
compute/tally, as of May 2020, the most recent
figures are from 2018.)

Since 2011, angel investments have increased
each year without fail. Totaling just KRW 30.5

58.1 billion in 2012 and continued to rise in

billion, respectively). After exceeding the 100

billion mark in 2015 (KRW 160.5 billion), angel
investments totaled KRW 258.6 billion in 2016
and KRW 323.5 billion in 2017.

First-time angel investments in 2011 totaled

approximately KRW 30 billion and KRW 553.8

billion in 2018 the highest figure in the history of

angel investments in Korea, having increased 18fold in just seven years.

Highest Amount of Angel Investment
Unit: KRW 100 million

6000

be the change in tax benefits (e.g. expanded

income tax deductions) implemented in 2018.
The maximum angel investment amount that

activity thus far compared to that of VCs,

the rapid increase is better explained as an
indicator of the diversification of Korea’s
venture environment.

is 100 percent tax-deductible changed from
KRW 15 million to KRW 30 million. The tax-

deductible portion for investments between
KRW 30 million and 50 million also changed
from 50 to 70 percent.

The number of accelerators that specialize

in angel investing increased from 53 in 2017

to 133 in 2018. It grew further to 214 in 2019,

Angel investor

Unit : person

160
140

5000

120
100

4000

80

3000

60

2000

40

1000

80

The reason for this increase is believed to

due to the relative lack of angel investment

Increase in the Number of Angel Investors

Amout of angel invesetment

0

as of 2019.

outpaces VC investments. While this may be

Korean Startup Investment Trends

(KBAA), the amount of angel investments in 2018

scale of investments by angel investors far

grew to 82 in 2016 and 117 in 2017, and to 148

billion that year, they increased sharply to KRW

the MSS and Korea Business Angels Association

and KBAA, there were just 25 individuals

Currently, the rate of increase and growing

specializing in angel investing in 2015. This

The highest level of annual angel investments
remained unbroken until 2018. According to

having quadrupled in just two years.

increasing rapidly. According to the MSS

Highest amount of angel investment in 18 years
was KRW 549.3 billion in 2000, when the venture

The number of angel investors is also

Korea Startup Index 2019

Number of angel investors increases
six-fold in four years

Angel Investment

20
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

* source MSS

0

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
* source MSS
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Crowdfunding

with an average total of KRW 30 billion less than
KRW 200 million per crowdfunding. While this

may be a significant amount of initial capital for
startups in their earliest stages, experts predict
that the crowdfunding market will not be able
to enter its main growth phase until a widely-

Increase in scale,
but further invigoration needed

recognized/popular crowdfunded case emerges.
Despite the relative lack of growth spurts at the
moment, the diversification of crowdfunded

Crowdfunding, which can allow little-known

the amassed funds totaling almost KRW 27.9

startups) to avoid the difficulty of attracting early-

in 2018 (185), with amassed funds demonstrating

startups (in particular, manufacturing-based

by recruiting capital directly from the masses, is

growing alongside Korea’s venture environment.
According to the Korea Securities Depository,
in 2016, the year that investment (securities)

crowdfunding began in Korea, there were just 35
incidents of crowdfunding (total scale: KRW 4.3

billion). This figure increased to 183 in 2017, with

billion. This number remained largely the same
similarly blunted growth at KRW 30.3 billion.

The incidents of crowdfunding grew slightly to
199 in 2019, with funds amassed totaling KRW

37 billion. As such, the growth rate is increasing
slowly but steadily.

The most pressing issue is that the number

and monetary scale of crowdfunding has not

yet started increasing in earnest. The average

companies is seen as a positive sign for market
revitalization. Until the first half of 2019,

crowdfunding took place mostly in six industries

(wholesale/retail, business facility management/
business support/leasing services, art/sports/
leisure services, science/technology services,

info-communications, manufacturing). In 2020,

the scope of crowdfunding-recipient companies
is expanding to include educational services,

agriculture/forestry/fishing, transport/storage,
association/organization, and repair/other

individually-offered services, among others.

Korean Startup Investment Trends

stage investments for product manufacturing

Korea Startup Index 2019

number of incidents per year is fewer than 200,

Crowdfunding

Increase in the Crowdfunding
Amout of angel invesetment

Unit: KRW 100 million

370
279

303

43
2016

84

2017

2018

2019
* source Korea Securities Depository
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Korean
Startup
Ecosystem
Analysis of Korean Startups

4
www.born2global.com

www.facebook.com/born2global

www.linkedin.com/company/born2global

Research
Overview

Purpose

Performance
Organizations

This survey aims to examine the characteristics of Korean startups and

competitiveness of the Korean startup ecosystem through intensive research on
the status of Korean startups in Seoul and Gyeonggi Province - areas with
major concentrations of startups.
• Research : Global Research

• Analysis : Korea Enterprise Institute
Online and offline surveys were conducted on startups located in Seoul and

Gyeonggi Province. In order to increase the level of confidence in the responses,

Analysis

90

Pre-Seed round

Seed round

Received funding from family,

Received investment from

friends, and the government but

has not attracted external investment.

angel investors or accelerators.

Wednesday, April 29 to Sunday, May 25, 2020 (about 4 weeks)

13

Series A round

Series B round

Frequency analysis, descriptive statistical analysis,

Attracted initial investment from

Attracted follow-up investment from

startup incubation and investment organizations.

and cross analysis using SPSS Statistics.
1) Company information

Table of
Contents

17

30

the surveys minimized snowball sampling and found survey targets through
• A total of 208 ICT startups in Seoul and Gyeonggi Province

Period

147

2) Foundation

3) Founder’s Background
4) Talent & Experience

venture capital firms

venture capital firms

5

5) Funding & Shares

Exit round

7) Startup Environment Assessment

Succeeded in an exit

6) Market Reach & Competency

Korean Startup Ecosystem

Design

Research Sample

Korea Startup Index 2019

Research Overview

(IPO, M&A, etc.)

91

Status of
Korean
Startups

Korea Startup Index 2019

Korean Startup
Status

Korean Startup
Characteristics

Startups are different from new IT companies
10

0

4.5

people
Small number of
core members

Mobile internet

Gangnam-gu

30.3%
SEOUL

Seongnam-si

23.1%

32.7%

94

Preferred region
No. 1 Gangnam-gu / No. 2 Seongnam-si

56.3%

Korean Startup Ecosystem

5

81.7%

Initial equity capital
Less than KRW 30 million

Team members consist of
work colleagues
100
50
0

32.7%

Startups are diﬀerent from new IT companies

44.2%

28.8%

25.0%

Mobile internet
business area

Technologies
diﬃcult to imitate

Future growth
potential

95
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Korean Startup
Founder Prifile

Proportion of
Foreign Employees*

91.3%
Male

47.1%
40s

College graduate

65.9%

Engineering major

74.5%

Able to speak English

98.1%
Has equity share

26.0%
Has experience in
founding a startup

53.8%

Experience in startups

2017(n=300)

20.4%
2018(n=294)

Korean Startup Ecosystem

64.9%

18.7%
16.3%
2019(n=208)

28.4%
Decided to found
a company to
realize an idea

96

* Proportion of companies that have hired 1 or more foreigners
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Amount of Initial Investment

8.1%

KRW

KRW

Pre-Seed round

Seed round

8.7%

KRW

KRW

2019(n=208)

Series A round

Series B round or later

Women Employee

Startup Characteristics by
Investment Stage

2017(n=300)

6.1%
2018(n=294)

1.916 billion

81.2%
2019(n=208)

98

2017(n=300)

3.730 billion
Korean Startup Ecosystem

64.3% 66.3%
2017(n=300)

498.33 million 1.094 billion

143

17

30

13

Category

Pre Seed

Seed

Series A

Series B

Number of employees

14.9

19.2

19.8

20.4

37.8

Number of women

3.6

3.8

5.6

3.9

9.0

Number of companies
Years since founding

Number of technology
professionals
Number of foreign employees
Sales

Value of sales

Overseas expansion
Preparing for
overseas expansion

8.2

8.9

0.1

Korea Startup Index 2019

Women Founder

6.5

9.9

0.3

6.0

11.9
0.6

5.7

11.8
0.5

5
Exit

11.8

31.6
0.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

17.5%

64.7%

50.0%

53.8%

60.0%

KRW 1.91 billion KRW 1.49 billion KRW 1.43 billion KRW 1.27 billion KRW 44.3 billion
28.7%

70.6%

76.7%

100%

100%
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Company
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Company
Location

• Twenty-one companies had fewer employees than at the
time of entrepreneurship, with 34 showing no change in
the number of employees.

102

• In comparisons based on the stage at which an investment
was received, with the exception of Series B, most
companies showed an increase in the difference between
the total number of members at the time of founding
and at the time of the survey the further along they were
(between the pre-seed and exit stages).

11 or more

• In 2017, the average number of members was 8.6, which
grew to 11.3 in 2018 and 16.8 in 2019. The proportion of
companies with at least 11 members was 32.3 percent in
2018, which grew significantly to 43.3 percent in 2019. This
suggests that the average number of employees per startup
is following an upward trend.

Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Yongin-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Gunpo-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Gwangmyeong-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Uiwang-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Pyeongtaek,
Gyeonggi Province

Hanam-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Gwacheon-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Siheung-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Goyang-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Bucheon-si,
Gyeonggi Province

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1
Jungnang-gu

6 to 10

7

Nowon-gu

43.3
32.3

28.7
17.7

18.7

28.7

4 to 5

7

Dongdaemun-gu

• The average number of a company’s members at the time of
entrepreneurship was 4.5, while the current average number
was 16.8. The company with the highest rate of increase in
members grew by 97 percent, from one member to 97.

3 or earlier

15.2%
20 11.4%
15 5.3% 5.3%
3.8%

Gangseo-gu

37.8

Unit: Number

Yongsan-gu

5.6

27.3%

36

Seongbuk-gu

20.4

Seoul

Seodaemun-gu

4.4

1

Base : Total answers, n=132

Gwanak-gu

19.8

1

Jongno-gu

3.4

Current

1

Geumcheon-gu

19.2

Current

At the
time of
founding

1

Guro-gu

4.2

Current

At the
time of
founding

Exit

2

Gwangjin-gu

14.9

Current

At the
time of
founding

Series B

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

2

Gangdong-gu

4.8

Current

At the
time of
founding

Series A

2018(n=294)

2

• An analysis of companies’ actual current address showed that Seoul is home to the largest number at 132 (63.5 percent), with
Seongnam (Gyeonggi-do) following immediately behind at 30 (14.4 percent).

13.0

Comparison At the
of
Investment time of
founding
Stages

Seed

2017(n=300)

15.9

Pre Seed

Current

No. of
%
companies
33
15.9
27
13.0
58
27.9
90
43.3
208
100.0
16.8 people

25.2

3 or earlier
4 to 5
6 to 10
11 or more
Total
Average

No. of
%
companies
121
58.2
59
28.4
22
10.6
6
2.9
208
100.0
4.5 people

2

Jung-gu

Number of current members

Base : Total answers, n=208

At the time of founding

Within the last
5 years

• The proportion of startups with a history of less than four
years (excluding startups that were founded within the past
three years has been consistently decreasing. On the other
hand, the proportion of startups with at least five years of
business experience has been following an upward trend.

Number of Team Members
Number
of Team
Members

Within the last
4 years

3

Yeongdeungpo-gu

Within the last
3 years

6

Incheon

32.7
39.8
Within the last
2 years

5

Seongdong-gu

• Of all 208 companies, 81 (38.9 percent) were founded
prior to 2012. Twenty companies were founded in 2013
(9.6 percent), with 19 (9.1 percent) founded in 2014 and 30
(14.4 percent) founded in 2015. Fifty-eight companies (27.8
percent) were founded after 2016.

Within the last
1 year

8

Anyang-si,
Gyeonggi Province

2018

12

Songpa-gu

Exit

2014

Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi Province

Series B

Seocho-gu

100.0

Seoul

208

5.8% 3.8%
2.4%
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2014

4.3

14.4%
30

24.0

Series A

2013

9

27.9

Total

Seed

2011

4.3

19.2

14.4

2018 or later

Pre Seed

9

40

2017

9

2018 or later

14.4

Unit: Number

63.5%

132

15.0
17.7

2016

9.1

30

23.5

40

9.6

18.7

9

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

38.9

19

2015

2018(n=294)

18.7
19.2

2014

30

2017

81

2017(n=300)

Gangnam-gu

20

19

2016

Comparison
of Investment
Stages

2013

2012 or earlier

%

17.0

2015

20

No. of
companies

9.5
4.3

2014

Total

Year of founding

16.7

2013

81

13.6
4.3

Unit: No. of companies

2012 or earlier

Total

Base : Total answers, n=208

57.6

Base : Total answers, n=208

Mapo-gu

Year of Establishment

• Of companies based in Seoul, the largest number were located in Gangnam-gu (27.3 percent). The next most populated districts
were Seocho-gu (15.2 percent) and Mapo-gu (11.4 percent).
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Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Guro-gu,
Geumcheon-gu

30

Change in CEO

43

7

3.4

5

2.4

9

4.3

2

1.0

4

1.9

1

0.5

1

0.5

3

1.4

1

0.5

Other
Other

Service automation

Energy storage
technology

1

0.5

11

2

Service automation

1

Energy storage
technology

Next-generation
genomics

1

Next-generation
genomics

Autonomous
vehicles

3

Autonomous vehicles

Block chain

1

Block chain

Pinteck

1

Pinteck

Advanced materials

Advanced materials

UI & Design

7

3.4

UI & Design

Production and
consumer goods

8

3.8

Production and
consumer goods

Digital healthcare

4

1.9

Digital healthcare

Content

AI

16

7.7

Content

Communication &
security technology

30

14.4

VR/AR/Simulation

Cloud
technology

20.7

4

2

2

11

1.0

5.3

• The themes by which startups were classified were taken from McKinsey Global Institute’s “12 Disruptive Technologies” and “Top
10 Strategic Technology Trends” published by Gartner in 2019.

• A survey based on the 2018 findings revealed that startups are primarily investing in the following areas: mobile Internet, IoT,
software development/distribution, automation of intelligence-requiring tasks, cloud technology, and telecommunications/
security-related technologies.
• The largest proportion of investments was focused on mobile Internet (68 investments, 32.7 percent), followed by software
development/distribution (49 investments, 23.6 percent) and automation of intelligence-requiring tasks (43 investments, 20.7 percent).

4

1.9

Replaced
(inside promotion)

16

7.7

Total

208

100.0

2018

Unit: %

2019

30.6

32.7
18.8

No change

Replaced
(from outside)

7.7

Replaced
(from outside)

2017

12.9

20.7

15.7

20.1

2.4

90.4

1.7

188

• The percentage of startups that had experienced a change
in CEO (post-founding) was 9.6. One major reason for
the change of CEO was demand for more experienced
management in relation to the company’s business.
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49

23.6

7

44.9

90.4

No change

Unit: %

93.5

%

2019(n=208)

1.9

16

No. of
companies

2018(n=294)

3.4

Replaced
(inside
promotion)

4

2017(n=300)

Total

2.3

Replaced
(from
outside)

Replacing
the CEO

96.0

188

68

32.7

8

Multiple answers

Base : Total answers, n=208

No change

%

9
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• Compared to the 2018 findings, the percentage of startups located in Gangnam-gu decreased by 0.5%p, with the percentages for
Seocho-gu and Songpa-gu increasing by 6.1%p and 2.0%p, respectively.

No. of
companies

4

VR/AR/Cimulation

63

5

AI

Seocho-gu,
Gangnam-gu,
Songpa-gu

7

Communication &
security technology

Seongdong-gu

Seongnam-si

Unit: No. of companies

Automation of
knowledge work

Software
development
& supply

Mobile internet

7

16

Cloud technology

15

30

Automation
of knowledge work

Mapo-gu

43

Software development &
supply

5

Category

8

Songpa-gu

Geumcheon-gu

Seongdong-gu

3

5.0
3.3
5.3

7.9
4.8
5.3

8.6
Guro-gu

Seocho-gu

Mapo-gu

3

3.7

5.6
9.6

15.2

9.8
9.1

10.7
11.2
11.4

27.8
27.3
Gangnam-gu

5

Yeongdeungpo-gu

Jung-gu

49

Unit: %

IoT

68

Unit: %

2019(n=132)

Mobile internet

2018(n=187)

36.3

2017(n=216)

IoT

Base : Company located in Seoul, n=132
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Major Investment Themes

Replaced
(inside promotion)

• C ompared to the findings in 2017, the proportion of
companies for which the founder and current CEO are the
same person dropped consistently for two years, from 96
percent in 2017 to 90.4 percent in 2019.

Mobile internet

Automation of knowledge work

loT

14.4

6.8

12.2

7.7

Cloud technology

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the number of answers for mobile Internet and automation of intelligence-requiring tasks
increased by 2.1%p and 7.8%p, respectively. On the other hand, IoT and cloud technology decreased by 5.7%p and 4.5%p,
respectively, making the 2019 figures more similar to those of 2017.
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Changes in Equity Capital (at time of founding)
Base : Total answers, n=208

2017(n=300)

ToTal

Category

No. of
companies

None

%

8

3.8

Between KRW 30 million and 100
million

41

19.7

117

56.3

Between KRW 100 million and 1 billion

40

19.2

KRW 1 billion or more

2

1.0

Total

208

100.0

Less than KRW 30 million

45.7

2018(n=294)

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

56.3
42.2

38.7 39.5
19.7

Less than KRW
30 million

15.7 16.3

Between KRW
30 million and
100 million

19.2

Between KRW
100 million and
1 billion

• At the time of entrepreneurship, 56.3 percent of companies had equity of between KRW 30 and 100 million, followed by
19.7 percent under KRW 30 million and 19.2 percent between KRW 100 million and 1 billion. This shows that equity size has
consistently increased over the past two years.

Changes in Equity Capital
2019
19.7%
56.3%
19.2%
106

Less than
KRW 30 million
Between KRW 30 million and 100 million
KRW 1 billion or
more

Korean startups equity
size has consistently
increased over the
past two years.

Foundation

Composition of Startup Team Members

Base : Total answers, n=208

Average 1.4 people

Women with shares

%

No. of companies
37

1.9

3 to 5
6 to 10
people people or
more

Technical professionals with shares

%

No. of companies

17.8

81

165

79.3

5

2.4

%

61

29.3

1

113

54.3

3-5

48

23.1

1

0.5

28

13.5

Total

208

100

208

100.0

208

100.0

2

37

6-10

17.8

6

2.9

0

38.9

32

0

15.4

6

2.9

• The most common way in which co-entrepreneurs met
one another was by working at the same company (32.7
percent), followed by other social activities (29.3 percent)
and through university classmates (13.5 percent). Only 16
companies (7.7 percent) were comprised of members who
had met through startup-geared activities (forums, projects,
etc.).

• An average of 0.2 female CEOs owned shares, with 20.7 percent of startups headed by a share-holding female CEO.

• An average of 1.3 technical staff per company owned shares. Individuals with technological expertise directly participated in their
company’s founding as shareholders at 147 companies (70.7 percent of total).

Startup Region

143

Preferred region

6 to 10 0 people
people or
more

2019(n=208)

7.3
11.6
13.5

25.7
24.5
29.3

2018(n=294)

14.7
20.1
15.4

52.0
42.2
38.9

80.7
75.9
79.3

2017(n=300)

1 person 2 people

3 to 5
people

0.0
0.3
0.9

3 to 5
people

0.0
1.0
0.0

0.0
0.7
0.5

18.3
21.4

1 person 2 people

2019(n=208)

6 to 10 0 people
people or
more

1.6 people

2017 average

0.2 people

2017 average

1.1 people

2019 average

2.0 people

2019 average

0.2 people

2019 average

1.3 people

Comparison
of
Investment
Stages

Pre
Seed

1.8

1.9 people
Seed

2.5

Series A Series B

2.1

2.2

2018 average
Exit

4.4

Comparison
of
Investment
Stages

Pre
Seed

0.2

0.3 people
Seed

0.5

Series A Series B

0.2

0.2

2018 average
Exit

0.4

Comparison
of
Investment
Stages

Pre
Seed

1.2

1.3 people
Seed

1.5

Series A Series B

1.6

1.8

Exit

3.6

Unit: %

143

12.5
7.7

2.3
2.7

2.7
4.1

2.7
4.8
4.3

3.3
2.0

from forums,
projects, and
other startup
activities

• Compared to findings from 2018, business relations based
on relationships with former coworkers or participation in
social activities increased by 2.1%p and 8.6%p, respectively.
Business relations based on school ties decreased by
10.6%p.

68.8% 68.8%
Seoul

2017(n=300)

2018(n=294)

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

Gangnam-gu, Seoul
63 People (30.3%)
Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi Province
48 People (23.1%)

62

Unit: %

2017 average
2018 average
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2018(n=294)

1.0
1.0
2.4

6 to 10 0 people
people or
more

2017(n=300)

0.0

3 to 5
people

0.3
2.0
2.9

23.7
24.8
17.8

1 person 2 people

2019(n=208)
9.3
13.3
1.9

2018(n=294)
18.7
24.8
23.1

48.0
34.0
54.3

2017(n=300)

Technical professionals
with shares

Recruting Acquaintances Others

Base : Total answers, n=208

57
Women with shares

Family

Startup Region and Preference

• The average number of co-founders who owned shares was two, with the largest proportion of responses (54.3 percent)
indicating one co-founder owning shares.

No. of people with shares

Acquaintances Work
People One-person
from other colleagues
who
company
social
went to
activates
same school

Korean Startup Ecosystem

4

0 people 1 person 2 people

6

27.4% 29.8%

Gyeonggi/Incheon

7

1

Others

1

2

No response

• The proportion of startups that were founded in Seoul was
68.8 percent (143), while 27.4 percent (57) were founded in
the Gyeonggi/Incheon area.

• An analysis of preferred corporate address showed that the
post popular location was Seoul (68.8 percent), followed
by Gyeonggi/Incheon (29.8 percent). Of these, Seoul’
s Gangnam-gu district and Seongnam had the highest
proportions at 30.3 percent and 23.1 percent, respectively.

23.1

No. of companies

0

28

25.2

Average 0.2 people

No. of people with shares

No. of people

2 people 3 to 5 people

32

4.3%

7.7%

Acquaintances People
from forums, employed
projects,
through
and
oﬃcial
other startup recruitment
activities notiﬁcations

31.3

Average 2.0 people

1 person

81

61

Others

35.7

0 people

1

12.5%

30.3

6 to 10
people or
more

5

13.5%

32.3

3 to 5
people

37

29.3%

9

7.1

0 people 1 person 2 people

6

32.7%

Work
Acquaintances People
who
colleagues from other
social
went to
activities
same
school

16

1

48

37

No. of companies

1.9
1.7
0.5

4

165

Technical
professionals with
shares

35.3
30.3
29.8

113

Women with shares

60.3
60.9
68.8

No. of people with shares

26

15.7
10.9

28

Base : Total answers, n=208

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

13.5

Number of Co-Founders with Shares

20.7

27.7

29.3

61

2018(n=294)

21.3
24.1

68

2017(n=300)

24.3
30.6
32.7

Unit: No. of companies
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Foundation

Seoul Gyeonggi/ Others
No
Incheon
response

Gangnam-gu,
Seoul

Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi Province

• C ompared to the 2018 findings on preferred address,
the Seoul proportion increased drastically by 7.9%p,
with a 5.4%p decrease in the proportion of respondents
favoring Gangnam-gu.
• The Gyeonggi/Incheon proportion decreased by 0.5%p,
with a 2.1%p decrease in the proportion of respondents
favoring Seongnam.
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Reasons for Choosing Region for Company Location
Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Unit: Number

55

Ease of
transportation

Category
No. of
companies
Percentage

83

33

27

22

Large
number of
startups

Aﬀordability

Good
infrastructure

16

14

11

Accessibility

Concentration of
related companies

High
number of
IT companies

Ease of
Large number
Good
Affordability
Accessibility
transportation of startups
infrastructure
55

33

26.4

22

15.9

10.6

27

13.0

16

9

7

High number of
Great
support and
infrastructure/
services
environment

High
High number
Great
Concentration
of related number of IT of support infrastructure
companies
companies and services /environment
14

7.7

6.7

11

9

5.3

Others

Others

7

4.3

Factors Considered in
Choosing Company Location

83

3.4

40.5

• The reason for the respondents’ selection of the region of their company’s actual address focused on three factors: convenience
of transportation (26.4 percent), presence of many other startups (15.9 percent), and existence of well-developed infrastructure
(13 percent). The degree to which infrastructure is concentrated in the vicinity was named as a key factor in deciding the physical
locations of their companies.

31.3%
27.9%

Factors Considered in Choosing Company Location
Base : Total answers, n=208

Others
No response

12.0%
0.5% 1

25

• W hen deciding the company’s address at the time
of entrepreneurship, the most important factor of
consideration was rent (31.3 percent), which was followed
by ease of parking and access to public transportation (27.9
percent) and high concentration of startup-specialized
resources/facilities (18.3 percent).
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16.7
12.0

8.0

1.0% 2

18.3

38

18.3%

10.0
11.9
9.1

19

18.3%
9.1%

1.7
1.7
1.0

Meeting or work space

9.1%

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

4.3
4.4

Concentration of startups

Concentration of specialized
organizations and
facilities for startups

58

27.9%

65

26.3
22.8
27.9

Accessibility for employees,
ease of mass
transportation access

31.3%

2018(n=294)

31.3

Support through aﬀordable

2017(n=300)

49.7
42.5

Unit: Number

Support
Accessibility Concentration Concentration Meeting or
through for employees, ofspecialized of startups
work
aﬀordable/ ease of mass organizations
space
free rent transportation and facilities
access
for startups

Others

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportion of rent
support/free rent dropped significantly by 11.2%p.
However, compared to the proportions of other factors,
that proportion has been relatively consistently high.

• The other factors of consideration proximity for staff/
convenience of public transportation, concentration of startupspecialized resources/facilities, and startup concentration
followed at 27.9, 18.3, and 9.1 percent, respectively.

1.0%
12.0%

Support throughaffordable/free
rent
Accessibility for employees,
ease of mass transportation access
Concentration ofspecialized
organizations and facilities
for startups
Concentration
of startups

Meeting or work spaceease of
mass transportation access
Others

Founder

Founder’s Gender
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Founder
Founder’s Highest Level of Education

Base : Total answers, n=208

Base : Total answers, n=208

Unit: Number

135

91.3

2017(n=300)

2018(n=294)

Man

Women

• The proportion of companies with a male founder was 91.3
percent (190) of the total number of companies.

Women

• The proportion of male founders in 2019 was largely similar
to that of the previous two years (2017 and 2018).

20s

30s

40s

50s

• In the largest number of cases (64.9 percent), founders’
highest level of education was an undergraduate degree,
followed by a master’s degree (26 percent), Ph.D. (7.2
percent), and high school or below (1.9 percent).

High school
diploma or less

Undergraduate
degree

Master’s degree

11.2

7.2

10.3

4.4

29.0
Doctorate

Doctorate

• An examination of founders’ highest level of education
by year shows that the undergraduate degree proportion
decreased until 2018 and rose significantly in 2019. The
proportion of master’s and doctorate degrees is decreasing,
with the proportion of Ph.D. holders having dropped by
four percent.

40s

Unit: %

65.9

2019(n=208)

50s and older

• The average age of founders was 40.3 in 2018, showing a
very slight increase in 2019. The dominance of the 40s age
group continued into 2019.

Engineering

Natural
sciences

Arts or sports

Others

• The founders’ major was engineering-related in 65.9 percent
of cases. This was followed by business/management (12
percent) and humanities/social sciences (8.7 percent).

Engineering

Business/
commerce

Humanities/
social sciences

6.7

8.7

7

3.4%

10.6

7

3.4%

12.0

19.8

Business/
Humanities/
commerce social sciences

14

17.0

18

12.7

51.0
12.0

25

10.2

9.3
30s

2018(n=294)

57.1

47.1
38.1

8.8
20s

2017(n=300)

5.1

1.0%

Unit: Number

137

3.4

0.5%

60s and older Others

• The average age of founders was 40.8, with 47.1 percent
of founders being in their 40s, 35.6 percent in their 30s, 12
percent in their 50s, and 0.5 percent (one person) in their
60s. One percent refused to respond.
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Master’s degree

34.3

35.6

12.0%

2

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

3.9

47.1%

1

8.3

25
35.6%

42.9

Unit: Number

98

2018(n=294)

48.0

2017(n=300)

Average 40.8 years old

3.9%

Undergraduate
degree

7.2%

Base : Total answers, n=208

Base : Total answers, n=208

8

High school
diploma or less

15

26.0%

Founder’s Field of Study

Founder’s Age

74

64.9%
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8.7%

Man

4

1.9%

1.9

91.3%

8.7

6.1

4.0

8.3

29.9

54

18

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

26.0

93.9

91.7

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

64.9

2018(n=294)

56.7

2017(n=300)

51.7

Unit: Number

190

Arts or sports

• The proportion of engineering majors increased by 8.8%p
(compared to 2018) to 65.9 percent, demonstrating
a consistently high number. On the other hand, the
proportion of business majors decreased drastically from
2018 to 12 percent.
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Second Language Proficiency

• A n analysis of areas in which founders had worked
immediately prior to entrepreneurship by year showed that
while the technology development proportion continues
to increase, other areas (business development/planning,
marketing/sales, etc.) are decreasing.

Experience in startups

Experience in
startup
incubation

8

Experience
in startup
incubation

100.0%

21.2
6.0

Series B

Exit

80.0%

English

None

Japanese

Chinese

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportion of founders
with English proficiency increased slightly, while those with
Chinese proficiency stayed mostly the same. The proportion
of founders with Japanese proficiency dropped by 1.5%p.
• The proportion of respondents with no foreign language
abilities increased by 2.2%p.

• In terms of foreign language ability by investment stage,
English proficiency was relatively low at the seed stage.
The founders of all 13 companies with Series B funding (or
above) responded that they could speak English without
difficulty.

26.0

13

6.3

8

3.8

60.7
No related
experience

Worked for
a startup

68

Had already
founded
a startup

30
47

Able to use simple business terms

Experience in
startup
investment

Near native

8.3

54

32.7

32.7

Unit: Number

Able to engage in simple
conversations
Not ﬂuent but able to
communicate with foreigners

46.2

68

• Twenty-six percent of founders responded that they had
previous experience with founding a startup prior to their
current company, with 42.8 percent stating that they
had previously worked at (or founded) a startup or had
experience with startup incubation or investment.
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83.3%

• R egarding foreign languages spoken by founders (at
working level or proficiently), the largest number of
responses was for English (74.5 percent), followed by
Japanese (2.9 percent).There was also a significant number
of respondents who did not speak any foreign languages
(21.2 percent).

5.4
6.3

Experience
in startup
investment

46.2

3.8

13

Had already
founded a
startup

96

8.7
10.5

Experience in
startup
investment

54

Worked for
a startup

%

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

18.0
20.4

Had already
founded
a startup

No related
experience

No. of
companies

2018(n=294)

28.3
38.8

68

2017(n=300)

Total

35.0
26.0

Worked for
a startup

Category

Series A

Base : Respondents who can speak a second foreign language, n=164

Unit: Number

96

Seed

64.7%

100

Level of Second Language Proficiency

Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

No related
experience

71.3%

1.4

208

1.4

Human
Others
resources
development/
human
resources
management

21.2

1.7

Finance

2.9

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

19.0

10.0
11.9
5.3

2.3
1.4
1.4

Design

English proficiency

6
3

Total

Investment
Pre Seed
Round

74.5

44

Chinese

%

155

2018(n=294)

Experience in
startup
incubation

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the number of respondents
with prior entrepreneurship experience decreased by 9%p,
while those without prior experience increased by 7.4%p.

Comparison
of Investment
Stages

Pre Seed

Not fluent but able
to communicate with
foreigners

Able to engage in simple
conversations

Able to engage in simple
conversations

No. of companies

Not fluent but able to
communicate with foreigners

%

68

41.5

30

18.3

Able to use simple business
terms

47

28.7

Total

164

100

Near native

19
Seed

ToTal

Category

Series A

Able to engage in simple
conversations

Series B

19

Able to engage in simple
conversations
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• The area in which the largest number of founders had
worked before starting their own company was technology
development (62 percent). This was followed by business
development/planning (14.4 percent) and marketing/sales
(12.5 percent).

Technology
Business Marketing/
development development/ sales
planning

None

2017(n=300)

1.7

Human
Others
resources
development/
human
resources
management

No. of
companies

Japanese

6
3

English

Total

4.4

Finance

11

3

Chinese

Category

2.9

Design

3

1.4%

1.0
0.7
1.4

Technology
Business Marketing/
development development/ sales
planning

6

2.9%

7.0
3.7
2.9

12.5%

Japanese

12.7
14.6
12.5

14.4%

44

None

26.3
24.5
14.4

26

155

English

40.7
43.2
62.0%

30

Unit: Number

18.3

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

74.5

2018(n=294)

62.0

2017(n=300)

74.0

Unit: Number

129

Base : Total answers, n=208

71.4

Base : Total answers, n=208
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Field of Occupation Prior to Founding a Startup

11.6

Exit

Able to engage in simple
conversations

• Of respondents who indicated foreign language ability, 41.5 percent stated that they were capable of only simple conversation,
with 18.3 percent being capable of basic conversation with a native speaker and 28.7 percent capable of using simple business
terminology.

• In relation to investment stage, founders of companies at the seed stage or higher were mostly capable of using simple businessrelated vocabulary in a foreign language.
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4

Others
Due to the large number of
startup-related support policies
To go with the ﬂow of the trend

3
1

5

4.3

Difficulties finding employment
Due to the large number of
startup-related support policies

4

3.5

3

2.6

To go with the flow of the trend

1

0.9

Others

4

3.5

Overall rankings

Base : Total answers, n=115, Multiple answers, Excluding the founder
Unit: Number
To bring ideas into reality

51

To solve problems
To escape from their
previous job

To oﬀer people greater
convenience

38

For livelihood and survival
Due to the large number of
startup-related support policies
To go with the ﬂow of the trend
Diﬃculties ﬁnding employment
Others

7

7

14

24

32

50

89

Category
To bring ideas into reality
To solve problems

To escape from their previous job

To offer people greater convenience
For livelihood and survival

Total

No. of
companies
89

51
50

38

32

%

42.8

24.5
24.0

18.3

15.4

Due to the large number of
startup-related support policies

24

11.5

Difficulties finding employment

7

3.4

To go with the flow of the trend

Others

14

7

6.7

3.4

* Not a founder : 93(44.7%)

• When asked to select three reasons for pursuing entrepreneurship, the largest number of answers was for “realization of a preconceived idea” (42.8 percent). This was followed by “to solve a professional/personal problem” (24.5 percent) and “to escape
life as an office worker” (24 percent).
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Innovative business (profit) model

40

19.2

Investment attraction beyond a
certain level

32

15.4

Another name for IT companies
Revenue beyond a certain level

38

18.3

31

14.9

• In terms of what startups feel are their defining traits, the largest
number selected “Internet/mobile business” (44.2 percent). This
was followed by “technology that cannot be imitated” (28.8
percent), “high growth rate” (25 percent), and “potential that is
unrelated to current outcomes” (21.2 percent; e.g. investment
theme, investments earned, and sales).
• Of note, 18.3 percent of respondents said that there is little
difference between IT entrepreneurship and founding a
company in a non-IT area.

Mobile
Future Innovative Hard-toHigh Investment Revenue Another
internet growth business imitate
growth attraction beyond name for
business potential (proﬁt) technology
rate
beyond a certain
IT
ﬁeld
model
a certain
level companies
level

• Compared to the 2018 findings, Internet/mobile business
increased by 5.4%p, while future growth potential
decreased significantly by over 11.5%p. Other categories
also decreased, with the proportion of “little difference
between IT entrepreneurship and founding a company in a
non-IT area” increasing significantly to 18.3 percent.

Must-Have Skills for Startup Founders
Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers
Category
Technological skills

Business planning (marketing) skills
Ability to procure external funding
Entrepreneurship skills

Experience in startups, venture-backed

Total

No. of
companies

%

154

74.0

34

16.3

102
29

49.0
13.9

28

13.5

17

8.2

Ability to procure enough equity capital

17

Attended good schools, high level of
education

4

Global skills

2017(n=300)

8.2

1.9

• The first core competency that respondents stated a startup
founder must have was overwhelmingly technical skill (74
percent). This was followed by business planning/marketing
ability (49 percent), ability to procure funds (16.3 percent),
and entrepreneurial spirit (13.9 percent).

2018(n=294)

Unit: %

2019(n=208)
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• Founders’ motivation for starting their own company was, in the majority of cases (28.4 percent), to realize a pre-conceived idea.
This was followed by the desire to escape life as an office worker (10.6 percent) and solve a professional/personal problem (4.3
percent).

21.2

21.4
15.4

To offer people greater convenience

44

11.3

7.0

12.3
11.2
18.3

8

16.7
17.3
14.9

For livelihood and survival

Future growth potential irrespective of
current performance (investment themes,
investment performance, sales)

22.0
29.3
25.0

7.8

28.8

28.3
33.7
28.8

9

25.0

29.3
26.5
19.2

To solve problems

52

High growth rate

Business Techno- Entrepreneur- Ability to
planning
logical
ship
procure
(marketing) skills
skills
external
skills
funding

Global
skills

2.0
2.0
1.9

4

19.1

44.2

60

5.7
7.5
13.5

Diﬃculties ﬁnding
employment

22

92

Hard-to-imitate technology

7.0
7.5
8.2

5

To escape from their previous job

Mobile internet business field

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

14.3
10.2
8.2

To oﬀer people greater
convenience

51.9

%

2018(n=294)

28.7
38.1
16.3

8

For livelihood and survival

59

No. of
companies

2017(n=300)

74.0

9

To solve problems

To bring ideas into reality

ToTal

29.0
24.5
13.9

22

%

Category

37.7
32.7

To escape from their
previous job

Total

No. of
companies

21.2

59

To bring ideas into reality

Category

54.0
54.1

Unit: Number

Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

45.0
38.8
44.2

Base : Total answers, n=115, Excluding the founder

Prominent Characteristics of Startups

57.3
42.9
49.0

Top choice
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Reasons for Founding a Startup

Ability Experience in Attended
to procure startups,
good
enough
venture- schools,
equity
backed
high
capital companies, level of
or other education
related
occupations

• The proportion of answers indicating technical skill (or work
experience in a technology-related area) was almost 1.5 times
higher than that for 2018 (54.1 percent).The number of answers
indicating marketing competency also increased from 2018, by
6.1%p. The number of answers indicating work experience at a
startup/venture firm was almost double that of 2018.
• On the other hand, the proportion of answers indicating
entrepreneurial spirit and ability to procure funds has been
consistently decreasing.
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Talent &
Experience

Startups with Tech Personnel at the Time of Founding
Base : Total answers, n=208

Unit: Number

182

Yes

Number of Persons with Prior Startup Experience

Total

4.8

208

100.0

• T he average number of employees per responding
company with prior startup experience was 2.5. Of the
respondents, 28.4 percent had no employees with startup
experience, followed by 26 percent with one experienced
employee and 22.6 percent with two or three experienced
employees. A total of 72.6 percent of companies had at
least one employee with prior startup experience.

1

2-3

4-5

6-10

11 or more

0

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the number of startups
with experienced staff increased drastically. However, the
number of companies with 4 to 11 experienced employees
dropped compared to the 2018 figures.

124

8.9
People

Seed

9.9
People

Total

Series A
11.9
People

Unit: Number

32

49

208

Series B
11.8
People

23.6

100.0

Exit

31.6
People

• The average number of technical staff per startup was 10.1.
The largest proportion of startups (23.6 percent) had at
least 11 technical staff, followed by 21.2 percent with two or
three technical staff.

1

33.3

23.6

20.7

2-3

1-6 months
7-12 months

18-24 months

18.3
17.0
20.7

43

16.3

14.4

21.2

29.7

30

44

21.2

6-10

11 or more

20.2

7.7

Comparison
of Investment
Stages

Pre Seed

49

4-5

42

No

• The proportion of startups that were founded with technical
personnel already on staff increased by 6.5%p (compared
to 81 percent in 2018).

Time of Hiring Tech Personnel

13-18 months

14.4

11 or more

43

2-3

%

20.2

6-10

30

0-1

No. of
companies

20.7

4-5

44

Category

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

8.8

2-3

42

2018(n=294)

40.8

2017(n=300)

Total

Yes

• A total of 87.5 percent of startups were founded with
technical personnel already hired.

0 months

Average 10.1 people

12.5

12.5

2017(n=300)

Average 6.54 months

Base : Total answers, n=208

0-1

100

17.7

Base : Total answers, n=208

Number of Tech Personnel

Unit: Number

208

21.3

4-5

6-10

11 or more

• T he proportion of startups with two to five technical
staff decreased significantly. On the other hand, the
proportion of startups with 6 to 11 technical staff increased
significantly.

25 months
or more

None

22

10

0 months

1-6 months

7-12 months

13-18 months
18-24 months

6

5

98

Category

25 months or
more

35

None
Total

Total

No. of
companies

%

32

15.4

22

10.6

98

10

47.1
4.8

6

2.9

35

16.8

5

208

2.4

100.0

• The average point at which startups hired technical staff
post-founding was 6.5 months.

• In terms of the point at which technical staff were hired,
the largest proportion (47.1 percent) was hired at one to
six months after founding, followed by 15.4 percent of
companies hiring at the point of entrepreneurship.

2018(n=294)

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

0
month

1.0
6.1
2.4

59

9.6

10

Total

87.5

1-6
month

7-12
month

3.3
2.4
2.9

20

11 or more

8.7

26

%

182

3.7
2.0
4.8

10

18

No

Yes

Total

47.1

6-10

4-5

No. of companies

12.3
12.9
10.6

20

26.0

87.5

66.0
58.5

22.6

54

Startups with Tech
Personnel at the Time
of Founding

13.7
17.7
15.4

47

1

40.7
33.3
28.4

2-3

3.3
5.8
4.8

28.4

81.0

78.7

Unit: %

2019(n=208)
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11 or more

59

9.5
9.6

4-5

0

%

4.0

18

2-3

6-10

47

No. of
companies

7.0
9.2
8.7

1

Category

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

22.7
19.0
22.6

54

0

Total

2018(n=294)

22.3
20.7
26.0

2017(n=300)

Average 2.8 people

Unit: Number

2018(n=294)

26

No

Base : Total answers, n=208

2017(n=300)
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Talent & Experience

13-17
month

18-24
month

25
months
or more

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportion that hired
technical staff at least 25 months after the company’s
founding decreased by 3.7%p. The average point at which
technical staff was hired decreased from 8.4 months to 6.5
months after founding.

• This shows that the majority of startups hire technical staff
in their early years.
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Base : Total answers, n=208

No software
developer

11

Total

208

100.0

• I n terms of the average annual income of software
developers, the largest proportion (70.7 percent) earned
KRW 30 to 50 million, followed by 19.2 percent earning KRW
50 to 100 million.

Less than KRW
30 million

No software
developer

• C ompared to the findings from 2017 and 2018, the
proportions of software developers earning less than
KRW 30 million and KRW 50 million or more decreased
dramatically. However, the proportion earning KRW 30 to
50 million increased, showing that the annual salary of
software developers is rising.

5 people or more
Total

Comparison
of
Investment
Stages

25.0

208

100.0

4.0 people

Pre Seed

Seed

25

4.3

1

8.2

52

6.7

9

14

14.9

17

No. of
companies

84.1

83.7

5

2.4

0.5

1

3.9

208

100.0

0.8 people

12.0

3

0.5

8

%

174

1.4

1

0.5

-

-

208

100

0.2 people

Series A

Series B

5.6

3.9

Exit

TeleTeleTeleTeleTeleWomen comm- Women comm- Women comm- Women comm- Women commuters
uters
uters
uters
uters

3.6

0.7

3.8

2.2

1.0

0.2

9.0

0.2

• On average, startups had four female employees, 0.8 WFH
(work-from-home) employees, and 0.2 foreign employees.

• Of the startups surveyed, 18.8 percent had no female
employees, 84.1 percent had no WFH employees, and 83.7
percent had no foreign employees.
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• I n terms of investment stage, the number of female
employees was largest for companies in the exit stage.
On the other hand, the number of WFH employees was
smallest for companies in the exit stage.

35.7
32.0

18.8

14.9

18.3

%

175

25.0

31

No. of
companies

15.6

18.8

9.7

%

39

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

12.0
11.9
14.9

Foreigners

22.0
18.4
18.3

Telecommuters

2018(n=294)

5.7
6.5
8.2

4 people
Average

Female
personnel

31

3 people

2017(n=300)

16.3%

15.0
13.9
14.9

2 people

Female personnel

15.9%

38

1 people

2017(n=300)

2018(n=294)

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

81.3
78.2
83.7
1 person

2 people

3 people

4 people

1.0
0.7
0.0

4.3
4.8
2.4

0 people

0.7
0.5

5 people
or more

1.7
1.4
1.4

4 people

11.7
12.9
12.0

1.0
1.0
3.9

3 people

0.3
0.7
0.5

2 people

1.7
1.0
0.5

4.0
4.8
4.3

1 person

5 people
or more

2017 average

0.4 People

2017 average

0.4 People

2019 average

0.8 People

2019 average

0.2 People

2018 average

0.3 People

2018 average

• An examination of WFH employees by year showed that the
average for 2019 (0.8) was 0.5%p (0.3) greater than that of
2018.

0 people

0.3 People

• The average number of foreign (non-Korean nationality)
employees decreased by 0.1 from 0.4 in 2018.

1 person

2 people

3 people

4 people

5 people
or more

2017 average

2.0 people

2019 average

4.0 people

2018 average

0 people

2.7 people

• The average number of female staff increased by 1.3 from
2.7 in 2018. The proportion of startups with no female staff
decreased drastically by 13.2%p.

average 1.6 people
1

9

2

8

3

3

4

2

5 or more

0

Unit: Number

19
167

Category

No. of companies

Total

%

1

9

4.3

2

8

3.8

3

3

1.4

4

2

1.0

5 or more

19

9.1

0

167

80.3

Total

208

100.0
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0 people

Foreigners

Base : Total answers, n=208

81.2%

No. of
companies

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

Number of Persons with Appraisal Rights

Base : Total answers, n=208

Category

2018(n=294)

79.7
79.9
84.1

70.7

Between
Between
KRW 30 million and KRW 50 million and
50 million
100 million

Type of Personnel
Proportion of
companies
with one or more
of the following
personnel

2017(n=300)

13.3
11.2
6.7

5.3

7.8

11

5.3

19.2

8.0

No software
developer

40

Telecommuters

21.1

70.7

Unit: %

19.2

147

14.3

4.8

2019(n=208)

52.7

10

59.3

Between
KRW 30 million and
50 million
Between
KRW 50 million and
100 million

40

%

15.3

Less than
KRW 30 million

147

No. of
companies

2018(n=294)

4.8

Between
KRW 30 million
and 50 million
Between
KRW 50 million
and 100 million

Category

10

2017(n=300)

Total

18.3

Less than
KRW 30 million

Unit: Number

Base : Total answers, n=208
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Software Developer Salaries

• The average number of employees who were given a stock purchase option was 1.6. The largest proportion of startups (80.3
percent) had no employees with a stock purchase option.
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Offering of or Intention to Offer Stock Option
Offering stock option incentives

Base : Total answers, n=208

167
41

19.7%

5.6%

Seed

47.1%

Series A
53.3%

Series B
69.2%

133
34

Currently not oﬀering

Current utilization
Pre Seed

Unit: Number

80.3%

Currently oﬀering

Comparison
of Investment
Stages

Intention to offer stock option incentives

Base : Companies that do not issue stock options, n=167

Exit
0%

20.4%

Unit: Number

79.6%

Plans to oﬀer

Comparison
of Investment
Stages

No plans to oﬀer

Intention to use
Pre Seed
14.1%

Seed

55.6%

Series A
57.1%

Series B
50.0%

Exit
0%

• An examination of whether such stock options have actually been used showed that 19.7 percent had used their stock options.
Of startups that had not yet used their stock options, 20.4 percent stated that they plan to use them in the future.

• In terms of investment stage, the willingness to use stock options increased between the pre-seed and Series A stages. All five
exit-stage companies stated that they currently had no plans to use their stock options.
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Technician Employee

20.2%

0-1 person

21.2%

2-3 person

14.4%

4-5 person

20.7%

6-10 person

23.6%

11 person or more

Funding

Number of Companies by Investment Round

Base : Total answers, n=208

Companies run
by family
members or
acquaintances

Banks or
non-bank
ﬁnancial
institutions

Venture capital Local governments
(VC)

Other
companies

5.8

2.9

5.3

4.8

9.3
9.9

7.2

Crowdfunding

Local
governments
No response

6

3

1

8

5.6

6

4.2

Companies run
by families or
acquaintances

3

2.1

Self-financing
(own funds)

2

Other companies

88

8.4

Central government
or government
ministries
Venture capital (VC)

2

12

Local governments
No response
Total

6

2
2
1

88

143

4.2

1.4
1.4
0.7

61.5

100.0

• Of startups in the pre-seed stage, 10.5 percent hoped to
gain funding through the primary/secondary financial
sector, with 8.4 percent hoping to gain funds from the
KTFC and KCFC. The proportions of those who wished to
receive funds from angel investors/accelerators and central
government/ministry were 5.6 percent and 4.2 percent,
respectively.

68.8

4.7
6.1
6.3

1.4
2.4

10.3
13.6
14.4

8.2

2019(n=143)

Unit: %

2.0
0.7

Angel investors or
accelerators

10.5

2018(n=151)

10.5

6

15

2017(n=125)

2.4
3.3
2.1

8

Technology
guarantee funds or
credit guarantee
funds

%

17.9

Banks and nonbank financial
institutions

12

Total

No. of
companies

Local governments

17.0
14.3

21.4

14.9

17.7

31.3

19.7
22.4

27.4

23.3
20.7

26.5

13.0

24.7

Angel
investors or
accelerators

Other companies

15

Category

Companies run by
families or acquaintances

Venture capital
(VC)

Self-ﬁnancing
(own funds)

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportions for top-ranking sources of fund procurement (KTFC, KCFC, self-procured (personal
funds), central government/ministry, accelerator, etc.) all decreased. The proportions for primary/secondary financial sectors
and family/acquaintances increased as well.

132

Central government
or government
ministries
Companies run by
families or
acquaintances

27.9

39.0
43.5

38.5

51.0

Self-ﬁnancing
Technology
Central
(own funds) guarantee funds or government or
credit guarantee government
funds
ministries

Unit: Number

Banks and
non-bank ﬁnancial
institutions
Technology guarantee
funds or credit
guarantee funds

Banks and
non-bank ﬁnancial institutions

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

• The proportion of startups in the pre-seed stage increased
significantly to 68.8 percent, while those in the seed stage
decreased by 16.3 percent.

1.4
2.4
4.6

2018(n=294)

57.0

26.4

59.7
48.0

2017(n=300)

Series B

Base : Pre Seed round stage companies, n=143

Angel investors
or accelerators

Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Exit

Self- ﬁnancing (own funds)

• The largest proportion of startups (38.5 percent) procured business funding from the Korea Technology Finance Corporation
(KTFC) and Korea Credit Guarantee Fund (KCFC). This was followed by the primary/secondary financial sector (31.3 percent) and
central government/ministry (27.9 percent).

Series A

Desired Investors

Pre Seed Round

2.9

Seed Round

8.8

4.8

6

Pre-Seed
Round

4.0
1.4
4.8
Crowd funding
4.0
0.0
2.4

10

100.0

Other companies

Crowdfunding

7.2

208

11.2
10.6
8.4

Other companies

13.0

15

total

Technology guarantee
funds or credit guarantee funds

14.9

5

• By investment stage (pre-seed round, seed round, Series A,
Series B, and exit), 68.8 percent of startups were in the preseed round, followed by 8.2 percent in the seed round, 14.4
percent in Series A, 6.3 percent in Series B, and 2.4 percent
in the exit stage.

26.4

27

Local governments, such as the Seoul
Metropolitan Government or Gyeonggi
Provincial Government

6

31

2.4

20.0
17.2

Venture capital (VC)

Angel investors or accelerators

10

27.4

55

5

Exit

6.3

4.2

Crowdfunding

15

57

Exit

13

Unit: %
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Other companies

Self-financing (own funds)

27

27.9

31.3

Series B

Central government
or government ministries

31

Venture capital (VC)
Angel investors or accelerators

Companies run by family members or
acquaintances

55

58

65

Central government or government
ministries

57

Self-ﬁnancing (own funds)

Local governments, such as the
Seoul Metropolitan Government or
GyeonggiProvincial Government

Banks or non-bank financial institutions

38.5

13

23.2

58

Companies run by family
members or acquaintances

80

Series

14.4

2019(n=208)

15.9

Central government or
government ministries

Technology guarantee funds or
credit guarantee funds

%

30

4.2

65

No. of
companies

Series A

8.2

Venturecapital
(VC)

Banks or non-bank
ﬁnancial institutions

Category

80

30

17

24.8

Technology guarantee funds or
credit guarantee funds

Total

Seed Round

68.8

15.2

Unit: Number

Series A

143

5.6

Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Pre Seed Round

17

%

2018(n=294)

19.7
24.5

Seed Round

No. of
companies

Angel investors
or accelerators

Business Financing

2017(n=300)

Total

65.3

143

Category

51.4

Unit: Number

Pre-Seed Round
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Funding

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportion of startups
hoping to procure funds through the primary/secondary
financial sector increased significantly to 10.5 percent.

• The proportions for central government/ministry, VC firm,
and angel investor/accelerator all decreased.
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Desired Amount of Initial Investment

Seed Round

Base : Seed round stage companies, n=17

2
3
4
4

“It is difficult to get investment valuation”
“Insufficient funds”
“Submission of documents and application
process is difficult”
“Lack of manpower”
“It is difficult to handle interest”

6
7
8
9

“IR presentation materials are incomplete”
“Insufficient fund for R&D”

Seed Round

41.2

40.7
33.3

37.3
2012

2013

2014

19.4
17.6

2015

11.1
5.9

2016

2017

2018

2019

• C ompared to 2018 (33.3 percent of startups received
investments in the year of application), the figure for 2019
was significantly higher at 41.2 percent.

Amount of Investment Recently Attracted
2017(n=59)

Average KRW 1.1 billion

Unit: Number

2

Less than KRW
50 million

Between KRW
50 million and
100 million

Between KRW
100 million and
300 million
Between KRW
300 million and
500 million
Between KRW
500 million and
1 billion

3
2

4
3
2

Between KRW 50
million and 100
million

3

17.6

Between KRW 300
million and 500
million

2

11.8

1

5.9

KRW 1 billion or
more

4

23.5

3

17.6

Total

17

100

Between KRW 100
million and 300
million

1

KRW 1 billion
or more

Total
Amount of
Investment
No. of
Recently Attracted companies %
Less than KRW 50
2
11.8
million

Between KRW
500 million and 1
billion
No response

2

11.8

• The average amount of funds recently gained from an angel
investor/accelerator was KRW 1,094,670,000. The most
frequently gained investments (23.5 percent) were between
KRW 500 million and KRW 1 billion.
*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.
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23.5

100.0

12.5

17

15.3

Total

9.7

41.2

5.9

7

0.0

2019

5.9

5.9

Base : Seed round stage companies, n=17

No response

• The top three difficulties experienced by pre-seed startups in gaining investments were in the following areas: receiving an
investment value assessment, completing the application process (e.g. difficulty gathering necessary verifying documents), and
obtaining loans.

1

• T he most recent year that a startup received a seed
investment was 2019 in 41.2 percent of cases. This was
followed by 2016 for 23.5 percent of cases.

“Business delay due to COVID-19”
“Difficulty in achieving project plan into
reality ”

2018

2018(n=72)

Unit: %

2019(n=17)

Less than
KRW
50 million

Between
KRW
50 million
and
100 million

Between
KRW
100 million
and
300 million

Between
KRW
300 million
and
500 million

17.6

1

17.6

6.8
8.3

Base : Pre Seed round stage companies, n=143

3

23.5

Current Difficulties in Attracting Investment

2017

16.9
13.9

Pre Seed Round

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the average amount that
startups hoped to initially attract decreased significantly
(from KRW 800 million).

7

2019

23.5

Korean Startup Ecosystem

• The average amount that startups wished to initially obtain
in the pre-seed stage was KRW 498,330,000. The largest
proportion (13.3 percent) of startups wished to secure KRW
300 million or more, with 11.2 percent hoping for KRW 100 to
300 million.

No
response

4

5.9

100.0

KRW
300 million
or more

2016

11.9
9.7

143

Between
KRW
100 million
and
300 million

5.9

11.8

Total

Between
KRW
50 million
and
100 million

1

23.7
23.6

95

Between
KRW
10 million
and
50 million

1

2015

5.1
6.9

66.4

2018

5.9

Unit: %

2019(n=17)

17.6

95

3

2017

1

25.4

No response

4

2013

2018(n=72)

12.5

19

1

11.8

13.3

2015

2017(n=59)

1.7
1.4
0.0

19

KRW 300
million or
more

66.4

11.2

1

2016

10.6

16

13.3

Between
KRW 100
million and
300 million

38.4

4..9

11.2

16

No response

7

Between
KRW 50
million and
100 million

2013

Most Recent
Total
Year in Which
Startups
No.
of
Attracted
%
Investment companies

25.0

KRW 300 million
or more

4.2

Unit: Number

Unit: %

2019(n=143)

25.6
25.8

Between
KRW 100 million
and 300 million

6

Between
KRW 10
million and
50 million

4.9

7

%

7.2
9.9

Between
KRW 50 million
and 100 million

Total

No. of
companies

4.2

6

Category

1.6
6.0

Between
KRW 10 million
and 50 million

2018(n=151)

63.2

2017(n=125)

Average 498.33 million

15.3

Base : Pre Seed round stage companies, n=143

Unit: Number

Most Recent Year in Which Startups Attracted Investment
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Pre Seed Round

Between
KRW
500 million
and
1 billion

KRW
1 billion
or more

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportion of recently
gained investments that were relatively small (less than
KRW 500 million, KRW 100 to 300 million) decreased, with
more investments made that were KRW 500 million or
more. This shows that the average amount of investment
has increased significantly.
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No

• Compared to the 2018 figures, the proportion of startups
that wish to gain their next investment from a VC firm
decreased by almost 50 percent.

• The average investment received by a Series A startup
from a VC firm was KRW 1,916,420,000, with the largest
proportion (33.3 percent) of investments being between
KRW 500 million and KRW 1 billion. This was followed by
16.7 percent at KRW 1 to 3 billion and 16.7 percent at KRW
3 billion or more.
*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.

Seed Round

Difficulties in Attracting Investment from VCs

Base : Seed round stage companies, n=17

1
2
2

“It is difficult to get investment valuation”
“It is difficult to attract additional investment
due to low sales”
“Business delay due to COVID-19”

2
2
2
2

“Not enough funds”
“Founder’s ideas and capabilities are not
taken into account”
“There is a lack of connection with venture
capitals and others”
“It is difficult to create a profit model”

• Problems securing investments were suggested as follows: difficulty receiving an investment value assessment, lack of funds,
and difficulty creating a profit model.

Series A Round

Less than
KRW
100 million

Between
KRW
100 million
and
500 million

Between
KRW
500 million
and
1 billion

30.0
Between
KRW
300 million
and
500 million

KRW
3 billion
or more

No
response

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportion of
investments from VC firms of between KRW 500 million
and KRW 1 billion increased. However, the proportion of
relatively large investments (KRW 1 to 3 billion) decreased
significantly.
*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.

CEOs’ Share Acquisition Rate

Base : Series A round stage companies, n=30

2017(n=31)

Average 3.4%

Unit: Number

20% or less
21 to 40%
41 to 60%
61 to 80%
81 to 99%
No response

0

28

CEOs’ Share
Acquisition
Rate

Total
No. of
companies

%

1

20% or less

28

93.3

41 to 60%

1

3.3

0

No response

1

3.3

Total

30

100.0

0

1

• An examination of the amounts of stocks/shares owned by
founders at the time Series A startups received their first
investment showed that the average was 3.4 percent.

*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.
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33.3

100

10.0

22.6

30

3

25.8
22.5

Total

No response

3

No response

16.7

2018(n=40)

Korean Startup Ecosystem

• A total of 41.2 percent of respondents hoped to gain their
next investment from a VC firm.

Yes

5

10.0

100

KRW 3 billion or
more

16.7

5.0

17

5

5

Between KRW
300 million and
500 million

Unit: %

2019(n=30)

20% or less

21 to 40%

41 to 60%

61 to 80%

81 to 99%

5.0
3.3

계

KRW 3 billion
or more

33.3

17.5
16.7

58.8

5

10

0.0

10

22.2

Between
KRW 300 million
and 500 million

Between KRW
500 million and
1 billion

16.1

No

23.7

10

10.0

16.1
15.0

41.2

41.2

3

Between KRW
100 million and
500 million

0.0

7

Between
KRW 500 million
and 1 billion

13.3

16.7

Yes

3

%

4

19.4
30.0

%

Less than KRW
100 million

Total

No. of
companies

3.3

No. of companies

Between
KRW 100 million
and 500 million

Total
Investment
Attracted from
VCs

Unit: %

2019(n=30)

22.6
17.5

Total

4

0.0

58.8

No

Unit: Number

Less than
KRW
100 million

2018(n=40)

19.4

76.4

2017(n=59)

Average KRW 1.92 billion

10.0
10.0

Unit: %

2019(n=17)

12.9
22.5

Desire to Attract
Investment from
Venture Capital (VC)
Firms

76.3

2018(n=72)

93.3

Yes

2017(n=59)

16.1
15.0
13.3

7

Unit: Number

Base : Series A round stage companies, n=30

22.6
10.0

Base : Seed round stage companies, n=17

10

Total Investment Attracted from VCs

Series A Round

Korea Startup Index 2019

Desire to Attract Investment from Venture Capital (VC) Firms

Seed Round

No
response

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportion of startups
in which the founder owned less than 20 percent of stock
(from an average of 53.2 percent) increased dramatically to
93.3 percent compared to 2017 and 2018. The average stock
ownership rate also decreased drastically to 3.4 percent.
*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.
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Series B Round 이상

Base : Series A round stage companies, n=30

1
1

“Since it is a small business, it has little sales/
profit ”
“Achieving growth indicators”

1

“It is difficult to know the exact policy for the
next VC investment”

4

“It is not easy for companies to raise profit in
a short period of time”

5

5
5

Base : Series B round stage companies, n=13

5

“It is difficult to create materials”

21 to 40%

5

“Investment made only by acquaintances”

41 to 60%

80% or more

Between
KRW 100 million
and 500 million

Between
KRW 500 million
and 1 billion
Between
KRW 300 million
and 500 million

4
0

0

0.0

1

7.7

KRW 3 billion or
more

1

7.7

4

30.8

Total

13

100

Between KRW
300 million and
500 million

1
4
3

%

30.8

Between KRW
500 million and
1 billion

1

2017(n=14)

4

Between KRW
100 million and
500 million

KRW 3 billion
or more
No response

Less than KRW
100 million

No. of
companies

No response

3

2

2018(n=18)

1

Total
No. of
companies

%

20% or less

4

30.8

41 to 60%

5

38.5

61 to 80%

1

7.7

80% or
more

2

15.4

No response

1

7.7

Total

13

100

• An average of 35.4 percent of Series B startup founders
owned stock, with the majority owning 21 to 40 percent of
stock (38.5 percent).

*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.

2018(n=18)

Unit: %

2019(n=13)

36.9
30.4

35.4

Average

• The proportion of stock-owning founders was 5%p higher
than it was in 2018 (30.4 percent).

*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.

Current Difficulties in Attracting Investment

Base : Series B round stage companies, n=13
Unit: %

2019(n=13)

44.6

37.3
28.4

1

순위

2

순위

3

순위

“IR presentation materials are incomplete”
“It is difficult to know the guidelines for VC follow-up investment attraction”
“It is difficult to attract investment due to the bad timing”

• The following were named as obstacles to securing investments: IR-related issues, difficulty obtaining investment value
assessment, and investors declining to invest due to current circumstances.

23.1

• Series B startups received an average investment of KRW
3,730,400,000 from VC firms, with the majority of responses
(30.8 percent) indicating funds of less than KRW 100 million
and KRW 3 billion or more.
*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.
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1

CEOs’ Share
Acquisition
Rate

2017(n=14)

Korean Startup Ecosystem

Less than
KRW
100 million

Total

5

Series B Round 이상

Base : Series B round stage companies, n=13

Size of Followup Investment
Attracted from
VCs

4

61 to 80%

Size of Follow-up Investment Attracted from VCs

Average KRW 3.7 billion

Unit: Number
20% or less

“It is difficult to create a profit model”

• The following difficulties were named regarding attracting investments: relative lack of sales/outcomes due to company’s small
size, skewing of assessment indices toward short-term outcomes (sales), and concerns that preparing to obtain funds would
detract from development- and business-related tasks

Unit: Number

Average 35.4%

“The investment is less than the expected
amount”

“By preparing for investment attraction, may
hinder the development and progress of this
project”

Series B Round 이상

CEOs’ Share Acquisition Rate

Korea Startup Index 2019

Current Difficulties in Attracting Investment

Series A Round

Average

• 2The average follow-up investment in 2019 was KRW 7.3
billion less than that of 2018 (KRW 4.46 billion).
*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.
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Exit

Payback Period

Base : Exit companies, n=5

1

1 year

Unit: Number

2

5 year

10 year

1

18 year

1

Payback
Period
1 year

Total

No. of
companies

Unit: Number

%

1

20.0

5 year

2

40.0

10 year

1

20.0

18 year

1

20.0

total

5

100.0

*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.

of Recovering Investment Costs

Base : Exit companies, n=5

3

Positive

Negative

2

Startups’
Total
Perception
on Possibility
of Recovering
No. of
%
Investment companies
Costs
Positive

3

60.0

Negative

2

40.0

Total

5

100.0

• E
 Sixty percent of exit-stage startups stated that they were fully prepared
for disinvestment.

*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.
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Desired Investors

1

1

3

2

4 or more

1

Number of
Total
Investments
Received
No. of
from VCs
companies

%

1

1

20.0

3

3

60.0

4 or more

1

20.0

total

5

100.0

• T
 he majority of startups (60 percent) received three investments from VC
firms (until time of disinvestment).

*Caution required in interpretation, as sample size is under 30.

5.6%
4.2%
4.2%

Angel investors
or accelerators
Venturecapital
(VC)

Central government
or government ministries

8.4%

Technology guarantee
funds or credit guarantee funds

1.4%

Other companies

0.0%
1.4%
10.5%
2.1%
0.7%

Crowd funding

Korean Startup Ecosystem

Perception of Startups on Possibility

Unit: Number

Pre Seed Round

Base : Exit companies, n=5

• T
 he average amount of time required for an exit-stage startup to recover
investments was 7.8 years.

Exit

Number of Investments
Received from VCs

Korea Startup Index 2019

Exit

Self- financing (own funds)
Banks and
non-bank financial institutions

Companies run by
families or acquaintances

Local governments

141

Market Reach

Number of Product/Service Languages

Base : The company where the product was launched, n=163

H/W

12

Total

208

100.0

H/W

• Compared to the 2018 figures, startups that develop only
services or physical products decreased by 0.9%p and
2%p, respectively. Startups that develop and provide both
services and products increased by 3.7%p.

12.9

4

6

3.7

5 or more

8

5 or more

8

4.9

Comparison
of Investment
Stages

Pre Seed

Seed

1.7

2.4

Series A

Series B

2.5

19.6

21

33.8

3

19.0

6

30.1

4

14.9

51.0

S/W

30.1

Exit

2.5

1.4

1

• T he largest proportion of startups had their product/
service released in one language (48.5 percent), followed
by 30.1 percent in two languages, 12.9 percent in three
languages[오전2], and 3.7 percent in four languages.

2

3

4 or more

• Compared to the 2018 findings, the proportion of startups
whose products/services are offered in one language
increased to 48.5 percent the largest proportion so far.

• In terms of investment stage, the number of languages
in which products/services are offered was 1.4 to 2.5 on
average (regardless of stage).

English Resources

Launches of Products and Services

Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Base : Total answers, n=208

Korean Startup Ecosystem

• In terms of startup business type, the majority (51 percent)
were engaged in service development/provision, followed
by those engaged in both product development and service
provision (43.3 percent). Only 5.8 percent focused solely on
developing physical products.

H/W and S/W

49

8.6

5.8

2

12.9

12

48.5

Unit: %

11.6

H/W

5.8

51.0

7.8

106

43.3

S/W

Unit: %

44.2

43.3

2019(n=208)

40.7

90

47.3

H/W and
S/W

%

2018(n=294)

11.7

106

S/W

No. of
companies

47.7

90

2017(n=300)

Total

Startup
Business
Type

79

21

3

Unit: Number

1

2019(n=163)

28.1

Base : Total answers, n=208

H/W and
S/W

49

2

%

2018(n=221)

48.5

Startup Business Types

No. of
companies

37.1

79

1

2017(n=225)

Total

Number
of Product/
Service
Languages

35.1

Unit: Number
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Market Reach

Unit: Number

Unit: Number

163

Yes

No

45

Comparison
of Investment
Stages

Launches
of Products
and
Services
Yes

No. of
companies

74.1%

%

163

78.4

No

45

21.6

Total

208

100.0

Rate of product release
Pre Seed

2017(n=300)

Total

Seed

82.4%

Series A
90.0%

Series B
84.6%

Exit

100%

• A s of 2019, 78.4% of startups have already released a
product or service.
• In terms of investment stage, the product release rate is
generally increasing. However, the product release rate
decreased slightly for Series B startups.

144

75.0

2018(n=294)

75.2

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

78.4

92

Website

25.0

Yes

24.1

21.6

No

• The proportion of startups that are releasing products/
services (78.4 percent) is higher than that of 2017 and 2018.

Category

No. of
companies

Percentage

90

Company proﬁle

46
Marketing plan

40

33

(Investment)
Proposals

Product-related news
(media)

Website

Company profile

Marketing plan

92

90

46

44.2

43.3

22.1

14

5

Press kit

Others

(Investment)
Proposals

Product-related
news (media)

Press kit

Others

33

14

5

19.2

15.9

6.7

2.4

40

• The type of resource owned or provided in English was mostly the company’s website (44.2 percent), followed by company
introductory material (43.3 percent), marketing proposal (22.1 percent), and product proposal (19.2 percent).
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Value of Sales in Previous Year

Base : Companies with sales performance since 2017, n=198

Yes

• Of the respondents, 95.2 percent had achieved tangible
sales outcomes.

No

• Compared to 2017 (82 percent), the proportion of startups
with tangible sales outcomes increased considerably.

Series B

Less than
6 months
after
founding

Exit

Less than
6 months
after
founding

• The amount of time until the company’s first sale was
within six months of founding for the largest proportion
of respondents (53 percent), followed by 28.3 percent for
between 6 and 12 months and 8.6 percent for between one
and two years. Of note, 10.1 percent responded that it took
over two years to make their first sale.

• F or companies in all investment stages, the largest
proportion stated that first sales occurred within six months
of the company’s founding.

146

53.0

Less than
6 months after
founding

Between
6 months and
1 year

Between 1 and
2 years

15.9

10.1

28.3

8.6

KRW 4.4
billion

41.4

Less than
KRW
100 million

Between
KRW
100 million
and
300 million

Between
KRW
300 million
and
500 million

19.5
18.5

Between
KRW
500 million
and
KRW
1 billion

KRW
1 billion
or more

No
response

• In terms of annual sales amount, the number of startups
with a total average of less than KRW 100 million decreased,
but the number of companies with at least KRW 1 billion in
sales is becoming increasingly significantly.

Base : Total answers, n=208

22.2

20

28.0

17

KRW 1.3
billion

Exit

Comparison of Patents with Previous Years
Patent registration

40
43
29

Series A

Less than
6 months
after
founding

28.3

10.1

Seed

Less than
6 months
after
founding

56

KRW 1.45
billion

Series B

1.5

• The proportion of companies with at least KRW 1 billion
in sales in 2018 was the largest (41.4 percent), followed by
20.2 percent at KRW 500 million to KRW 1 billion and 13.6
percent at KRW 100 to 300 million.

11.1

Pre Seed
Comparison Less than
of Investment 6 months
Stages
after
founding

2 years or more

53.0

KRW 1.5
billion

41.4

3

Unit: %

8.6

20

Between 1 and
2 years

105

2019(n=198)

17.5

2 years
or more

17

Between 6
months and 1
year

%

2018(n=243)

21.5

Between 1 and
2 years

56

No. of
companies

2017(n=246)

45.1

Between
6 months and
1 year

Less than 6
months after
founding

Total

35.8

105

Time to First
Sale

KRW 1.9
billion

Series A

82
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Base : Companies with sales performance since 2017, n=198
Unit: Number

Seed

20.2

• In terms of investment stage, exit-stage companies had the
highest 2018 sales amounts, followed by pre-seed and seed
companies.

Time to First Sale

Less than
6 months after
founding

Comparison
of Investment
Stages

Pre Seed

40

Unit: %

7.4

100

No response

10.6

2019(n=198)

1.5

208

3

KRW 1 billion
or more

21

2018(n=243)

11.4
13.6
20.2

Total

4.8

Between
KRW 500 million
and KRW 1 billion

82

13.6

2 years
or more

• An examination of the time required until first sale (by year)
showed that the proportion of companies that took 1) less
than six months and 2) more than six months but less than
12 months to make their first sale increased significantly.
This shows that it is taking relatively less and less time for
the first sale to occur.

2017

2018

1

2-5

Patent application

1

6-9

2017

2-5

2019

Unit: Number

149
146
99

4.8

No response

40

27

2018

10 or more

0
Unit:Number

2019

147
155
126

10

17.0

Between
KRW 300 million
and 500 million

12.6

16

No

18.0

21

25

14
18

95.2

Between
KRW 100 million
and 300 million

%

23
22
22

198

No. of
companies

6

Yes

KRW 1 billion
or more

27

76
69
51

%

Less than
KRW 100 million

79
58
34

No. of companies

25

2017(n=246)

Total

10.6
10.7
10.6

Between
KRW 500 million
and KRW 1 billion

Value of Sales in
Previous Year

17.1
16.9
13.6

95.2

Unit: Number

41.5

Between
KRW 100 million
and 300 million
Between
KRW 300 million
and 500 million

Total

Companies Earning
Sales Revenue

Less than
KRW 100 million

12.6

82.7

82.0

No

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

32
43
20

Yes

2018(n=294)

19
22
11

10

2017(n=300)

19
16

Unit: Number

198

32.9

Base : The company where the product was launched, n=208
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Sales Revenue

6-9

10 or more

0

Comparison
of Patents
with
Previous
Years

0
1

2-5
6-9

Patent registration

2016

Average

2018

Patent application

2016

2017

2018

No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
companies % companies % companies % companies % companies % companies %
149 49.7 146 49.7 99 47.6 147

49

155 52.7 126 60.6

40 13.3 43 14.6 29 13.6 32 10.7 43 14.6 20

9.6

19

2.9

76 25.3 69 23.5 51 24.5 79 26.3 58 19.7 34 16.6

10 or more 16
Total

2017

6.3
5.3

22
14

7.5
4.8

11
18

5.6
8.7

19
23

6.3
7.7

16
22

5.4
7.5

6

22 10.6

300 100 294 100 208 100 300 100 294 100 208 100
2.8

2.2

7.8

3.0

2.4

3.2

• The average number of registered patents in 2018 was 7.8, showing a significant increase from 2.2 in 2017. The number of patent
applications increased by 0.8 compared to 2018.
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Design Patent

Base : Total answers, n=208

• A n examination of design ownership showed that
companies owned an average of 0.6 designs, with 81.3
percent not owning any design-related intellectual property
rights.

Trademark Right

Copyright

Base : Total answers, n=208

Number of Trademark
Rights

No. of companies

1

18

0

2-5
6-9

10 or more
Total

Average

10 or more

Total

0

%

7

1

2-5

Number of Copyrights

137

65.9

37

17.8

2-5

5

2.4

10 or more

8.7

11
208

5.3

1.4

100

• An examination of logo ownership revealed that each
company owned an average of 1.4 logos, with 65.9 percent
of companies owning no logos.

0
1

6-9

Total

Average

2-5

0.0

0.0

0.3

6-9

10 or more

2017 average

2.8

2017 average

0.3

2019 average

7.8

2019 average

0

2018 average

4.6

2018 average

0

0.2

Base : Total answers, n=208

Copyright (domestic)

17

1

Unit: Number

176

3

6-9

No. of companies

5

10 or more

Total

2019(n=208)

Unit: %

7

3.4

8.2

3

1.4

5

2.4

0.7

2017(n=300)

2018(n=294)

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

%

84.6

208

2018(n=294)

0

176
17

2017(n=300)

65.0
65.9

6-9

5

0

58.7

2-5

11

10 or more

100

• An examination of copyright ownership revealed that each
company owned an average of 0.7 copyrights, with 84.6
percent of companies not owning any intellectual property
rights.

1

2-5

6-9

10or more

0

1

2-5

6-9

2.7
2.0
2.4

1

137

6-9

5.3

37

18

Unit: Number

2-5
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• An examination of utility model ownership revealed that
startups owned an average of zero utility models. Seven
companies (approximately 3.4 percent) owned relevant
intellectual property rights.

Trademark Right (domestic)

96.6

47.6

1

0.3
0.0

0.6

92.7
98.0

49.7

37.1

1.9

100

0.0

Average

Base : Total answers, n=208

148

208

3.0
0.3
0.5

Total

5.0
3.4

0

4

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

21.3
21.8
17.8

100

8.7

8.2

2.9

10 or more

18

4.0
1.0

0.5

81.3

12.3
7.5
8.7

Average

2-5

%

169

2018(n=294)

84.0
85.7
81.3

208

17

2.9

1

Total

1

0

96.6

Total

2017(n=300)

14.3
8.7

2-5

No. of companies

5.3

201

Number of Design
Patents

0

0.7
0.7
1.9

6

%

10 or more

12.2

1

0

Total

4

2-5

5.6

No. of companies

1

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

0.0

Number of Utility
Models

18

17

0

2018(n=294)

6.3

2-5

2017(n=300)

1.0
1.7

1

169

24.5
24.5

1

6

Unit: Number

25.3

201

Design Patent (domestic)

8.0
7.8
8.7

Unit: Number

13.3
11.9
13.6

Utility Model (domestic)

Base : Total answers, n=208

6.3
3.7
8.2

Base : Total answers, n=208

Intellectual Property Rights
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Utility Model

10 or more

2017average

0.5

2017 average

1.4

2019 average

0.6

2019 average

1.4

2018 average

0.5

2018 average

0

1.3
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Employees with Two or More Years of Overseas Experience
Base : Total answers, n=208

Multiple answers

Target and
Preferred country/
Preferred
region
Countries/Regions
for Overseas
No. of companies %
Expansion

North America
(United States and
Canada)

26

54.2

South-East Asia
China

20

Europe

18

41.7

26

42.6

17

35.4

11

18.0

8

16.7

7

11.5

2

4.2

India

7

South America

%

49.2

13

South-West Asia

No. of
companies
30

Japan

Others

Country/region to
which startups have
already expanded

37.5

27.1

14.6

3

6.3

20

19
5

3

4

32.8

2017
2018

31.1
8.2

4.9

6.6

• The region of the world in which the largest proportion of
respondents already had a business presence (49.2 percent)
was North America (US and Canada), followed by Southeast
Asia (42.6 percent) and China (32.8 percent). In other words,
the regions of the world that companies wished to and had
already entered were largely similar.

North
America
(United States
and Canada)

Japan

China

South-East
Asia

113

None

16

Only founder

North
America
Eastwest Asia
(United States
and Canada)

71

Fewer than 5
5 or more

8

No. of companies

%

None

113

54.3

Only founder

16

7.7

Fewer than 5

71

34.1

5 or more

8

3.8

Total

208

100.0

China

• In 2017, demand for overseas expansion was focused in
North America (US and Canada), China, and Southeast Asia.
In 2018, demand was largely similar, with an especially
large number of startups that wished to expand to China.

Total

Members with Two or More
Years of
Overseas Experience

• About 45.7 percent of startups had employees with at least two years of overseas experience, with 54.3 percent having
employees with no overseas experience. The largest proportion of companies (34.1 percent) had fewer than five employees with
at least two years of overseas experience, while 3.8 percent had at least five employees with overseas experience.
• In terms of investment stage, the largest number of pre-seed startups had no employees with two or more years of overseas
experience. For startups in all other investment stages, the largest number had fewer than five such employees.

• O ther regions of the world that companies wished to
expand to or had already expanded to included Japan,
India, and Southwest Asia.

Difficulties in Expanding Overseas

1
2
3
4

5

“Not enough funding”

“Hard to conduct marketing fit for local
market”
“It is difficult to hire local manpower”
“Insufficient information”
“It is difficult to open a market”

Social Media Sites Used for Marketing and Promotion
Multiple answers

6
7
8
9

10

“Difficulty because of the corona”
“The language barrier is high”

“There is a lack of projects that provides
support from the government”

“There is no way to enter overseas and get
connections”

“The procedure and submission of required
documents is complicated”

• In terms of difficulties related to expanding overseas, the most frequently named issue was lack of funds, followed by difficulties
with marketing and hiring local employees. Problems caused by COVID-19 were also mentioned.
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• The most-preferred region of the world to which startups
were preparing to expand (54.2 percent) was North America
(US and Canada), followed by Southeast Asia (41.7 percent)
and China (37.5 percent).

2019

China

Unit: Number

North
America
(United States
and Canada)

Korea Startup Index 2019

Targeted and Preferred Countries/Regions for Overseas Expansion

Unit: Number

Facebook
YouTube

Instagram

LinkedIn

Google Ads
Twitter

Others

Pinterest

Snapchat
Tumblr

Not applicable

Others

5
2
1
5

18
17

39

31

50

83

No. of companies

YouTube

50

Facebook

Instagram
LinkedIn

Google Ads
Twitter
Others

Naver, Blogs, WeChat, Medium

103

Total

Social Media Sites Used for
Marketing and Promotion

Pinterest

Snapchat
Tumblr

Not applicable

%

83

39.9

39

18.8

31

18
17
5
5
2

1

103

24.0
14.9
8.7
8.2
2.4
2.4
1.0

0.5

49.5

• An examination of social media channels used by startups for marketing/PR purposes showed that the largest number used
Facebook (39.9 percent), followed by YouTube (24 percent), Instagram (18.8 percent), and LinkedIn (14.9 percent). A total of 49.5
percent of startups did not use any social media channels.
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Base : Total answers, n=208

Performance of activities

Base : Companies working to secure the
number of targeted customers, n=135

Yes

42

1-10 hours 31.1%

38
24

20-30 hours 17.8%

35.1%

73
Pre Seed

14.8 hours

Seed

24.0 hours

Series A

19.3 hours

Viral marketing
(blogs, Internet
communities,
social media, etc.)

Videos (YouTube), podcasts

Series B

22.2 hours

64.4

48

35.6

39

28.9

38

28.1

Web portals (search and
main pages)

28

20.7

News articles (press
releases, etc.)

30
21

Others

18

Event campaigns

15.3 hours

87

Exhibitions/Expositions

Presentations at
conferences, networking

Exit

%

14

E-books, newsletters,
and other online
publications

11

PPL

2

None

2

Marketing activities through
outdoor advertising

1

22.2

104

104

Unit: Number

Awareness of
Competitors
Yes

Yes

No

No

No. of companies

Total

%

104

50.0

104

50.0

• An examination of whether startups are aware of who their potential competitors are in the area they wish to enter showed that
50 percent of startups know, at least generally, which companies they will be competing with.

15.6
13.3
10.4
8.1

1.5
1.5
0.7

• Approximately 64.9 percent of startups engaged in activities to attract their target number of customers, with 31.1 percent
devoting relatively little time (1 to 10 hours) to such activities.

• The most common supplementary activity was website development (64.4 percent), which was followed by viral marketing (35.6
percent), video/podcast creation (28.9 percent), and participation in an expo/trade show (28.1 percent).

• The average number of hours dedicated by investment stage was: 14.8 (pre-seed), 24 (seed), 19.3 (Series A), 22.2 (Series B or
above), and 15.3 (exit). This shows that the amount of time spent attracting the target number of customers generally increased
with each successive stage.

Korean Startup Ecosystem

Comparison of
Investment Stages

No. of
companies

Website

31

30 hours or more 23.0%

Base : Total answers, n=208

Total

Category

Unit: Number

10-20 hours 28.1%

No

세부활동

Average 17.1 Hours

135

64.9%

Base : Companies working to secure the
number of targeted customers, n=135

Time spent on activities

Unit: Number

Awareness of Competitors
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Activities to Reach Targeted Customers

Major Sales Strategies and Strengths
Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Unit: Number

Technical skills

31

Sales and external networks

Planning skills for products/services
Expertise

Human resources
Design

4

9

27
25

100

Sales Strategies and Strengths
Technical skills

Sales and external networks

Planning skills for products/services
Expertise

Human resources
Design

Global experience

3

Global experience

Others

3

Others

Brand (image)
Fund-ﬂows
None

3
2

1

Brand (image)
Fund-flows
None

Total

No. of companies

%

100

48.1

27

13.0

9

4.3

31
25
4

3

3

14.9

12.0
1.9

1.4

1.4

3

1.4

1

0.5

2

1.0

• An examination of the key sales strategies/advantages of each startup’s products/services showed that for the biggest proportion
of companies (48.1 percent), technological skill was the greatest asset, followed by sales/external networks (14.9 percent) and
product/service planning (13 percent).
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153

Supporter &
Policy Maker
Insights

Assessment of Support Policies from the Central and Local Government for Korean Startups

Base : Total answers, n=208

Central government(Local Central government)
Very satisﬁed

Unit: Number

104

104

Poor
environment

Total
No. of
companies

%

Great

104

50.0

Poor

104

50.0

Total

208

100

• Half of the startups that responded to questions about
Korea’s startup environment stated that Korea’s startup
environment is highly conducive to business.

59.3

2018(n=294)

48.0

2019(n=208)

50.0

Unit: %

40.7

51.7

50.0

Dissatisﬁed
Very dissatisﬁed

Great

Poor

• Compared to the 2017 figures, the proportion of companies
that think negatively of Korea’s startup environment
increased slightly by 9.3%p.

13

None/Don’t know/
No response

9

61.1

54

26.0

Conglomerates

16

7.7

Others

2

1.0

9

4.4

208

100

VCs and other
investors

None/Don’t know/
No response

Total

• A total of 61.1 percent of respondents named government
(including local governments) as the biggest contributor to
the startup environment. This was followed by investors (VC
firms, etc.) at 26 percent.
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29.8

Neutral

114

54.8

Dissatisfied

13

6.3

Very dissatisfied

9

4.3

Total

208

100

Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Access to Human Capital:
Ease of securing personnel for startups
Culture of Entrepreneurship:
Culture that encourages startups

Access to Knowledge:
Ease of access to expert consultation

Access to Customers:
Sizable market for selling products and services
Access to Community:
Sctive startup communities and related events

Central
VCs and
Local
Conglomerates
government other investors government

Others

Access to Financial Capital:
Ease of securing funding from investors

4.8
4.4

2

127

Unit: %

2019(n=208)

9.3
2.4
1.0

Others

16

Central
government

2018(n=294)

2.3
3.4
7.7

Conglomerates

54

No. of
%
companies

62

Greatest Advantages of Korea’s Startup Environment

Political Framework:
Tax system and government support policy

7.7
9.5

VCs and
other investors

2017(n=300)

17.3
25.2
26.0

127

Satisfied

9

Cost Structures:
Access to infrastructure at a low cost

63.3
54.8
61.1

Central
government

4.8

• In terms of investment stage, the satisfaction of exit-stage startups (on government policies/support) was the highest, followed
by that of seed-stage startups.

Base : Total answers, n=208

Total

10

• About 34.6 percent of respondents stated that they view the central and local governments’ policies and support for startups in a
positive light.

Stakeholders Making Large Contributions to Startup Development
Stakeholders
Contributing
to Startup
Development

Very satisfied

114

Advantages of Korea’s Startup Environment

Unit: Number

%

None/
Don’t know/
No response

• C
 ompared to the 2018 findings, the proportion of
respondents that stated that the central government is
contributing to cultivating startups increased by 6.3%p. The
proportion for investors (VC firms, etc.) increased by 0.8%p.
• I n 2019, the central government and local governments are
treated as one.

Exit Opportunities: Sufficient exit opportunities
for startups
Quality of Life:
High quality of life for employees and
executives of startups
Others

Total

No. of
companies
105
102
62
56

52

48

47

30

11

%

50.5
49.0

29.8
26.9

25.0

23.1

22.6

14.4
5.3

8

3.8

3

1.4

• The biggest advantages of Korea’s startup environment
were: use of infrastructure at low cost (50.5 percent),
government support (tax system, etc.) (49 percent), ease
of finding employees in areas of need (29.8 percent), and
startup-conducive culture (26.9 percent).

Advantages of Korea’s Startup Environment
Political Framework:
Tax system and government support policy

Cost Structures: Access to infrastructure at a low
cost
Access to Community:
Active startup communities and related events
Culture of Entrepreneurship: Culture that
encourages startups
Access to Human Capital:
Ease of securing personnel for startups

Access to Knowledge: Ease of access to expert
consultation

Access to Customers:
Sizable market for selling products and services
Access to Financial Capital:
Ease of securing funding from investors

Quality of Life:
High quality of life for employees and executives of
startups
Exit Opportunities: Sufficient exit opportunities for
startups

Total

2017 2018 2019
1

1

2

2

2

1

3

3

7

3

4

4

6

5

3

5

6

5

7

7

6

8

7

8

9

9

10

10

10

9

Korean Startup Ecosystem

Good
environment

Category

2017(n=300)

Total
No. of companies

62

Neutral

Base : Total answers, n=208

Category

10

Satisﬁed

Korean Startup ecosystem evaluation

Unit: Number
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Supporter &
Policy Maker Insights

• “Government support” was the most frequently named
reason in 2017 and 2018 and the second most frequently
named reason in 2019. “Use of infrastructure at low cost”
ranked second until 2018, and then ranked first in 2019
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Factors Obstructing Startup Growth and Vitalization
Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Top choice

Factors Obstructing Startup Growth and
Vitalization

Difficulty procuring funding from investors,
such as VCs and angel investors

Total

No. of
companies

Too much focus on particular areas, such as mobile
environment and products, among startups
Difficulty finding human resources for startups
Lack of markets for products and
services launched by startups

Lack of successful exits and opportunities to
recover investments

Lack of social encouragement for startups and
tolerance for failure

Lack of mentoring and professional consulting
services for startups

60

44

total

%

28.8

21.2

41

19.7

14

6.7

15

7.2

13

6.3

8

3.8

7

Lack of business capacity among startups
Lack of entrepreneurship among startups
(get-rich-quick schemes)

Total

6

Difficulty procuring funding from investors,
such as VCs and angel investors

Total

No. of
companies

%

105

50.5

Too much focus on particular areas, such as
mobile environment and products, among
startups

73

35.1

Lack of social encouragement for startups and
tolerance for failure

71
66

34.1

Difficulty finding human resources for startups

Lack of successful exits and opportunities to
recover investments
Lack of markets for products and
services launched by startups

88

42.3

31.7

52

25.0

3.4

Lack of mentoring and professional consulting
services for startups

40

19.2

100

Lack of entrepreneurship among startups
(get-rich-quick schemes)

23

11.1

2.9

208

Factors Obstructing Startup Growth and
Vitalization

• The top factor that obstructs startup growth/revitalization
was difficulty receiving funding from investors (28.8
percent). This was followed by narrow focus of startup
business areas (mobile, etc.) (21.2 percent) and difficulty
hiring employees (19.7 percent).

Lack of business capacity among startups

40

19.2

• When asked to select three factors that obstruct startup
growth/revitalization, difficulty receiving funding from
investors received the largest proportion of answers (50.5
percent), followed by difficulty hiring employees (42.3
percent) and narrow focus of startup business areas
(mobile, etc.) (35.1 percent).

Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

Top choice

Category

Difficulty procuring funding from investors,
such as VCs and angel investors

Difficulty finding human resources for startups

Too much focus on particular areas, such as mobile
environment and products, among startups
Lack of successful exits and opportunities to
recover investments

Lack of markets for products and services launched by
startups

Lack of social encouragement for startups and tolerance for failure
Lack of business capacity among startups
Lack of entrepreneurship among startups
(get-rich-quick schemes)

Lack of mentoring and professional consulting
services for startups

Total

2018 2019

Category

Difficulty procuring funding from investors,
such as VCs and angel investors

1

1

3

2

Lack of social encouragement for startups and tolerance for failure

4

Too much focus on particular areas, such as mobile
environment and products, among startups

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

3

5

6

8

9

7

• Receiving investor funding was named as the most difficult
aspect in the findings for both 2018 and 2019, with the
other two factors (difficulty hiring employees, narrow focus
of startup business areas (mobile, etc.) remaining largely
consistent.
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Total

Difficulty finding human resources for startups
Lack of successful exits and opportunities to
recover investments
Lack of markets for products and
services launched by startups

Lack of business capacity among startups

Lack of mentoring and professional consulting
services for startups
Lack of entrepreneurship among startups
(get-rich-quick schemes)

Total

2018 2019
1

1

3

5

2

4
5

6

7
8

9

2

4
3

6

8

7

9

• Receiving investor funding was named as the most difficult
aspect in the findings for both 2018 and 2019, with the
next most frequently given answers being difficulty hiring
employees and narrow focus of startup business areas
(mobile, etc.).

61.1% Korean startups
say government as the
biggest contributor to
the startup environment.

The Impact of
COVID-19

Nature of COVID-19’s impact on business (detrimental)
Base : Total answers, n=208

Unit: Number

143

Provision of products/services related to COVID-19

175

Provision of products/services
related to COVID-19

33

Yes

Yes

No

No

Nature of COVID-19’s impact on
business (detrimental)

65

Base : Total answers, n=208

Unit: Number

No. of
companies
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The Impact of COVID-19

Total
Yes

%

33

15.9

175

84.1

No

No. of
companies

Total
%

Yes

143

68.8

No

65

31.3

• A total of 143 companies (68.8 percent) responded that COVID-19 had a detrimental impact on their business. The remaining 65
companies (31.3 percent) responded that they were not negatively impacted by COVID-19.

• T
 hirty-three companies responded that they have products/services related to COVID-19. On the other hand, 175 companies (84.1
percent of total) stated that they do not have any products or services related to COVID-19.

Areas negatively impacted by COVID-19

Base : Provider of COVID-19-related product/service, n=33, Multiple answers
Unit: Number

Online/Internet s

4

ervice development

Home/oﬃce-related

4

product

COVID-19-related

4

tracking service

Biotech/medical

4

device

Lab/observation

4

equipment

development

12

Other

No answer

162

3

Base : Respondents on negative impact of COVID-19, n=143, Multiple answers
Type of COVID-19-related products/services

Eye-tracking software (for Internet lectures)
Online/
Product/software used for online education
Internet service Design/creation of online shopping mall
development
Automatic untact accident
notification system
Self-therapy device
(for individual/household use)
Facial recognition security system
Home/officeWearable product/platform for
related product
wearable product
Device/SaaS service that is capable of
body temperature measurement or facial
recognition
Epidemiologic survey system (currently
used by Korea Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention [KCDC])
COVID-19Coordinate-based wearable device that
related
conveys multiple analogous touch [오전7]
tracking
or collects coordinate data
service
Tracking of sellers/stores that sell masks
Services related to identifying routes taken
by COVID-19 patients
Untact care platform that enables
professional musculoskeletal health
management regardless of time or place
Biotech/
Wearable medical device/service
medical device
Self-therapy device for at-home pain
control
Hospital-related distribution system
Preparations to develop/manufacture
Lab/
oxygen saturation measurement device
observation
Development of diagnostic medical device
equipment
(related to monoclonal antibodies)
development
Laboratory equipment
Other
No answer

Total

No. of
companies

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

%

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

1

3.0

1

3.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

1
12
3

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Unit: Number
Decrease in domestic sales

Less contract opportunities caused by
cancellation of international expos

23

22

Problems with markets for related service/product

22

Problems with supply network

21

Investment cancellation/delay

21

Problems with client management

18

Problems with partner(s)

15

Internal operation problems (staﬀ, etc.)
Work-related delays caused by
working from home (WFH)

Problems receiving parts/materials

3.0

Delayed shipments caused by suspension of
factory operations

• The products/services offered by startups that responded that they offer COVID-19-related products/services fell into four major
categories (online/Internet service development, home/office-related products, COVID-19-related tracking services, biotech/
medical devices). There were four cases per category (12.2 percent), showing that category distribution was generally uniform.

24

Decrease in overseas sales

Personnel shortage caused by mandatory leave of
staﬀ suspected of having COVID-19 symptoms

3.0
30.3
9.1

45

Contract cancellation/delay

3.0
6.1

45

Loss of customers

Diﬃculties with oﬄine sales/marketing
caused by less opportunities for on-site visits

Other

No answer

4

3
3

1

1

9

41

71

Areas negatively impacted by COVID-19
Decrease in domestic sales

Total

No. of
companies

%

71

49.7

Difficulties with offline sales/marketing caused by
less opportunities for on-site visits

45

31.5

Decrease in overseas sales

24

16.8

Loss of customers

Contract cancellation/delay

Less contract opportunities caused by cancellation
of international expos
Problems with markets for related service/product
Problems with supply network
Investment cancellation/delay

Problems with client management
Problems with partner(s)

Internal operation problems (staff, etc.)

Work-related delays caused by working from home
(WFH)

45

41
23
22

22
21
21
18
15
9

31.5

28.7
16.1
15.4
15.4
14.7
14.7
12.6
10.5
6.3

Problems receiving parts/materials

4

2.8

Other

3

2.1

Personnel shortage caused by mandatory leave of
staff suspected of having COVID-19 symptoms
Delayed shipments caused by suspension of factory
operations
No answer

3
1
1

Korean Startup Ecosystem

Type of COVID-19-related products/services

2.1
0.7
0.7

• Decrease in domestic sales (71 cases) accounted for the largest number of answers (49.7 percent) regarding the detrimental
impact of COVID-19 on business. There were 45 answers for loss of customers and difficulties with online sales/marketing and
41 answers for contract cancellation/delay, accounting for 31.5 percent and 28.7 percent, respectively.These were followed by
problems with client management and internal operations and investment cancellation/delay.
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Change in corporate profit caused by spread of COVID-19

Base : Respondents on negative impact of COVID-19, n=143

Extent of COVID-19’s
detrimental impact

66

Serious

40

Neutral

Little impact

Base : Total answers, n=208

Unit: Number

32

Very serious

5

Total

Increase

No. of companies

%

Very serious

32

22.4

Serious

66

46.2

Neutral

40

28.0

Little impact

5

3.5

No change

Unit: Number

7

1 to 20% reduction
21 to 40% reduction
41 to 60% reduction
61 to 80% reduction
81 to 90% reduction
100% or more reduction

19

3

29

95

44

Change in corporate
profit caused by spread of
COVID-19
Increase

No change

41 to 60% reduction

19

81 to 90% reduction

100% or more reduction

6

3.4

95

44

61 to 80% reduction

%

7

1 to 20% reduction

21 to 40% reduction

5

Total

No. of companies

45.7

21.1

29

13.9
9.1

3

1.4

5

2.4

6

2.9

• Regarding change in corporate profit caused by the spread of COVID-19, 95 companies (45.7 percent) responded that there had
been no change, with seven companies (3.4 percent) stating that profits had increased during this time. A total of 54.3 percent of
companies responded that their profits had decreased because of COVID-19, with 44 companies (21.1 percent) stating that they
had experienced a decrease of 1 to 20 percent.

Countries where businesses are experiencing difficulties due to the global spread of COVID-19

Extent of decrease in profit caused by COVID-19

North America
(United States and Canada)
China

23

South-East Asia

South America
India

South-West Asia
Others
None

Unit: Number

4

19

%

37

25.9

South-East Asia

23

16.1

Japan

19

South America

2

India

80

Total
No. of companies

Europe

3
3

Countries where
businesses are experiencing
difficulties due to the
global spread of COVID-19

North America (United States
and Canada)
China

21

Europe
Japan

30

37

South-West Asia
Others
None

30
21
4
3
2
3

80

21.0
14.7
13.3
2.8
2.1
1.4
2.1

55.9

• A survey of companies that responded that their business was negatively impacted by COVID-19 on whether they are
experiencing problems overseas because of COVID-19’s spread (and in which countries) revealed that 143 companies (44.1
percent) stated that they are experiencing difficulties overseas because of COVID-19. The countries/regions in which companies
are experiencing the most difficulty are North America (37 answers), China (30 answers), and Southeast Asia (23 answers).

Korean Startup Ecosystem

• A survey of companies that stated that COVID-19 had a negative impact on their business on the extent of such impact revealed
that the largest proportion of respondents (66, 46.2 percent) answered “serious.” This was followed by answers of “neutral” and
“very serious” at 28 percent and 22.4 percent, respectively. “Little impact” gained only 3.5 percent of answers.

Base : Respondents on negative impact of COVID-19, n=143, Multiple answers
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Extent of COVID-19’s detrimental impact

Base : Companies that experienced profit decrease due to COVID-19, n=106

17

Less than KRW 50 million

Between KRW 50 million
and 100 million

Between KRW 100 million
and 200 million

18

Between KRW 200 million
and 300 million
Between KRW 300 million
and 400 million

10

Between KRW 400 million
and 500 million
Between KRW 500 million
and 600 million
Between KRW 800 million
and 900 million
KRW 900 million or more

Unit: Number

1

10

3

22
20

Extent of decrease in profit caused by
COVID-19
Less than KRW 50 million

Between KRW 50 million and 100 million

Between KRW 100 million and 200 million
Between KRW 200 million and 300 million
Between KRW 300 million and 400 million

%

17

16.0

18

17.0

22
20
10

20.8
18.9
9.4

Between KRW 400 million and 500 million

10

9.4

Between KRW 800 million and 900 million

1

0.9

Between KRW 500 million and 600 million

5

Total

No. of
companies

KRW 900 million or more

3
5

2.8
4.7

• An examination of the extent to which profits decreased among companies that responded that their profit levels had decreased
because of COVID-19 showed that the largest proportion (20.8 percent) had experienced a profit decrease of KRW 50 to 100
million. This was followed by 16 percent (17 companies) experiencing a profit decrease of less than KRW 50 million.
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Changes expected in post-COVID-19 era

Base : Total answers, n=208

No change
1 to 20% reduction
21 to 40% reduction
41 to 60% reduction
61 to 80% reduction
81 to 90% reduction
100% or more reduction

Unit: Number

8

Increase

1

11

22

40

119

Total
Changes in number of paying
customers/users caused by
No. of companies
spread of COVID-19
Increase

3.8

119

57.2

21 to 40% reduction

22

10.6

1

0.5

40

41 to 60% reduction

11

81 to 90% reduction

3

61 to 80% reduction

4

%

No change

1 to 20% reduction

3

8

Base : Total answers, n=208, Multiple answers

100% or more reduction

19.3
5.3
1.4

4

1.9

• A total of 119 companies (57.2 percent) responded that they had experienced no change in the number of paying customers/
users due to the spread of COVID-19. There was also a small proportion of companies (eight, 3.8 percent) that noted an
increase in paying customers. On the other hand, 39 percent of companies stated that the number of paying customers/users
had decreased because of COVID-19, of which the largest proportion (40 companies, 19.3 percent) stated a decrease of 1 to 20
percent.

21-40%
41-60%
61-80%
81-99%
100%

4

1
1

3

15

42

142

Total

No. of companies

1-20%

42

21-40%

41-60%
61-80%
81-99%
100%

142

15
4
1
1
3

%

68.3
20.2
7.2
1.9
0.5
0.5
1.4

• A total of 142 companies (68.3 percent) stated that they had not reduced costs because of COVID-19. This was followed by 42
companies (20.2 percent) that had reduced costs by 1 to 20 percent and 15 companies (7.2 percent) that had reduced costs by 21
to 40 percent. Only 4.2 percent of companies stated a cost decrease of at 40 percent or more.
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Proﬁt will increase signiﬁcantly

Others

4

Profit will increase slightly, with
circumstances generally staying the
same

50

19

Will have to ﬁre more staﬀ

Profit will decrease significantly

Will cut salaries and/or working hours
but will not fire staff
Will have to fire more staff

12

Profit will increase significantly
None

3

Total

No. of companies

%

103

49.5

55

26.4

50

24.0

12

5.8

19

Others

9.1

4

1.9

3

1.4

• The largest proportion of answers (103, 49.5 percent) to the question on the changes that will be brought about in the postCOVID-19 era was focused on a “significant drop in profits.” Pessimistic answers (“will cut salaries and/or working hours but will
not fire staff” and “will have to fire more staff”) comprised 24 percent and 9.1 percent (50 answers and 19 answers), respectively.
There was also a significant proportion of optimistic answers (“profit will increase slightly, with circumstances generally staying
the same” and “profit will increase significantly”) at 26.4 percent and 5.8 percent (55 answers and 12 answers), respectively,
adding up to over 30 percent of all answers.

Base : Respondents who did not receive government support for COVID-19, n=176, Multiple answers

Extent of decrease in
corporate costs caused by
spread of COVID-19
Did not reduce costs

Will cut salaries and/
orworking hours butwill not ﬁre staﬀ

Changes expected in post-COVID-19 era

Unit: Number
Business stabilization subsidies

Support for maintaining staﬀ employment
(salary supplement support, etc.)
Support for cost reductions/delays
(tax reductions, exemptions, or deferments, etc.)

61

49

37

Rent support

31

Support for attracting investment

25

Commercialization support

Support for creating/increasing demand
(new forms of public procurement, etc.)

Support for addressing problems related to
business operation (remote work/WFH,
broadening of supply networks, etc.)
Support for diversifying export sales routes
Support for untact sales, marketing/PR
Technical support
None

%

104

59.1

Support for cost reductions/delays (tax reductions,
exemptions, or deferments, etc.)

61

34.7

Rent support

37

21.0

Support for maintaining staff employment (salary
supplement support, etc.)
Special loan support (loan guarantees, etc.)
Support for attracting investment
Commercialization support

76

49
31
25

43.2

27.8
17.6
14.2

Support for creating/increasing demand (new forms
of public procurement, etc.)

15

Support for addressing problems related to business
operation (remote work/WFH, broadening of supply
networks, etc.)

15

8.5

Support for untact sales, marketing/PR

10

5.7

12

10
1

Business stabilization subsidies

Total

빈도

17

16

Expanded support for entering overseas markets

76

104

Government (including local governments)
support expected to be
most helpful in the post-COVID-19 era

10

Expanded support for entering overseas markets

Support for diversifying export sales routes
Technical support
None

17

16

12
10
1

Korean Startup Ecosystem

Base : Total answers, n=208

Did not reduce costs1-20%

55

Proﬁt will increase slightly, with
circumstances generallystaying the same

None

103

Government (including local governments) support expected to be
most helpful in the post-COVID-19 era

Extent of decrease in corporate costs caused by spread of COVID-19
Unit: Number

Unut: Number

Proﬁt will decrease signiﬁcantly

Korea Startup Index 2019

Changes in number of paying customers/users caused by spread of COVID-19

9.7

9.1

6.8

5.7
0.6

• The largest proportion of answers on government (local government) support that is expected to be the most helpful in the postCOVID-19 era focused on business stabilization subsidies (104 answers, 59.1 percent). This was followed by financial support,
such as support for maintaining staff employment (salary supplement support, etc.), support for cost reductions/delays (tax
reductions, exemptions, or deferments, etc.), and special loan support (76, 61, and 49 answers, respectively).
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Corporate preparations for post-COVID-19

Base : Total answers, n=208

Unit: Number

174

Whether Korea’s startup
environment will change
due to COVID-19

Yes

Total
No. of companies

174

%

83.7

Expand untact sales/marketing/PR

No

34

16.3

No

• A total of 174 companies (83.7 percent) responded that changes would occur in Korea’s startup environment due to COVID-19.
Only 34 companies (16.3 percent) responded that changes would not occur.

Establish ﬂexible work methods
(WFH/remote work, ﬂexible work hours, etc.)
Strengthen PR

55

Expand untact sales/marketing/PR

55

39

25

Engage in business development

23

Find areas of demand for
untact consumption/culture

19

16

Discover demand for future technologies

5

21.8
22.4

34

19.5
17.2

28

16.1

25

14.4

26

14.9

25

14.4

23

13.2

Find areas of demand for untact consumption/
culture

19

10.9

Create services for COVID-19 needs

11

6.3

Discover demand for future technologies

11

25.3

31.6

38

30

Strengthen existing business models (reflecting
untact-related features)

25

44

Create new business areas

Discover new areas of online business

26

Strengthen existing business models
(reﬂecting untact-related features)
Engage in business development

33.3

39

Diversify exports

%

58

Establish flexible work methods (WFH/remote
work,
flexible work hours, etc.)
Discover alternative online distribution networks

28

Discover new areas of online business

Develop new transaction routes

Strengthen PR

30

Diversify exports

Secure new sales routes (diversify sellers)

Conduct R&D (to secure core technologies)

34

Discover alternative online
distribution networks

None

No. ofcompanies

38

Conduct R&D (to secure core technologies)

Create services for COVID-19 needs

Corporate preparations for post-COVID-19

44

Develop new transaction routes

Total

Unit: Number

58

Secure new sales routes (diversify sellers)

Create new business areas

34
Yes

Base : Respondents who stated that changes will occur in Korea’s startup environment due to COVID-19, n=174, Multiple answers

None

No answer

16

9.2

5

2.9

1

0.5

Overall impact of COVID-19

Base : Respondents who stated that changes will occur in Korea’s startup environment due to COVID-19, n=174

117

Unit: Number

How Korea’s startup
environment will change due
to COVID-19

Positive

57

Total
No. of companies

57

%

32.8

117

67.2

Negative

• A survey of the 174 companies that responded that changes would occur in Korea’s startup environment due to COVID-19 on
the nature of such changes showed that 70.3 percent (121 companies) believed that the changes would be negative. Only 29.7
percent responded that the changes would be positive/beneficial.

Unit: Number

None

23

Serious operational diﬃculties due to reduced sales
Restriction of business/sales activities due to
restricted everyday circumstances
Interrupted oﬄine activities/outings

20

17

14

Growth of untact businesses

Do not know/no answer

11

59

No. ofcompanies

Serious operational difficulties due to reduced sales

23

None

Restriction of business/sales activities due to restricted
everyday circumstances
Interrupted offline activities/outings
Growth of untact businesses
Do not know/no answer

7

Psychological/emotional depression

Strengthened remote (video) marketing/sales

6

Strengthened remote (video) marketing/sales

Research ideas that will diversify business

6

Strengthened online services

7

6

Suspension of social life

Strengthened online services

Research ideas that will diversify business
Brainstorming of effective WFH methods

Brainstorming of eﬀective WFH methods

5

Market size will shrink

4

Daily life is uncomfortable and anxiety-inducing

4

Other

Will have a negative eﬀect

Daily life is uncomfortable and anxiety-inducing
Delayed foreign investments and
launch of overseas businesses

5

4

Total

Overall impact of COVID-19

Psychological/emotional depression
Suspension of social life

Negative
Positive

Base : Respondents who stated that changes will occur in Korea’s startup environment due to COVID-19, n=174, Multiple answers

Will have a negative effect
Market size will shrink

Delayed foreign investments and launch of
overseas businesses

59
20
17
14
11
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4

46

%
28.4

Korean Startup Ecosystem

• The largest proportion of answers (58, 33.3 percent) on preparations currently being made by the company for the postCOVID-19 era was for securing new sales routes (diversifying sellers). This was followed by expanding untact sales/marketing/
PR (55, 31.6 percent) and developing new transaction routes (44, 25.4 percent).

How Korea’s startup environment will change due to COVID-19

Korea Startup Index 2019

Whether Korea’s startup environment will change due to COVID-19

11.1
9.6
8.2
6.7
5.3
3.4
3.4
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.4
2.4
1.9

1.9
1.9

22.1

• The largest proportion of companies (59, 28.4 percent) responded that the overall effect of COVID-19 would be minimal/nonexistent. This was followed by answers pointing to serious operational difficulties due to reduced sales (23 answers, 11.1
percent) and restrictions of business/sales activities due to the restricted nature of everyday circumstances (20 answers, 9.6
percent). Mid/long-term diversifying of business opportunities, inability to meet clients, and decrease in contracts due to
cancellation of domestic/overseas meetings each received fewer than three answers.
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Success 		
Stories

5
www.born2global.com

www.facebook.com/born2global

www.linkedin.com/company/born2global

KOSDAQ-listed company

Company information
B2G Member 2017, 2018, 2019
Summary

CEO Kim Dongmin, Kim Wontae			
Foundation Fabruary 2014 		
Homepage +jlkgroup.com		
Address 551, Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

State

Staff

60

KRW

203 million

Global Expansion

Laos, Japan, Myanmar,
Kuwait, Europe, USA,
Australia, Indonesia,
Singapore, India

Other Achievements

• Selected to participate in CHAI’s tuberculosis diagnosis project in Laos after being ranked first place in an open bid

Timeline
2014 02 • JLK Inspection founded (as a corporate body)

08 • Certified as a venture firm by the Ministry of SMEs
Technology Finance Corporation

12 • Obtained NET (New Excellent Technology)

08 • Founded a corporate-affiliated research center

2016 02 • Obtained ISO 9001 (quality management system)
and ISO 14001 (environmental management
system) certifications

2017 01 • Received KRW 6.5 billion from five VC firms

Medical Device 100 Project[KHTC1]” (operated by
the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety)

09 • Obtained Inno-Biz certification from the Ministry of
SMEs and Startups

12 • Obtained “Excellent Green-Biz” certification from
the Ministry of SMEs and Startups

• Included on the “K-Global 300” list (operated by

the Ministry of Science, ICT, and Future Planning)

2018 05 • Korea Health Industry Development Institute
Director’s Award

08 • Obtained a Grade 3 medical device permit from

the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety for the JBS01K

(AI-based cerebral infarction analytical solution)

08 • Submitted a permit application to the USFDA for
		

for medical devices) certification

11 • Received a ministerial citation from the Ministry of

2015 05 • Received KRW 1.5 billion from the Korea

		

10 • Obtained ISO13485:2016 (quality medical system

and Startups

03 • Selected for inclusion in the “Next-Generation
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Sales

(as of 2019)

JBS-01K

• AI-based cerebral infarction solutions

(JBS-05K, JBS-06K) featured at Korean Stroke
Society’s Hands-on Workshop

Health and Welfare

certification from the Ministry of Health and
Welfare

Success Stories

JLK
Inspection

Product UNISTRO (AI total solution for strokes)
ATROSCAN (AI analytical solution for dementia)
JVIEWER-X (AI analytical solution for respiratory diseases)

Korea Startup Index 2019

B2G
MEMBER

2019 01 • Presented with a plaque of appreciation from the
Korea Customs Service on Customs Day

04 • Received KRW 20 billion from five VC firms

05 • Founded a branch in Silicon Valley
(JLK Inspection US Inc.)

06 • Trial operation of JBS (Unistrok) (AI-based total

stroke solution) started at Samsung Medical Center
and Dongguk University Ilsan Medical Center

07 • Founded a branch in Tokyo (JLK Inspection Japan)

12 • Received a ministerial citation from the Ministry of
		

		

Science and ICT

• Listed on KOSDAQ

• Signed a commercialization contract with the

Clinton Health Access Initiative after being ranked
first in an open bid for a tuberculosis diagnostic
project in Laos

2020 03 • Began commercialized servicing of ATROSCAN

(an AI analytical solution for brain aging) at Seoul
National University Hospital Healthcare System
Gangnam Center
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A leading company of
the medical AI industry

Success Stories

JLK Inspection (JLK), a leader of the medical
AI industry, is the owner of “AIHuB,” an
all-in-one platform equipped with 37 AI
solutions based on medical videos.

On December 11, 2019, JLK became the first

Korean medical AI company to be listed on
KOSDAQ.

Image deciphering
technology and a medical
engineering Ph.D. join
forces

Around this same time, several key people

other medical AI firm in Korea.

Dong-min, who has a Ph.D. in engineering

by increasingly applying video processing, deep

Won-tae in 2014, the company specialized

working with MRI-based brain data.

When JLK was first founded by CEO Kim
in display testing equipment that combined
simple AI technologies and image deciphering
technologies.

In order to expand the company’s business
areas, an AI team was created in 2015, and

the company began working in earnest to

174

develop medical AI solutions.

joined JLK, including co-CEO and CTO Kim
from the University of Tokyo.

Co-CEO Kim, who is responsible for MRIrelated research, has extensive experience

Applying deep learning to
medical video deciphering
JLK has been commercializing its assets and
producing business outcomes faster than any

These business outcomes are being achieved
learning, and machine-learned technologies to

the existing fields of medical video analysis and
industrial X-ray security solutions.

JLK’s portable medical devices are applied
with technologies that make them as small

and lightweight as possible, meaning that the

results of AI-based medical video analysis can
be viewed anytime, anywhere.

The company is currently making headway in

various international markets, including those
in India, Laos, Myanmar, Kuwait, and China.
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Clinton Foundation, a non-governmental

develop a total analysis solution for strokes

on a medical AI device that blends worksites

JLK was the first company in Korea to
(JBS-01K).

Today, the company holds the world’

s largest number of AI medical analysis
solutions, boasting 37 solutions that can be
used to analyze 14 different body parts.

The company’s all-in-one platform, AIHuB,
is associated with 85 patents and is a
modularized version of traditional diagnostic
algorithms.

A JLK spokesperson said, “The AI source

AIHuB are what set our technologies a cut
above the rest.”

Proven global
competitiveness as the
winning bid for the CHAI
tuberculosis screening
project in Laos

JLK first gained recognition in the global

medical AI market through its participation
in an open bid conducted by the Clinton

Health Access Initiative (CHAI) in late 2019
for a tuberculosis screening project in Laos.

JLK won first place out of all the project
bidders and was selected for the CHAI
project

176

(CHAI is a program associated with the

health organization founded by former US

President Bill Clinton to help citizens of
developing countries).

JLK is also currently collaborating with Intel
using cutting-edge and remote technologies.

A JLK spokesperson commented that
the company has high expectations for

the collaboration: “We hope to create a

synergetic effect between Intel’s vision for

computers, its AI solution development
tool, OpenVINO, and JLK’s medical AI
algorithm.”

Born2Global Centre,
a stepping stone
for expanding into
international markets

As an active participant of the Born2Global

Centre program since 2017, JLK has benefitted
from the Center’s services and largely

attributes its successful expansion overseas to
the center’s specialized consultation services.

CEO Kim Won-tae explained, “Through the

Born2Global Centre we were able to create a
US subsidiary, which is essential for branching
out into more countries.”

JLK also received legal consultations from

Born2Global Centre on issues related to
establishing an overseas subsidiary as well as
patents.

From a medical AI company
to a comprehensive AI
company

networks.

Success Stories

technologies and algorithms realized through

Korea Startup Index 2019

The world’s largest number
of AI medical analysis
solutions

JLK is currently working on obtaining

certifications in Korea and other countries
for its AI-based medical solutions.

In the future, the company will continue to

strengthen its technological prowess and

business value as a means of dominating
medical AI markets at home and overseas.

Its goal is to become a world-class company,

based on its unrivaled products, and to lead
the digital transformation of the healthcare

industry by building global cooperative
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B2G
MEMBER

B2G Member 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020
Summary

CEO Jung Hyunchul

Product At Ear (wireless network security solution for corporate use)
IoT Care (AI-based IoT security solution)
Foundation October 2011
Homepage +norma.co.kr
Address 63, Ttukseom-ro 1-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

State

28

Staff

(as of 2019)

KRW

Timeline

8 billion

2011 10 • Norma founded (as a corporate body)

12 • Developed domestic versions of the AP Blacklist/
• Developed a diagnostic solution for weaknesses in

		

• Released AtEar Enterprise

wireless networks

2012 03 • Signed a contract for the sole distribution of a
wireless network diagnostic solution

11 • Signed a contract for the collaborative development
of the second Korean-style WIPS and supply of the
AP Blacklist/Whitelist in Korea

12 • Developed a smart device-based mobile infiltration
prevention system to create a safe cloud
environment

2013 05 • Founded a corporate-affiliated research center

07 • Registered as a venture firm (Ministry of SMEs and

		

Startups)

• Provided MAC DB (wireless equipment-type)

technology for Smart NAC, IP-Plus, and related
products

10 • Developed Samsung Electronics’ “Bigfi” project

		

• Released a security product for Android

((product process (mobile vaccine) improvement))

2016 02 • Released AtEar 3.0

09 • Signed an exclusive distribution contract for the
Japanese market with Douzone Japan

10 • Released the Android version of AtEar Mobile

11 • Supplied software to the Ministry of National

Defense that addresses weaknesses in wireless
systems

12 • Supplied a wireless forensic product to KOICA Sri
Lanka

2017 01 • Signed an MOU with INNOBOTH for entering the
Chinese market

03 • Selected to receive support from Accelerator
Frankfurt

10 • Ranked first place at K-Demo Day@China

11 • Named a semifinalist at Tech Crunch Shanghai

12 • Included in the “K-Global 300”

2018 04 • Jointly developed a wireless security solution with
Qihoo 360

06 • Won a contract for a KISA project (inspection of

to the Korea Rail Network Authority (as part of a

09 • Founded a branch in Hong Kong

project on strengthening data security systems)

the Korean National Policy Agency

2015 07 • 자본금 증자 1.1억 원
• 대표이사 변경

• Selected as the winning bid for a development
project for the Small and Medium Business

Administration (CCTV security sensor utilizing IoT
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the Small and Medium Business Administration

data management system for KISA

11 • Supplied a wireless weakness diagnostic system to

		

applications)

09 • Selected as the winning bid for a project for

05 • Received a Series A investment of approx. KRW 3.7

07 • Supplied wireless weakness inspection solutions

		

China, Europe

smartphones

2014 04 • Developed a BYOD environmental access restriction

		

Global Expansion

verification values)

• Selected as the winning bid for a project for the

KISA (improving analytical system for malignant

Success Stories

NORMA

Whitelist

		

Sales

billion

weaknesses in multi-user services)

2019 02 • Registered AtEar on Nara Jangteo (government
e-procurement system)

04 • Won a contract for a self-driving car security project
(Ministry of Science and ICT)

10 • Signed an export contract (KRW 3 billion) for IoT
Care with Bugbank (prominent Chinese security
company)

11 • Received a Series B investment of approx. KRW 3.3
billion

12 • Exported IoT Care to Bloudex Electronics (French

electronics/telecommunications equipment company)
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Dreams of becoming
the world’s top wireless
security solutions provider
Hee-jo of Korea University and the members
of his laboratory.

At Lee’s request, Jung began assisting

with Norma’s business operations and
was eventually named CEO in 2014. When
asked why he decided to dedicate himself

entirely to Norma, Jung replied that his
finding answers to the problems he had
encountered throughout his career.

Norma is an IoT security firm that is based on
wireless security technologies. The company

detects security vulnerabilities in wireless

technology and offers individualized solutions.

A company born in a lab

Norma’s current CEO, Jung Hyun-chul, is a
veteran in the security sector who boasts

18 years of work experience. Norma was
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originally founded in 2011 by Professor Lee

Problems with the Korean
security industry, according
to Norma

According to Jung, Korea’s security industry
is currently entangled in a vicious cycle that
is structural in nature. Most Korean security
firms were founded in the early 2000s,

when the IT boom was in its infancy, and
collapsed with the popping of the IT bubble.

Instead of investing in R&D to develop innovative
technologies, many of these companies

were content to remain in the Korean market
instead of expanding outward. Norma hopes to
revolutionize Korea’s current security structure.

other technologies in the ever-growing

source technology necessary on a national

market share, Jung is expecting even more

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth technologies are both

co n ne ct i o n se c u r i t y b e ca u s e o f t h e

Jung believes that security technology is a
level.

growing rapidly, even when compared to

smartphone market.

Based on predictions that IoT, a key

technolog y of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, will continue to expand its

demand in the near future for wireless
growing seriousness of the dangers that

Success Stories

biggest motivation was the possibility of

Wireless security as a
source technology for the
nation

can potentially stem from security failures.

Jung’s goal is to expand Norma so that it is

big enough to supply wireless technological
security solutions worldwide.

More Wi-Fi users but no
security companies

Norma’s foundational technology centers
on the analysis of protocol weaknesses.

The technology detects and informs the
user of weak points in frequently-used
wireless technology protocols (Wi-Fi,

Bluetooth, etc.). At the present time, Norma

is making significant investments into its
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Jung stated that the assistance the company

signing an MOU with the Canadian real estate

invaluable in establishing overseas partnerships

Canada. More specifically, it will soon be

group QuadReal on smart building security,
and is networking with companies in Europe

on Industry 4.0 (a strategic initiative related to

the Fourth Industrial Revolution that is being
spearheaded by the German government).
Norma is also pursuing package deal contracts
R&D to discover ways to find and diagnose

China’s top smartphone manufacturer.

Norma’s technology is not yet fully vetted

did not need such technology. Huawei

new weaknesses. Jung said, “It’s true that
in terms of marketability. We must keep
industry will continue to grow in size.”

From Samsung to Alibaba:
Picking up the pace in the
Chinese market

In 2013, Norma worked in cooperation

with Samsung to equip Samsung

Electronics’ Galaxy S5 with a safe WiFi solution.The result was the invention

of the “secure Wi-Fi module,” a solution
that was eventually free-installed on

the Galaxy Note 8 module exported to

North America and Europe. So far, Jung

has been right in his predictions of the
growing importance of wireless security
technology. Norma proposed the use
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of its secure Wi-Fi module to Huawei,

then suggested that Norma introduce

its solution to Qihoo 360, a Chinese
security firm that supplies the anti-virus

software used by the majority of Chinese

companies. Qihoo360 signed an OEM

contract with Norma, which resulted in
Norma’s security solutions being exported
to China. Norma is currently conducting

business with several Chinese companies,
including Alibaba and Bugbank, allowing

the company to increase the size of
its overseas market share. Norma is
also making attempts to break into the
European and North American markets.

On the brink of expanding
into North America and
Europe

Norma is currently in the process of signing

hoping to build smart buildings and factories.
The company is also working on contracts
with companies in Australia and throughout
Europe (England, France, etc.).

As always, the success of
the overseas debut rests
on relationships with local
partners

Jung emphasized the company’s relationship

with local partners as the most important

aspect of expanding business overseas. The
influence of local partners is especially strong in
China due to China’s guanxi culture. Within this

cultural context, if a company’s relationship with
one of its partners falls apart, it then becomes

virtually impossible for the company to succeed.
Jung stressed that the most important element
of expanding overseas, even in other countries

apart from China, is finding a reliable partner

and maintaining such partnerships throughout
a variety of circumstances.

in that the information provided by Born2Global

Centre (early-stage startup contests, etc.) helped
the company find foreign partners. Jung also

said that Born2Global Centre’s provision of legal
information (on patenting, etc.) helped pave

the way for Norma’s soft landing in the Chinese
market.

Growing prevalence of the
“untact culture” due to
COVID-19, resulting in the
advancement of security
technologies

Jung expressed the opinion that COVID-19

Success Stories

in mind, nevertheless, that the security

Huawei declined at first, stating that it

for security control devices with companies

received from Born2Global Centre was

Korea Startup Index 2019

contracts with companies in Europe and

is much more likely to result in positive
effects for Norma than negative ones. He

predicted that the growing emphasis on the
“untact culture” due to COVID-19 will greatly

increase the demand for IT security, while

also stressing the need for government
support in this area.

He further remarked, “Security technology
is a source technology that will grow in

importance along with the advancement of
the IT sector. Norma’s goal is to sell security

solutions not only in Korea and China but
also in Europe and North America.”
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B2G
MEMBER

B2G Member 2018, 2019, 2020
Summary

CEO Kim Jaehyeok			
Foundation October 2016 			
Address 56, Seongsuil-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

State

31

Staff

Product VR opitical module
Homepage +letinar.com

(as of 2019)

Sales

Global Expansion

North America, Japan

Other Achievements

• Owner of multiple intellectual property rights (patents, designs, logos, etc.) in Korea and overseas

2016 10 • LetinAR founded (as corporate body)

2017 03 • Registered as a venture firm (Ministry of SMEs and
Startups)

05 • Obtained seed investment funds from Naver and
Platinum Technology Investment

2018 01 • Participated in CES 2018

02 • Participated in MWC 2018

06 • Certified as a materials/parts-specializing company

Success Stories

LetinAR

Timeline

07 • Founded a corporate-affiliate research lab

08 • Received a Series A investment (KRW 4 billion/
Kakao, Naver, etc.)

12 • Received a Series A investment (KRW 2 billion/ KB
Investment, etc.)

2019 01 • Participated in CES 2019

02 • Participated in MWC 2019

05 • Participated in AWE 2019

11 • Received a ministerial citation from the Ministry of
		

Science and ICT

• Won the Korean Intellectual Property Office

Director’s Award at the Korea Invention Patent
Exhibition 2019

12 • Received “Best Family Friendly Management”

certification from the Ministry of Gender Equality
and Family

2020 01 • Named a “Youth-friendly Small Giants” by the
Ministry of Employment and Labor

02 • Named a finalist at the SPIE PRISM Awards 2020
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• Named a finalist at the MWC GLOMO Awards 2020
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LetinAR is a technology firm that develops

by observing the simple act of an apple

glasses-style device with VR capabilities.

insight needed to develop their source

optical solutions for smart VR glasses, a
LetinAR’s ultimate goal is to accelerate

commercialization so that its product can
serve as the global standard for VR devices.

CEO Kim Jae-hyeok and Co-founder/
CTO Ha Jung-hoon founded LetinAR in
October 2016. Much like Isaac Newton,

who discovered the universal law of gravity

falling from a tree, Ha and Kim gained the
technology by obser ving the pinhole

effect (a natural phenomenon in which an
object looks clearer when viewed through

a small hole), noting that the same effect

could be created with a mirror and not

glasses can only be considered solid

as a company is R&D, as evidenced by the

high visibility, and the ability to be easily

just the human eye. LetinAR’s first priority

fact that 20 out of its 31 employees are

research staff. LetinAR produces its device
in cooperation with an outside partner
and boasts a higher level of technological

prowess than its competitors because of its
value chain, which centers on the company’

s source technology. Kim said, “Smart

products when they have high usability,
mass-produced. Our strength is that our
product has all three of these qualities.” He
added, “Because our product is in the form

of glasses, it’s important to make the lens
thin and small. We also have to incorporate
as much information as a smartphone.”

Meetings with corporate
decision-makers at overseas
expositions

Success Stories

Inspired by natural
phenomena: a company
founded with a friend
before college graduation
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Dreaming of a VR-led
visual revolution

This year, LetinAR gained much attention
for “PinMR 2020,” which was unveiled at

CES 2020 (an electronics trade show held

each year in Las Vegas). The PinMR 2020
features a commercialized viewing angle,
which is limited in other, preexisting VR
optical technologies. By increasing the

vertical viewing angle from 23 to 40 degrees,

LetinAR was able to raise the smart glasses’
performance level to 73 percent.Actively
participating in overseas expos is one of the
company’s key strategies for breaking into

foreign markets. However, in the beginning,
LetinAR did not have a commercialized
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product, so it was almost impossible for
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begin later in 2020, and LetinAR has the

to the COVID-19 pandemic, but operations

five years. In the process of establishing

The US subsidiary is not yet operational due

are scheduled to begin once the pandemic
situation improves. LetinAR is planning to
open more subsidiaries in areas around

the world where it frequently completes
transactions and in countries where client

companies are located.Kim said, “There

company representatives to meet decision-

are demands for LetinAR products all

makers from global corporations.The

around the world, including in Europe,

company eventually decided to utilize

China, and Japan. Currently, however, most

expos to the fullest extent, promoting

transactions, in terms of the number of

its technologies at both small and large

transactions and transaction amount, come

events. This proactive approach attracted

corporate representatives who were hungry

led to collaborative endeavors. Kim said,

“It’s not easy for small Korean startups

[to have productive meetings with global
corporations]. We solved this problem by

attending a large number of expos in 2017 and

applying for patents in 2020 as well.

Help from the Born2Global
Centre for overseas
subsidiaries and domestic/
foreign patent registration

moment of interacting regularly with two
global corporations, but will be working on

becoming stronger and more stable so that
we can take on more partners.”

year, it decided to aim for at least 20 patents

After an initially cold
reception, LetinAR is
now being recognized
for its technological
sophistication, attracting
KRW 6.8 billion in
investments

chosen as a finalist for the 2020 Global Mobile

LetinAR was able to thoroughly analyze patent

corporations and is working on sales

many patents another trait that has made

identify weak points and, in January 2019,

2018, and at each expo, we did our best to

show attendees how much our technologies
have improved.” Over the past few years,

LetinAR has consistently participated in

various types of events, including not only
CES and the Mobile World Congress (MWC)

but also SPI (an academic conference) and

AWA, a business exposition. LetinAR was even
Awards at this year’s MWC. LetinAR also has
the company well-prepared for its overseas

debut. Of its 40 patents (as of 2019), nine are
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the US. The company has been consistently

registered in Korea, and one is registered in

LetinAR received significant assistance

from the Born2Global Centre throughout

the process of acquiring technologies and

preparing to enter overseas markets. Last
per year. With the help of Born2Global Centre,

applications in Korea and other countries to
was able to establish a subsidiary in Silicon

Valley in the US. Born2Global Centre’s global
network was especially useful in completing

LetinAR sells its device to global
negotiations with over 60 companies. The
contracts do not currently correlate with

any calculable sales amounts because the

products under contract are still in their
test stage. However, sales are expected to

its business foundations, LetinAR received

a Series A investment of KRW 6.8 billion

from Naver. Which is particularly significant
considering Naver’s tendency to avoid

investing in hardware startups. LetinAR

is also preparing to receive another large
investment.

Seeing the world through
VR: Realization of a “visual
revolution”

LetinAR’s greatest strengths are its
technologies and organizational finesse.

As proof of its commitment to technology

development, the company currently
employs over 20 R&D staff members.

Success Stories

for sophisticated technologies and often

from the US. We are only capable at the

goal of becoming a unicorn within the next
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legal tasks.

The company is also known for solving
dilemmas by employing new methods
and approaches. Since the company is the

nation’s premier technology startup, hiring
is typically done from among applicants
with an MS or Ph.D.

Kim’s vision is to fundamentally change

the way people physically see by creating
a “visual revolution.” “The invention of the

telescope allowed us to see things that are
far away, while the microscope helps us see
things that are extremely small. Our goal is

to change the way we see by popularizing
virtual reality through LetinAR’s smart
glasses.”
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B2G
MEMBER

B2G Member 2018, 2019, 2020
Summary

CEO Kim Daehyun			
Foundation June 2014			
Address 419, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

State

Staff

Product JANDI (collaborative work tool)
Homepage +jandi.com

Sales

(as of 2019)

39

Global Expansion

Taiwan, Japan,
Vietnam, UAE, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore,
etc. (63 countries)

Other Achievements

• Top-ranking collaborative work tool application in Taiwan (for Google Play), with over 600 client companies in Japan
• A collaborative work tool currently used by over 200,000 business teams, from startups to conglomerates

Timeline
2014 06 • Toss Lab founded (as a corporate body)

12 • Obtained KRW 2 billion in investments from SoftBank
Ventures and Cherubic Ventures

2015 01 • Founded a branch in Taiwan
05 • Launched JANDI

		

• Winner (and Q Prize recipient) of the BeGLOBAL Seoul
Contest 2015

07 • Named “Service of the Month” at the Korea Mobile
Awards 2015 (Ministry of Science, ICT, and Future
Planning)

09 • Won first place at Q Prize Global 2015 (QualComm
Ventures)

12 • Received a Pre-Series A investment of KRW 3 billion

		

• Designated an Outstanding IT Startup for the
“K-Global 300”

2016 04 • Exceeded 50,000 JANDI-using teams

2017 02 • Received a Series A investment of KRW 1.5 billion

03 • Included in the Google Play Store’s “Top Apps for

		

South Korea 2017”

• Paid version of JANDI (Premium, Enterprise) released

12 • Received the Gold Prize at the Korea GoodApp

Assessment Awards 2017 (hosted by: Korea Economic

		

Daily)

• Received a ministerial commendation from the

2018 01 • Received KRW 6 billion in investments
02 • Exceeded 100,000 JANDI-using teams

07 • Received the Jury Gold Award at the 2018 IDEAS
Show in Taiwan

10 • Exceeded 150,000 JANDI-using teams

Success Stories

TossLab

• Over 2 million users, 100 percent sales growth for three consecutive years, conversion to paid use: 40 percent

2019 01 • Signed a partnership contract with Vision, Inc. (Japan)
		

• Signed a partnership contract with Right Ideas
(Philippines)

05 • Founded a branch in Malaysia
07 • Entered the Dubai market

08 • Exceeded 200,000 JANDI-using teams

		
		

• Released JANDI Drive (cloud storage device)

• Won first place at the Vietnam Startup Wheel 2019
(International Track)

09 • Won first place at the Global Entrepreneurs Awards
2019 (HSR Epicenter)

10 • Released Vietnamese language version of JANDI

12 • Won first place at the “176th Startup Battle in Dubai”

		

• Received a ministerial’s citation for its contributions
to the advancement of the software industry

2020 02 • Semifinalist at the Korea finals of the AIM Startup
Pitch Competition 2020 (Dubai)

04 • Exceeded 2 million JANDI-using teams

Ministry of Science and ICT at the K-ICT Cloud Awards
2017
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Toss Lab is the company that developed

“JANDI,” a collaborative work tool that
is more famous now than ever before in

environments, which have thrived due to
the prolonged COVID-19 pandemic.

T h e co m pa n y b ega n d e v e l o p i n g i ts
collaborative tools in 2015, when work
messenger services were virtually non-existent
in Korea. Today, JANDI has more users in
Korea than any other product of its kind.

Toss Lab was founded by four entrepreneurs

who joined forces with the aim of becoming
the greatest B2B startup in Asia.

Kim Dae-hyeon, Toss Lab’s CEO, founded

the company after gaining experience at
big-name companies like LG and TMON.

Doubling annual growth
year through complete and
thorough localization

services, such as 100 percent representation

rapidly. Sales for JANDI, which occupies a

JANDI is already showing statistically

The collaborative tool market is growing
dominant position in Korea’s collaborative

tool market, are doubling each year, with its

in Hangeul, the use of familiar characters/
icons, and real-time customer support,

which especially comes in handy when a
problem arises.”

significant growth in foreign markets.

Success Stories

the work-from-home (WFH) and untact

A service that makes
working easier
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The undiscovered
potential of
the collaborative tool

number of users surpassing the two million
mark in April 2019. The tool is currently

used by many companies from startups
such as Ziptoss, Daeri Jubu, and Zipdoc, to

mid-sized and large companies such as CJ
and LG CNS.

The secret to JANDI’s success in the global

market, even amidst intense competition

from foreign-made collaborative tools, is

Toss Lab’s relentless pursuit of localization.
Kim said, “JANDI was designed to best

meet the needs of the Korean corporate
environment in terms of function, usability,
and customer management. JANDI satisfies
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demands that cannot be met by foreign
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line between the user’s work life and private

methods brought about by COVID-19 will

funding in June of this year.

total sales occurring in Japan and Taiwan.

users not to use commercial messenger

that is unique to the collaborative tool

be able to respond more quickly to changes

are based overseas, with 12 percent of

Together with the solid upward IT trend
being seen in the Taiwanese and Japanese
markets, the Chinese and Southeast Asian

markets (Vietnam, Malaysia, etc.) are
expected to grow in the coming years.

Messenger services,
the greatest rival of the
collaborative tool

In a market that is always full of competitors,

Kim stressed that JANDI’s biggest rival is not
other collaborative tools but rather messenger

services. “It’s not that people aren’t using
collaborative tools.

The real problem is that they are being used
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ineffectively because there is no dividing

life. We feel that it’s important to convince
services.”

In JANDI’s early days, Kim’s greatest challenge
was convincing companies of the collaborative
tool’s effectiveness.

“There are two different ways that can be

used to show people JANDI’s effectiveness:

they either have to experience it for
themselves or see an example of how the

tool should be used. The hardest part was
giving as many companies as possible the

opportunity to try JANDI for themselves
so that we could accumulate positive user
reviews.” Toss Lab has since gathered such
reviews from roughly 200,000 companies.

Toss Lab, which was already doubling
annually in size, is currently securing even
more users than usual due to COVID-19.

Kim hopes that the changes in work

make more companies realize the efficiency

The company’s next goal:
Becoming Asia’s No.1 SaaS

Since its foundation, Toss Lab has regularly

received assistance from Born2Global Centre,
including introductions to relevant investors

and information/support from diverse sectors.
Toss Lab’s goal is to continue receiving aid

from Born2Global Centre so that it can expand
overseas and become the top SaaS in Asia.

Starting with a Series A investment in

January 2018, Toss Lab has received a total
of KRW 13 billion from investment firms

wOnce it receives these funds, Toss Lab will
in corporate clients’ perceptions of the
collaborative tool.

Kim feels that clients are already becoming

Success Stories

Currently, 15 percent of the service’s users

more open-minded about using collaborative
tools. In Korea, where conglomerates stand at

the forefront of work culture trends, over 1,000
companies have started using collaborative
tools.

Kim’s short-term goal is to secure more

big-name clients so that JANDI is the first
collaborative tool that comes to mind
among the general public. In the long-term,

Kim has the goal of growing Toss Lab into
Asia’s number-one SaaS enterprise.

such as SoftBank Ventures, Qualcomm

Ventures, and the Korea Development Bank.

Toss Lab is scheduled to receive Series B
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Company information
B2G Member 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020
Summary

CEO Lee Chaehyun
Product • Dable News (recommends high-quality, individually-tailored content based on analyses of the personal interests of website visitors)
• Dable Native Ad (displays advertisements in a format that is similar to website content and reflects user interests)
• Karamelai (recommends products that match user interests)
Foundation May 2015
Homepage +dable.io
Address 431, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

State

72

Staff

(as of 2019)

KRW

13.6 billion

Sales

Korea Startup Index 2019

B2G
MEMBER

Global Expansion

Vetnam, Malaysia,
Philippines

Other Achievements

• 2,300 partnerships with media companies worldwide (as of 2020)

• 2016: Obtained a Series A investment of KRW 1.12 billion (Stonebridge Ventures, Kakao Ventures)

• 2017: Obtained a Series B investment of KRW 3 billion (DSC Investment, Samsung Venture Investment, Stonebridge Ventures,
Kakao Ventures)

Timeline
2015		

• Dable founded (as a corporate body)

		

• Included in the “K-Global 300”

		
		

• Obtained venture firm certification from the Korea
Venture Business Association

		

• Received a ministerial commendation from the

		

• Selected for the TIPS program (private, investment-

2016		

• Launched Dable Native Ads

2017		

• Received the Korea Institute of Start-up and

2018		

• Launched Karamelai

		

• Founded a branch in Indonesia

		

		
2019		
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• Launched Dable News

Success Stories

Dable

• 2015: Attracted KRW 600 million in seed investments (Kakao Ventures, SK Planet)

Ministry of Science, ICT, and Future Planning at the
DB-Stars Awards

based support provided to technology startups)

• Received the grand prize at the Korea Online
Advertising Awards

Entrepreneurship Development Director’s Award at
the TIPS Awards

• Founded a branch in Taiwan

• Selected for inclusion in the NIA (National Information
Society Agency) Distribution-Consumption Big Data
Platform Consortium

		

• Received a ministerial commendation from the

2020		

• Selected for the Ministry of Science and ICT’s

Ministry of Science and ICT

“Software High-Growth Club 200”
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Becoming
Asia’s No. 1 content
discovery platform

through “Dable News.”

springboard, Dable expanded overseas and

its ad profit share business model, which

In recognition of its technologies and

It also received many positive reviews for
is mutually beneficial to Dable and media
In its first year, Dable achieved tens of

millions of KRW in sales, rapidly increasing

its sales starting from its second year.

Using its stable domestic business as a

Dable’s primary service provides data-

Indonesia, etc.).

visitors, suggesting contents of specific

it services, including those in Vietnam and

grounded recommendations to website

interest to each individual user. Currently
(as of March 2020), the company provides

individualized content/product services to
approximately 2,300 corporate clients in
industries such as commerce, the media,

and content distribution. In 2017, Dable
used its individualized recommendation

platform technology to successfully break
into multiple Asian markets (Japan, Taiwan,
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growth potential, Dable received a total of

KRW 8.2 billion from major investors such as
NHN Payco, Samsung Venture Investment,
DSC Investment, Kakao Ventures, and
Stonebridge Capital.

Success Stories

companies.

continued to increase its sales.

It is now expanding the number of companies
Malaysia, and aims to become Asia’s numberone content discovery platform.

The potential of
the individualized
recommendation platform

Dable secured several clients in its first year
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taxation systems and laws of overseas

markets. When we were struggling to hire

staff for our foreign branches and with taxrelated issues, the help and consultations
provided by the Born2Global Centre were
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the services of experts specializing in the

very useful.”

regarded as a small market, at best, currently
produces over KRW 400 million in sales per
month.

Based on the aforementioned experiences,

Dable entered Vietnam, Malaysia, and the

Philippines, and has two more overseas
branches scheduled to open later this year.

Centre’s resources while preparing to go

Overseas expansion for
consistent growth

as market size, potential for success, and

as a means of continuing the growth of the

s stance at the time was to make decisions

In 2017, Dable sought to expand overseas
company.

The decision to go overseas was made
based on assessments that the company’s

previous outcomes its experience developing
and providing consultations on data-based
recommendation services and its experience

with operating automated ad platforms, etc.
were competitive enough to appeal to foreign
markets.

Dable CEO Lee Chae-hyun said, “We
researched a lot of overseas markets in
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terms of their different characteristics, such

current market competition. As a result, we

concluded that it would be best to target

Indonesia, Taiwan, and Japan. Since Dable’

based on data, even if it meant starting

overseas.

It received support for the distribution

of press releases in English and the local
languages of target countries and received
consultations and services related to PR,
marketing, taxes, and other legal matters.

Born2Global Centre also allowed Dable to

small, we decided to start small as opposed

participate in IR events, held for foreign

prospective targets.”

the groundwork for securing a long-term

to engaging in prolonged arguments over

Branching out beyond Korea was no easy
task, but Dable’s efforts resulted in satisfactory
outcomes.

Today, overseas sales account for 25 percent
of Dable’s total sales.

Additionally, Dable is overwhelmingly the

most visible and competitive company
in Indonesia. Taiwan, which was initially

investment firms, which ultimately laid
overseas network.

Dable was recognized for its outstanding
results in foreign markets at the Born2Global
Centre Alumni Night 2019 and received a

ministerial commendation from the Ministry

of Science and ICT (the ministry’s highest
award).

Lee said, “It’s difficult for startups to hire

Lee first became interested in turning
technologies into reality while interning

at NASA during his years as a graduate
student.

Lee’s desire to develop technologies that

can have an immediate impact on people’
s lives, as opposed to research, which can
sometimes take over 10 years to complete,

led Lee away from the research field,

Success Stories

Dable made efficient use of Born2Global

A service that connects
users with the media and
content

causing him to become a developer at a
conglomerate and ultimately the CEO of his
own startup.

Dable is transitioning from being a Korean
platform for personalized recommendations
to an Asia-wide content discovery platform.

The platform now features an auction

system (ad exchange) that increases

the effectiveness of advertisements and

provides services to media companies in

many countries, allowing as many Asian
users as possible to easily search for desired
content.

Dable’s mission of “connecting users,
media, and content” is continuing to evolve.
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B2G
MEMBER

B2G Member 2015, 2016, 2017, 2019, 2020
Summary

CEO Lim Hyon
Product IFO, IFO-S, Draco-R, Draco, OOri
Foundation March 2014
Homepage +uvify.com
Address 100, Inheon-gil, Gwanak-gu, Seoul

State

Staff

12

(as of 2019)

KRW

1.2 billion

• Best Drone Award at CES 2017

Sales

Global Expansion

Portugal, Spain, Switzerland,
Austria, Romania, Poland,
USA, Canada, Mexico,
Lebanon, Australia,
Philippines, Singapore,
Turkey

Other Achievements

• Winner at the Dronebot Challenge Award 2019

Timeline
2014 03 • UVify founded (as a corporate body)
2015		

• Received investment funds from Kakao Ventures

2017		

• Released Draco (FPV drone)

2016		
2018		
		

• Received investment funds from NCSoft

Success Stories

UVify

• Selected as a Startup Original Advertisement 2019 by Shinhan Financial Group

• Released OOri (ultra-small FPV drone)

• Released Draco-R (AI-based research drone)

2019 01 • Released IFO (world’s first commercial cluster drone)
06 • Selected for the Korean government’s drone

regulation sandbox (cluster drone component)

07 • Received award at the AI R&D Grand Challenge 2019
08 • Performed a drone light show at NC Dinos’ Mint
		

Festival

• Created the world’s largest Korean flag using drones
in commemoration of Korea’s 74th Gwangbokjeol
(National Liberation Day)

11 • Performed at ASEAN Fantasia (pre-concert for the
ASEAN-ROK Commemorative Summit 2019)

2020 01 • Started importing IFO-S

			 (research-use cluster drone)
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Approximately 150 drones were launched

through the use of our light shows.” UVify

of the gradually growing drone market

R e p u b l i c o f K o r ea C o m m e m o rat i v e

of Seoul National University’s Mechanical

UVify designs everything necessary to

into Busan’s night sky for the ASEANS u m m i t ( A KCS ) , w h i c h w a s h e l d i n
November 2019. By changing positions

succession, the national flags of all the
participating countries. The orchestrator

of the drone show in Busan was UVify, a

Korean drone startup. CEO Lim Hyun said,
“Our goal is to become the top company
in the world in the field of cluster drones

was founded in 2015 by Ph.D. graduates
and Aerospace Engineering Department.

Lim, whose childhood dream was to
become a pilot, chose to forego a career

of maneuvering planes himself in order to
“fly” drones based on computer research

and robotics. Lim said, “I wanted to fulfill

my dream of being a pilot by creating a
program that could fly aircraft. However,
there were no companies that could

achieve the maneuvering methods I was
interested in. Just before finishing my

doctorate studies, I saw the potential

and decided to start my own company.”

fly drones, from the control program to
individual parts (drone frames, etc.). DJI,
a prominent drone company,primarily

produces private and industrial drones.
UVify, on the other hand, focuses on
drones that are geared toward corporate

clients rather than individual consumers.

The product that placed UVify on the map

is the Draco, a racing drone that can go as
fast as 160km/h when moving in a straight

line. In 2017, UVify was ranked among the
“Drones of CES 2017.”

Pioneering the drone light
show by commercializing
cluster drones

UVify’s main business area is cluster drones,
a technology in which multiple drones move
together simultaneously.

The most important consideration when
realizing this technology is making sure

that the drones do not collide with one

Success Stories

a n d co l o r s , t h e d r o n e s c r e a t e d , i n
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Lighting up the
night with drones

another while moving along their predetermined routes. UVify’s cluster drone,

the IFO, can fly for up to 20 minutes at
up to five meters per second, which is
the optimal speed for achieving the rapid
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and dynamic movements needed for light
shows. Released in January 2019, the IFO

stole the spotlight at CES 2019 as the world’
s first commercial cluster drone. In June
2019, UVify was selected to participate in a

regulatory sandbox with NCSoft. To date,

over 100 drone shows have been held in
Korea and overseas, including not only those

held in AKCS and St. Moritz (Switzerland)

but also in Poland, Romania, Mexico, and

drones. We are working on preparing a

Moritz, a drone show was held in sub-zero

of the year, but this involves making the

Australia. On December 31 of last year in St.

weather, with the drones flying 500 meters
over a frozen lake. A drone light show was
first performed in 2018 by Intel, which
captivated the world with approximately

PyeongChang Winter Olympic Games. UVify’

s products and technologies enable a show
to be held at any venue with just 150-200

drones. Unlike Intel, which sells neither the
products nor equipment used for its drone

shows, UVify has commercialized products

that can be used for any drone show format

in any location. Lim explained, “Intel does

not sell cluster drone technologies or goods.
We, on the other hand, have prepared our
products over the course of an entire year.

Our business model is based on the idea

that companies can operate on their own,

and we prefer to promote this concept of
self-operation instead of promoting the

shows that we perform all over the world.”
He also said, “Because our shows use fewer

drones than Intel’s shows, it is essential
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for us to be able to accurately position our

drones more precise in their movements

and safer to maneuver. We will be focusing
on developing technologies that are truly

innovative rather than on one-time events
that are mainly for show.”

Born2Global Centre, a
reliable partner for overseas
expansion
UVify engages in constant communication
with customers all over the world by
uploading resources to its website and

by operating a YouTube channel that

introduces its drones and related services.
The company also regularly participates in

events like CES to maintain relationships
with foreign companies and has consistently
produced significant export outcomes.This

has resulted in the IFO being exported to 10
countries, including the US and countries

in Europe and the Middle East. The biggest

source of help during UVify’s preparations
to expand overseas was the Born2Global

funding. UVify holds two registered patents

export contracts with foreign companies.

applications in the US and Europe. Lim

from Born2Global Centre while writing
Born2Global Centre’s connections to vetted
attorneys, as well as its financial support,

allowed UVify to quickly finish necessary

tasks without having to devote large
amounts of time to obtaining adequate
assistance. Lim said, “We didn’t know

where to turn for help. Born2Global Centre’
s connections made it possible for us to

choose from several law firms that were, of

course, already vetted in advance. The legal

tasks were much easier to handle because
Born2Global Centre took the initiative
on many occasions, especially for more

delicate tasks such as price negotiations.”

The Born2Global Centre makes great
efforts to provide services and support
that are tailored to the specific needs of
each individual startup. When a startup

wishes to submit a patent application,

the Born2Global Centre first conducts a

feasibility/appropriateness review, after
which it systematically supports the startup

and has submitted four other patent

said, “Even when compared to other startup
incubators, the Born2Global Centre’s support
is the best.”

Goals of commercializing
technology-concentrated
autonomous flight by end
of the year

Success Stories

1,800 drones at a show held in honor of the

drone show with 400-500 drones by the end

Centre.UVify also received legal support

For the past four years, Lim has been
working on autonomous flight technology,

resulting in the designing of a drone that

can recognize objects and avoid obstacles
without the use of GPS. Lim said, “After

thinking only of self-flight technology for
four years, we developed a product last
year that features this type of technology.
Our goal is to produce a commercialized
autonomous flight drone by the end of the
year.”

with everything needed to expand overseas,
from hiring a patent attorney to providing
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B2G
MEMBER

B2G Member 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020
Summary

CEO Baek Seungtae
Product AI-based traffic condition prediction platform
Foundation June 2015
Homepage +bluesignal.co.kr
Address 193, Munji-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon

State

18

Staff

Sales

(as of 2019)

Global Expansion

Middle East,
South America, China

Other Achievements

• Can predict various traffic conditions through specialized AI-based traffic prediction engines,
with an accuracy rate of 94.8 percent

• Obtained various international contracts through technology consortiums and
partnered growth strategies with diverse local companies

2015 06 • BlueSignal founded (as a corporate body)

02 • Gained venture firm certification from the Korea
Venture Business Association

05 • Introduced “Predict Drive” to AUDI and HERE
Technologies

09 • Introduced its traffic prediction technology to the
		

Google X-team

• Received a participatory award at BIGdata STARtup
(Business Model category)

11 • Conducted PoC with a data center in Shenzen, China

		

• Selected as a “K-Global Startup Overseas Expansion
Booster”

2017 02 • First Korean company to receive a special award at
		

the International Intelligent Vehicle Expo (Beijing)

• Selected for an overseas accelerator project

04 • Selected as one of seven startups to be mentored by
Infiniti Lab Singapore

05 • Participated in a study on converged ICT systems for
urban disaster/accident response

12 • Signed an MOU with CarForce (USA)

2018 01 • Signed a project MOU with GlobeTech (Thailand)
02 • Signed an MOU with Pantonium (Canada)

04 • Participated in a project by Daejeon Metropolitan City
on traffic congestion response in urban areas

06 • Provided consultation services to the SKT Research

09 • Participated in an empirical planning study by
		

Gyeonggi-do Office on the quaternary sector

• Selected as a “First Penguin Business” by the Korea
Credit Guarantee Fund

11 • Founded a branch in Hong Kong (Wan Chai)

		

• Introduced innovative technologies (HUD, AI traffic

Success Stories

BlueSignal

Timeline

signal) to Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella

2019 01 • Ranked a Global Top1 in all smart city components
by JumpStarter Alibaba Group

04 • Signed a contract with gDi (a traffic prediction
solution agency in the Middle East)

07 • Signed an MOU for KRW 7 billion with the Hualu
Group for the development of a smart AI traffic
system

09 • Participated in Daegu Metropolitan City’s smart city
planning project

12 • Signed an MOU with CEO Florencia Ferrer (E-Strategia
P ublica) on smart city systems in Brazil

2020 01 • Won a contract for KRW 2 billion to create an AI traffic
signal system in Dubai

02 • Currently working on contracts with the UAE’s

Department of Transportation for the application of
BlueSignal technologies to the taxis, airports, and
smart messaging systems of Dubai

Center on predictive algorithm sophistication

08 • Founded a branch in Silicon Valley (USA)
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T h e i d e a b e h i n d B l u eS i g n a l b e g a n

models can be changed by manipulating the

father died in an ambulance that was taking

the information that best suits its needs.

approximately 20 years ago, when a friend’s
him to the hospital, but was unable to arrive

in time to save his life because there was too

much traffic. In the early 2000s, CEO Baek

Seung-tae of BlueSignal worked in a software
solutions company in the US. After returning

to Korea, Baek headed a data technology

conglomerate an experience that convinced
him that the problems of Korea’s traffic

system can be solved using IT. BlueSignal
uses an AI-based traffic prediction engine to
develop diverse platform services that offer

various traffic information, tailored to the
needs of the transportation industry and
related industries.

The company develops innovative service

models for the auto, distribution, traffic
signal, and insurance industries. These service

predictive data, providing each industry with

Ability to predict traffic
conditions, anywhere from
two minutes to six hours in
the future

The service models can be used to predict

traffic conditions anywhere from two
minutes to six hours in the future. The

services provided by BlueSignal have
an accuracy level of 94.28 percent the

highest in the world. Baek said, “A tragedy

caused by a relatively small traffic problem
eventually led to the creation of a startup. I

wanted to solve problems that no one had
attempted to solve. My sense of mission is

actually growing the more we find answers

to the traffic problem, which is definitely

quickest, safest route. In 2018, BlueSignal

main solutions: Signal Optimizer, Safe

seven companies by Infinity Lab.The

a social issue.” BlueSignal offers three

Driving Advisor, and Congestion Prediction.
The Signal Optimizer is a solution that

optimizes all of a city’s signal cycles in
each direction to predict future traffic
volume and uses this data as the basis for

controlling traffic signals. This solution

can be used with existing infrastructure
and has already been applied to smart
city projects in China, the Middle East, and

South America that are scheduled to begin

this year. For the Safe Driving Advisor, an
AI algorithm uses information such as real-

time road conditions (including driver

tendencies), past data on the desired
route, real-time vehicle status (such as

acceleration, deceleration, and distance

between vehicles), etc. to ascertain different
degrees of risk. Based on this information,

the service then gives the driver directions
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via a navigation system or HUD for the

was selected as one of the world’s top
company was also the first Korean company

to be recognized at the International
Intelligent Vehicle Expo for its technology in

Beijing. BlueSignal’s third major solution,
Congestion Prediction, is a new kind of

Success Stories

system development team in a Korean

Korea Startup Index 2019

The future of traffic
information

mobility solution that accurately predicts

traffic conditions and signals along the road

to the driver’s destination and proposes the
quickest, most risk-free route. This solution
forms the foundation of real-time signal

cycle control, which is an integral part of
any smart city’s future traffic prediction

system. This solution can potentially reduce
traffic congestion and/or accidents and

is based on an independently-developed
prediction engine technology that is already
known for its world-class quality. Based on

its technical prowess, BlueSignal has also
advised the SK Telecom Research Center on
future prediction algorithms.
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Global PR, patents, and
business expansion all
made possible thanks to the
Born2Global Centre

B2Gs, most of which are foreign automakers,

wide range of support the company has

BlueSignal’s main clients are B2Bs and
distributors, and transportation-related state

institutions. It was these types of companies

and government institutions-including major
cities in the UAE and China and Brazilian
public institutions-companies that first

recognized the innovativeness of BlueSignal’
s traffic solutions. Most of these companies/

institutions come to BlueSignal with requests
on predictive transportation data), or a
transportation system that connects to an

established network. BlueSignal signed an

MOU with the China Hualu Group for RMB
41 million. It was also selected to participate
for three years in the Roads and Transport

Authority’s AI signal optimization test project,

backed by KRW 4 billion in funding, and is
currently working with base industries in

Dubai to supply key technologies for the

transportation of the future (taxis, airports,

smart messaging systems, etc.). The
company is additionally working on a Dubai

taxi project, backed by KRW 2.7 billion in
funding. Preparations are also underway for
a collaborative project between BlueSignal

and Abu Dhabi’s Department of Transport as
well as a project with ADNOC related to the
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shipment of Middle Eastern oil.

BlueSignal’s increasing prominence in

foreign markets is largely due to the
received from the Born2Global Centre

since 2017.The company has received

concentrated assistance not only for
the purposes of domestic/overseas PR

and road shows but also for the filing
of overseas patent applications and
the creation of an office in Hong Kong,

which is part of the company’s efforts

to expand overseas. This type of multifaceted support and the confidence and

new sales routes that it has resulted in
is one of the reasons that existing and

prospective foreign clients continue to
seek out BlueSignal. CEO Baek said,

“The Born2Global Centre not only gave
B l u eS i g n a l a g l o ba l v i s i o n b u t a l s o

strongly encouraged other companies
to invest in us. The Born2Global Centre is

the only institution I know of that goes

beyond infrastructure support, providing
a wide range of help that goes as far as

ascertaining market demand in targeted
countries and actively providing all the
support needed to do business in each
country.”

Independent funding
without outside
investment-a sign of high
business potential

Until very recently, BlueSignal conducted

business without the help of outside
investors. The company’s stance, from
the very beginning, was that it wanted

to work and grow with the partners of

its own choosing. It is because of this
sense of independence that BlueSignal’s

growth engine and potential are being so
highly evaluated. BlueSignal is currently

receiving investment proposals from

relevant companies and public institutions
in the US, China, Australia, and the Middle

East and is engaging in negotiations

with outside investors to usher in a new
phase of growth and possibilities. Its goal
at the moment is to establish a “global

standard intelligent, AI-based traffic

prediction service platform.” By creating

a system that can easily be applied to
diverse industries in different countries,
BlueSignal hopes that its solutions can be
used even more easily and conveniently.

Success Stories

for an effective signal control system, based
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Foreign companies and
government institutions
among the first to
acknowledge the company’
s innovative solutions

Making social contributions
by sharing technologies
with the public

Baek said, “We are going to keep striving

to make our technologies the key
technologies that are at the forefront of

smart transportation. We want to teach
our prediction technologies to ordinary
consumers as a means of reducing traffic

congestion and accidents this is our
contribution to society.”
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B2G
MEMBER

B2G Member 2015, 2017, 2020
Summary

CEO Lee Bokkee		
Foundation April 2015		
Address 142, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

State

96

Staff

Product Career growth platform
Homepage +wanted.co.kr

(as of 2019)

Sales

Global Expansion

Japan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Taiwan

Other Achievements

• No. of members: 1.3 million; No. of corporate clients: 8,000; size of resume DB: 1 million files; 		
cumulative investments: KRW 21.7 billion

2015 04 • Wantedlab founded (as a corporate body)
		

• Selected for SparkLabs’ fifth startup program

		

• Released Wanted, a hiring platform based on friend

05 • Selected for Google Campus’ first startup program
recommendations

09 • Received a Series A investment of KRW 1.7 billion

Success Stories

wantedlab

Timeline

2016 11 • Received the grand prize at the Korea Mobile Awards
2016

12 • Received KRW 1 billion in investments for
Japanese affiliate

2017 04 • Released Wanted in Japan

05 • Received a Series B investment of KRW 9 billion

2018 04 • Released Wanted in Hong Kong, Singapore,
			 and Taiwan

06 • Acquired Kredit Job (corporate data platform with
information on 470,000 companies

			 throughout Korea)

07 • Released an AI matching service

			 (first of its kind in Korea) based on data on
			 which kinds of users are actually hired by
			 which companies

08 • Released Match Up (cognitive search service)

2019 06 • Received KRW 10 billion in investments

11 • Selected as a “Next Unicorn” by the Ministry of SMEs
and Startups

2020 05 • 1.3 million members and 8,000 clients worldwide
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they know. Wanted was established to

capitalize on this idea of recommending

acquaintances and friends. The Wanted
service operates based on a system in which
users get paid when they receive benefits

from the site (i.e. when they or their friends

get hired). Existing job portals, which are
based on advertisement models, prioritize

secret behind the company’s monthly sales

encourage more clicks. Wanted, however,

growth rate of 10 percent (tripled growth

ad exposure to as many users as possible to
Wanted is a job transfer platform that is

with approximately 7,000 corporate clients.

After recommending someone for a job, if

and now facilitates online/offline user meet-

based on acquaintance recommendations.

the person actually lands the job, both the
recommender and recomendee receive
in May 2015 and currently has 1.2 million

members in five Asian countries (including
Japan and Singapore) who are being matched

ups (both for career success and personal
reasons) and offers diverse career-related
services (e.g. education).

Acquaintance-recommended
employment service released
after reading changes in the
market

Wanted commercialized its business by
opening an acquaintance recommendation
hiring system on a mobile platform. In the
past, many job portals used the strategy of

views the existence of the user on the

platform as equally important as whether

the user eventual gets hired, which is why
it gathers data on the types of users that

pass the document screening and/or are
hired by which companies. Wantedlab’s

CEO Lee Bok-kee said, “Nowadays, big data

of approximately KRW 1 billion and monthly
each year).

“The Wanted Way:”
Consistent technological
advancement

and AI predictions can easily be used to

Recently, with the number of matches

chance of being hired by a certain type of

exceeded 1 million, Wanted’s accuracy

show us what type of user has the highest

company.” Lee stressed that Wantedlab’s

strongest competitive edge is “the fact that,

unlike existing job portals, which make the
most profitable ads the most visible, priority

is given to exposing the user to the most

suitable job position.” This approach is the

between users and companies having

Success Stories

a monetary gift. The service was released

Recently, Wanted has moved beyond hiring

Korea Startup Index 2019

A job transfer service
based on acquaintance
recommendations

current employees to recommend people

rate has gone up to as high as 70 percent.
Wanted’s corporate culture also plays a

significant role in the company’s continual
technological improvement.

At Wanted, there are six collaborative rules
that are collectively known as the “Wanted

exposing users to hiring ads to match the

needs of companies during large, en masse
hiring periods (which are typical in Korea,
especially of larger companies).

However, society began to change, and
companies increasingly shifted to hiring
on a rolling basis instead of hiring during
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fixed periods, while increasingly asking
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Way” that must be followed when working

Wanted received the same type of support

of measures, whether or not they wanted

because early ideas change constantly after

2) exchanging constructive feedback; 3)

usually provide to nascent startups namely,

companies are now willing to implement AI,

putting together a team of people whose

with others: 1) being a positive coworker;
everything, from start to finish; 5) resolving
customer-related problems using data; and

6) always keeping deadlines and maintaining
quality control. Lee said, “We made the six

rules based on the lessons we learned from
the successes and failures of Wanted’s early
days. These rules not only allow employees to

reflect on their work techniques on a monthly
basis but also help promote a cooperative

work culture in which employees give each
other feedback every quarter.”

Accelerating expansion
into overseas markets and
taking advantage of postCOVID-19 opportunities
218

information on foreign markets and legal

advice. Lee stressed that funding from the
Born2Global Centre, provided to cover the
costs associated with submitting patent

applications, was especially helpful in
establishing the company’s services abroad.

Today, Wanted is intent on finding new

business opportunities. By responding quickly
to changes in the post-COVID-19 hiring market,

the company hopes to find a new growth
engine. Thus far, many experts in personnel

management firms have been discussing

issues such as AI utilization, untact hiring,
and online conferences. However, due to the
conservative nature of the industry, most of
these changes have not been implemented
and are still being discussed.

Lee said, “After COVID-19, most companies

were forced to experiment with these kinds

to. We are increasingly seeing that more

untact hiring, and online meetings than we

initially expected. We have also experienced

this shift as a company. After we converted
our job-based meetings (which were all

offline) to online meetings, we began to find

new opportunities to connect speakers of
foreign languages to foreign users.”

The importance of choosing
necessary work over fun
work

For Lee, the biggest advantage of starting
his own company was being able to directly

experience the hardships of entrepreneurship

a startup is actually launched, Lee said that
abilities and networks complemented each

other turned out to be more important than

the business item itself. Lee added that
another challenge he faced was “scaling

Success Stories

being open to challenging tasks; 4) sharing

From the Born2Global Centre that they

up” the company before his team members

lost steam. When attempting to grow the
company, he was faced with the challenge of

ascertaining each idea’s potential using only a
limited amount of resources. He said, “I would

recommend choosing what is important over
what is fun. This is because, once something

is turned into a business, the fun quickly
disappears, leaving only hardships. The things
that are important, on the other hand, remain
important, no matter what.”

after leaving a stable job. He stressed that the
“muscles needed to be a good employee and

a good CEO are very different.” As an example,
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B2G
MEMBER

B2G Member 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020
Summary

CEO Kim Yongguk
Product Neckband-format, 360-degree wearable camera
Foundation November 2016
Homepage +linkflow.co.kr
Address 54, Nonhyeon-ro 2-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

State

37

Staff

(as of 2019)

KRW

280 million

• Ministerial commendation (Ministry of SMEs and Startups)
at GOOD DESIGN 2017

• Bronze award at IDEA AWARD 2018
• Innovation award at CES 2018

• Winner at the Red Dot Design Awards (Germany) 2018

Global Expansion

China, Japan, USA

Other Achievements

• IF DESIGN AWARD 2019

• GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2019

• Innovation award at CES 2019
• Innovation award at CES 2020

Timeline
2016 11 • Linkflow founded (as a corporate body)
		
		

• Received investment funds from Samsung SVIC

• Received investment funds from Lotte Accelerator

2018 03 • Obtained USD 429,790 (approx. KRW 500 million) via crowdfunding
07 • Obtained KRW 10 billion in investments from Canon

2019 06 • Launched 5G service (Real360) in collaboration with KT

Success Stories

LINKFLOW

Sales

07 • Received investment funds from KT Investment

11 • Received investment funds from NH Investment & Securities

12 • Signed an MOU for the supply of 10,000 NEXX360s to China’s People’s Armed Police

2020 02 • Signed a contract for the supply of 20,000 FITT360s

			 (to be used for the remote medical treatment of COVID-19 patients)
03 • Received investment funds from Albatross Investment
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• Received investment funds from Eureka! Venture
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They may look like Bluetooth headsets, but

The devices are being used in Wuhan, now

becoming an independent company, Linkflow

share, and Japan represents 10 percent, with

VR neckband cameras. Each device provides

remote medical treatment. The NEXT360 is

releasing its first product in 2018. Kim is a

Given these market conditions, for Linkflow,

Linkflow’s FITT360 and NEXT360 are actually

360-degree camera views through the use of
four embedded cameras that are connected
to a 5G network, allowing for 1) multi-party,
video-based live streaming without any lag

time. The neckbands were initially developed
for YouTubers and travel content creators.

However, the fact that these devices allow for
hands-free filming without any blind spots
has exponentially increased their potential

far beyond the original targeted audience.
In February, Linkflow signed a contract

to supply 20,000 FITT360s through the 5G

Innovation Centre operated by China Mobile,
the largest telecommunications firm in China.

famous as the starting point of COVID-19, for
currently being used in Korea by members of
Lotte World Tower’s Terrorist Attack Response

Team and by personal shoppers employed by

VIP customers (as a form of protection against
COVID-19). Linkflow was established in 2014
through C-Lab, a startup incubator operated

by Samsung Electronics. Linkflow CEO Kim

Yong-guk said, “The company began with an
idea I had while honeymooning in Hawaii. I

thought to myself: would it be possible to film

this beautiful environment with a 360-degree
view I submitted the idea for an in-house
contest, where it won first place, leading
to the creation of Linkflow.” After ending

its term as a Samsung venture firm and

jumped into the 360-degree camera market,

computer engineering major who spent 16
years at Samsung, where he gained extensive
experience by working with various divisions,

from manufacturing to development,
including Samsung Electronics’ Wireless

Division, and in teams related to software and
strategic planning.

Overseas expansion as a
necessity, not just an option

The global 360-degree camera market is
known to be worth roughly KRW 1 trillion.
The US represents 50 percent of this market

Korea representing only a mere 0.8 percent.

moving overseas was a necessity, rather than
just an option. It entered the Japanese market

last year and the Chinese market earlier this
year and will be entering the US in the second
half of this year. In 2020, Linkflow also plans

to enter Europe and from there, branch out
into 120 countries through its investor Canon.

Linkflow’s product lineup will not only include

Success Stories

360-degree video calls and 2) 360-degree
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Becoming Korea’s first
hardware unicorn

neckbands but also children’s items, which

will most likely result in a steep upward trend.
The children’s neckband, through which

parents can check their child’s location at any
time, is already being considered for release

by multiple telecommunication firms, such as
KT (Korea) and Softbank (Japan).
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synthesized without distortion to create the

of help from Born2Global Centre, especially

challenges the greatest of which is the fact

our technologies, we can position the cameras

overseas and introducing our products to

achieve quantitative growth. In April 2020,

company in Korea (a country without any

avoid distortion-and keep the neckband from

Despite the fact that Linkflow is the only

domestic camera companies) to develop a

360-degree camera, Kim stressed that the
company’s products are noticeably superior

to those of its competitors in other countries.
“We make wearable devices as well as our
own software. We are very competitive

because we have independently-developed
solutions and advanced 5G technologies.”

A neckband camera requires the use of
several sophisticated technologies. It has to
be resistant to shaking during filming and
repel heat (because it comes into direct
contact with the skin). Linkflow’s devices

have both qualities, giving Linkflow a sharper

competitive edge. Kim said, “The videos that
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are filmed with the four cameras need to be

most natural-looking, 360-degree video. Using

close together-which is necessary in order to
heating up. What really sets us apart from our

foreign competitors is the fact that we can
achieve 5G livestreaming for cameras as high

as 4K resolution.” Linkflow has 18 registered
patents and 22 submitted applications in

Korea and 20 patents overseas for its device,
the FITT360. Linkflow has also received the

Innovation Award at the CES (a tech show
held annually in Las Vegas in the US) for

three consecutive years, starting in 2018. The
company’s current strategy is to differentiate
itself by continuing to acquire patents.

Kim made a point of expressing his gratitude

to the Born2Global Centre, which has helped

the company since before its release of a
completed product, saying, “We received a lot

in terms of submitting patent applications
consumers in other countries. It is thanks to
the Born2Global Centre’s active promotion of

Linkflow internationally that we have gained a
foothold in Wuhan.”

Goals of becoming
Korea’s first unicorn in
manufacturing, a business
area that is difficult to
scale-up

With “untact” increasingly becoming the
catchphrase of our times, Kim is aware

that current global conditions provide

unique business opportunities for Linkflow,

which boasts both VR and 5G technologies.
However, he also knows that there are many

that it is not easy for manufacturing firms to
Linkflow secured a Series B investment of
KRW 7.2 billion, for a cumulative total of KRW
22.3 billion in investments. The company is

Success Stories

A startup with competitive
hardware and software

gaining recognition for its expected future

outcomes and values in key areas of the

Fourth Industrial Revolution (5G, VR, smart
cities, remote communication, etc.). With
investors such as Lotte, Canon, KT, and
Samsung, Linkflow will be using its strategic

partnerships to expand its market presence.

Its goal for 2020 is to achieve KRW 20 billion in

total sales by expanding its market share and
diversifying its product lineup.

Kim said, “Ultimately, our goal is to be a
global platform that specializes in immersive
communication.”
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B2G
MEMBER

B2G Member 2016, 2018, 2019, 2020
Summary

CEO Jung Jinwook
Product AI·AR software and content
Foundation May 2014
Homepage +seerslab.com
Address 16, Yeoksam-ro 17-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

State
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Staff

(as of 2019)

KRW

4.8 billion

Sales

Global Expansion

North America, Europe,
Southeast Asia

Timeline
2014 05 • Seerslab founded (as a corporate body)
2015 05 • Released Lolicam (AR camera app)

2016 02 • Achieved 4 million downloads within nine months of release
2018 06 • Launched ARGear (as a beta service)

10 • Selected as a Spark AR global partner (Facebook)

2019 03 • Released a commercial 5G AR service for LG UPlus

04 • Released a commercial 5G AR service (Narle) for KT
05 • Released a commercial AR service (it9) for EBay

06 • Signed a supply contract with LG Electronics for ARGear SDK
09 • Launched the “SuperM AR” service for SM Entertainment

10 • Launched Thiing (jointly developed with Woowa Brothers)

Success Stories

seerslab

2017 08 • Selected as a Global MCP for AR content (Samsung Electronics)

11 • Released a commercial version of ARGear
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and is a service that was jointly designed

such as Snapchat, Facebook, and Snow.

Seerslab worked with Baedal Minjok for

marketing campaigns of large companies
Seerslab CEO Jung Jin-wook said, “In our

first year, my plan was just to develop things
that I’d always been interested in. We created

“The growth of the untact economy is

opening a new world of opportunities

for AR services. With AR services, you can
point your smartphone’s camera at your

feet to show off your new shoes or use

your phone to change the background of a
video conference call, or make it seem like

video call participants are wearing makeup.

Google and Apple are working hard to
has a clear advantage in terms of combining
AR with immersive content.” (Jung Jin-

wook, CEO of Seerslab) Seerslab is a startup

that creates AR content and platforms. AR

is a technology that places a virtual, threedimensional image on a real object, the

most representative commercial example of

which is the smartphone game “Pokemon
GO.”
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Seerslab first gained attention in May 2015
with its release of the VR video application
“Lolicam.”

The idea behind the video app is now more
commonplace due to the AR stickers offered

by apps like TikTok, Snow, and Snapchat, but
the idea was still very novel at the time of the

app’s release. Lolicam is a service through

which users can film short videos that are

enhanced with VR functions. The service first
became popular among teens and users in
their 20s, reaching as many as 2 million users
per month. Lolicam’s predecessor, Pixby,

Unlike most Korean companies, which used
imported solutions, we had our own facial
recognition and AI vision technologies. We

were able to change gears and embrace new
ideas relatively seamlessly by sharing our

technologies with companies like Samsung
Electronics.” Seerslab is currently using its

independently-developed AR technologies
to collaborate with several conglomerates

and is providing AR contents to smartphone
manufacturers (such as Samsung Electronics

and LG Electronics, etc.) in addition the top
three telecommunications firms in Korea and

20 companies overseas. The LG UPlus ’“U+AR”

app is an example of these collaborations

the joint release of “THIIING,” a AR video
entertainment app that can be used to create
10-second video clips enhanced with AR
effects.

Release of ARGear, allowing
anyone to make the next
Snow or TikTok

Seerslab hopes to share its independentlydeveloped AR technologies and content with
as many companies as possible. It is with this

goal that the company created “ARGear SDK,”
which allows users (i.e. developers) to create

their own TikTok or Snow-like services with
AR functions/content without having prior

knowledge of AR or other related contents.

Success Stories

expand the AR market, but Seerslab already

Lolicam, a leading AR video
application

six services, one of which was Lolicam.

by LG UPlus and Seerslab. In October 2019,

Korea Startup Index 2019

The hidden warrior of
AR content

struggled to compete with the aggressive

ARGear can also be used in commercial

was released in December 2014, about nine
months earlier than Snapchat’s stickers.

However, as time passed, Pixby increasingly
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is similar to Doraemon’s Anywhere Door,

a certain store without having to visit the

character of a popular manga series) uses to

on” sunglasses, shoes, or cosmetics from
store in person. ARGear is currently available
outside Korea as a beta service and will

be released commercially in China in the

first half of this year. Jung said, “[ARGear]
features AR stickers, backgrounds, and Face
Beauty (filters). If you apply it to a video

conference, you can change the background
to Paris. It can also recognize gestures and
facial expressions using the video emoticon

function to make hearts or tear-shaped

stickers appear on the conference screen.”
Seerslab is working on an “AR portal,” which
enables the user to “visit” any location such

as the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, Gyeongju’
s Bulguksa Temple, or Anmok Beach in

Gangneung via smartphone from the
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comfort of the user’s own room. The portal

a special door that Doraemon (the main

magically transport himself and others to the
places he imagines in his mind. When using
Seerslab’s services, the user’s smartphone

acts as a “door,” transporting the user to
desired locations, right from his or her room.
Seerslab is currently working with Google to
create content for the AR portal. Jung said,

“The vast majority of Seerslab’s endeavors

are both creative and fun. One of these
endeavors is the AR portal. In the near future,
users will be able to enjoy content from

the comfort of their homes by using their

smartphones as ‘portals’ to different worlds.
This can be achieved simply by installing a

360-degree camera to provide users with
immersive views of the deep sea, a concert,
or a tourist attraction.”

It has given our company substantial help

the Born2Global Centre. Just after releasing

overseas.” Many startups especially need help

Seerslab has a long-standing friendship with
Lolicam, the company received funding from
the center for overseas marketing. For Jung,

in many areas such as marketing and legal
tasks for the securing of patents which are
difficult but necessary for startups to expand

engaging in exchanges with global companies.
For example, the Born2Global Centre provided

who was experiencing difficulties marketing

the funds needed for Seerslab to participate in

provided by the Born2Global Centre in the

the global cloud service provider Salesforce.

his original ideas outside of Korea, the aid

business’ early days was of significant help.
The Born2Global Centre also provided the
funds necessary to advance the business and

assisted the company in 2016 with obtaining
investment funds from Y Cominbinator that

were used to enlist the services of overseas
accounting firms for the signing of international

contracts. Seerslab has developed numerous

AR technologies and currently has 23 registered

patents in the field. The costs associated with
five of these patents (those in the US, Japan,
and China) were covered by the Born2Global

Centre. Jung said, “The Born2Global Centre
is a reliable partner for our global businesses.

“Dreamforce,” an annual conference hosted by

Success Stories

settings, enabling consumers to virtually “try

Born2Global Centre, an old,
trusted friend

The company was also able to introduce its
services to Middle Eastern investors at the

AIM 2020 Startup Pitch Competition hosted at
Pangyo in February by the Born2Global Centre,
winning first place.

Jung said, “After we officially release ARGear

SDK in Korea and it becomes stable enough

for developers to use freely, depending on
the user numbers, we hope to turn it into

a paid SaaS, like Amazon’s cloud services.
We want to be more than just the best in

Korea we want to become an AR platform
company that is equally well known
overseas.”
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6
www.born2global.com

www.facebook.com/born2global

www.linkedin.com/company/born2global

and Woowa Brothers emerged in quick

on traditional areas (mobile applications/

founded in the following years, the number

bio-medicine and mobile technologies.

succession. With startups consistently

of venture firms in 2015 exceeded 30,000.

Today, a decade has passed since release of
the iPhone in Korea in 2009.

As the Korean saying goes, “Even the

mountains and rivers change in 10 years.”
The same has been true for the Korean
The year 2009 is an important one in

In, the number of venture firms (16,000 in

the history of Korean venture firms, as it

2008, 18,893 in 2009) increased dramatically

was a foundational year for subsequent

by 2010 to 24,645. This is the first year that

industrial advancement. On November 28,

the increased number of venture firms was

2009, the iPhone 3GS was first released

as high as 6,000 a 30 percent increase over

in Korea through KT. As in the US and

2018.

other countries, release of the iPhone in

It is around the end of the aughts that many
of the most representative Korean startups

revolution and the subsequent growth of

and services in the mobile sector emerged.

venture entrepreneurship. All services and

Starting with the release of KakaoTalk in

experiences offered offline or via PC were

March 2010, social commerce firms (TMON,

reborn on mobile, which led to an increase

Coupang, WeMakePrice, etc.) and major

in business endeavors. According to Venture

service providers like StyleShare, Zigbang,

rearranged the structure of the startup

market. Maturing of the market, however,

also blunted the rate of growth in venture

firm entrepreneurship. While the number of
venture firms continues to increase every
year, with a steep increase in the size of

investments by venture capital companies,

this has been accompanied by an increased

number of venture firms leaving the market.
Again according to Venture In, there were

37,008 venture firms in 2019 just 188 more
markets (based on mobile business) in

37,008

36,820

35,282

33,360

31,260

Unit: Number

29,910

29,135

28,193

26,148

24,645

18,893

while the appearance of new companies

past 10 years. The venture entrepreneurship

Number of Startups
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emerged out of the mobile revolution,

than in 2018 and the lowest increase in the

Number of Startups by Year

2009

been marked by great change. New services

other countries are also maturing: the rate
of increase in the number of startups has
stalled in major countries and regions,

including the US, Europe, China, and Japan,
with a similar lower increase in venture
capital investments. A decrease in the

number of investors compared to 2018

has resulted in abnormal concentration of

investments in companies that “seem likely
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

* source VENTURE IN

enough” to become unicorns. Investment
behavior worldwide shifted from a focus

2019 was also a year of high activity

for rising economies, with particularly

noticeable growth in the Latin American
venture market. Annual investment for

2019 was more than twice that of 2018
the largest increase in venture capital

investments in the world. Such explosive

growth in that region has partially been the
result of proactive investment by global

venture capital firms. More importantly, it

is also proof that the mobile revolution and
subsequent changes in offline industries
have begun in earnest in non-advanced

economies. The Latin American story is the
reason why expectations are equally high

for investment booms not only in India but

across Southeast Asia, Africa, and the Middle
East.

In the past 10 years, many Korean venture

Afterword

Korea became the catalyst for a mobile

startup environment: the past decade has

services) to offline businesses connected to
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Afterword

firms have tried to enter foreign markets,
but this has never been easy. The US’

mobile revolution began before Korea’s,

and China’s regulation of foreign businesses
remains steep. Nevertheless, the growth of
rising economies is a source of hope and

opportunity for Korean venture firms, and
a growing number of Korean companies
are pioneering new markets throughout

South America, the Middle East, India and
Southeast Asia. The decade that follows
the 10th anniversary of Korea’s mobile

revolution will record the efforts of these

Korean venture firms to make headway in
such markets.
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